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Abstract
Given an oriented Riemannian four-manifold equipped with a principal bundle, we investigate the
moduli spaceMVW of solutions to the Vafa-Witten equations.ese equations arise from a twist
ofN = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. Physicists believe that this theory has a well-dened
partition function, which depends on a single complex parameter. On one hand, the S-duality
conjecture predicts that this partition function is a modular form. On the other hand, the Fourier
coecients of the partition function are supposed to be the “Euler characteristics” of various moduli
spacesMASD of compactied anti-self-dual instantons. For several algebraic surfaces, these Euler
characteristics were veried to be modular forms.
Except in certain special cases, it’s unclear how to precisely dene the partition function. If there is a
mathematically sensible denition of the partition function, we expect it to arise as a gauge-theoretic
invariant of the moduli spacesMVW. e aim of this thesis is to initiate the analysis necessary
to dene such invariants. We establish various properties, computations, and estimates for the
Vafa-Witten equations. In particular, we give a partial Uhlenbeck compactication of the moduli
space.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to twistedN = 4 supersymmetric
instantons
1.1 Yang-Mills theory and the Donaldson invariants
During the 1980s and the early 1990s, the moduli space of anti-self-dual (ASD) instantons was a
crucial tool for the study of smooth four-manifolds. Let (X , g) be an oriented Riemannian four-
manifold, and let G be a compact Lie group. Given a principal G-bundle P → X, any connection
A ∈ AP, has a curvature FA ∈ Ω2(X;gP). Two-forms split into metric-dependent ±1 eigenspaces
Ω2,±(X;gP) of the Hodge star operator. Correspondingly, curvature decomposes as FA = F+A + F−A .
For a specic choice of (X , g) and P, we dene ASD moduli space as
MASD(P, g) ∶= {A ∈ AP ∣ F+A = 0} /GP ,
where GP is the group of automorphisms of P. When non-empty,MASD typically is a submanifold
of nite dimension inside the quotientAP/GP. In the case G = SU(2), Donaldson showed how the
homology ofMASD ⊂ AP/GP denes (in many circumstances) invariants of 4-manifolds which are
independent of the metric g, and capable of distinguishing dierentiable structures [Don90, DK97].
Proving that the Donaldson invariants are well-dened involves many technical challenges. For
example, sometimesMASD is usually non-compact, and sometimes has singularities.ere is a natu-
ral Uhlenbeck compacticationMASD, and singularities are handled through metric perturbations.
Furthermore, while the topology ofMASD(P, g) depends on g, one must prove that the invariants
do not. Roughly, this amounts to showing that dierent choices of metric lead to homologousMASD.
1.2 A brief overview of twisted supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
Supersymmetry provides much of the historical motivation behind the questions this thesis attempts
to address. Because supersymmetry does not play an essential role in this thesis, this overview will
be cursory.
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Roughly speaking, supersymmetry relates fermionic (odd / antisymmetric) particles to bosonic
(even / symmetric) particles. A supersymmetic theory comes equipped with N supersymmetry
operators {Qi}Ni=1 which exchange bosons and fermions. Analysis of twistedN = 2 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory [SW94a, SW94b] led to the discovery of the Seiberg-Witten equations [Wit94].
ere are three possible twists of theN = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills equations.e focus of this
thesis is the Vafa-Witten twist, which was studied in [VW94]. Recently, a dierent twist was shown
to be related to the geometric Langlands program and dubbed the GL twist [KW07].
Supersymmetric quantum eld theories have nice properties which make them relatively tractable,
and physicists conjectured an electric-magnetic duality which exchanges strong and weak coupling
whenN = 4.is is known as S-duality.
1.3 e Vafa-Witten invariant
In search of evidence for S-duality, Vafa and Witten explored their twist ofN = 4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory [VW94]. For any smooth oriented Riemannian four-manifold (X , g0) with
principal bundle P → X, we dene the conguration spaces
C ∶= Ω0(X;gP) ×AP ×Ω2,+(X;gP),C′ ∶= Ω1(X;gP) ×Ω2,+(X;gP).
We dene the gauge-equivariant Vafa-Witten map1
VW ∶ C Ð→ C′,
VW(C ,A, B) ∶= ( (dAC + d∗AB) /√2F+A + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C] ) . (1.1)
Mimicking the setup of Donaldson theory, the Vafa-Witten moduli space is
MVW(P, g) ∶= {(C ,A, B) ∣ VW(C ,A, B) = 0} /GP .
When the map VW is transverse, the expected dimension ofMVW is zero since the principal symbol
of (1.1) (plus gauge xing) is self-adjoint. However, transversality oen fails, resulting in components
of positive dimension. In particularMASD ⊂MVW since
VW(0,A, 0) = ( 0F+A ) .
By appropriately counting the number of points/components ofMVW, we hope to obtain a (con-
jecturally well-dened) number VW(P) called the Vafa-Witten invariant for the principal bundle
P → X. Vafa and Witten argue that the number VW(P) corresponds to the formal Atiyah-Jerey
1e factor 1/√2 is chosen to ensure that (2.1) works out.e product denoted by β1 β2 for β i ∈ Ω2,+(X;R) is
berwise-equivalent to a multiple of the cross product × on R3.e notation [B B] is described in Sections A.1.6 and
A.1.7.e correspondence between the (1.1) and the expression given in [VW94] is described in Section 2.3.
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expression [AJ90] for the Euler characteristic ofMASD(P, g). Although this suggests a geometric
interpretation of VW(P), the formal Atiyah-Jerey expression is a mathematically dubious innite-
dimensional integral. It’s very unclear to what extent VW(P) is well-dened, and the technical
challenges involved are at least an order of magnitude greater than those of the Donaldson invariants.
1.3.1 Euler characteristics of instanton moduli space
Many instances of the S-duality conjecture have been veried by assuming that B = 0, using “the Euler
characteristic ofMASD” as a working denition of the Vafa-Witten invariant, and then computing
χ(MASD) via algebro-geometric methods.
For example, when X = K3, using partial results about the Euler characteristics ofMASD, Vafa and
Witten proposed [VW94, §4.1] that the partition functions for G = SU(2) and Gˆ = SO(3) should be
ZSU(2)(q) = 12q−2(14 + 0q + 30q2 + 3200q3 +⋯ + 101897907561785049754 q16 +⋯
ZSO(3)(q) = q−2(14 + 0q1/2 + 0q + 2096128q3/2 + 50356230q2 + 679145472q5/2 +⋯⋯+ 213799744095722709228249754 q16 +⋯
Here, the generating functions for the Euler characteristics are inside the parentheses, and dier from
the partition function by an overall factor of 12q−2 or q−2, respectively.e denominators apparently
result from orbifold singularities in certainMASD.
If we dene the parameter τ in the upper-half-plane by the relation q1/2 = e ipiτ, then ZSU(2) and
ZSO(3) are periodic functions of τ, and the q-series are Fourier series.e groups SU(2) and SO(3)
are Langlands-dual to each other, and the S-duality conjecture relates their partition functions. In
this case, they obey the “modular relation”
ZSU(2)(−1/τ) = (2τ)−12ZSO(3)(τ).
Note: this is especially remarkable since if Z(τ) is an arbitrary periodic function, then there’s no
reason to expect that (2τ)12Z(−1/τ) is also periodic.
For more examples of these sorts of formulas, see the recent article [Wu08], and the references
therein.
Despite this success, many troubling technical issues remain to be addressed. For example,
1. When is it safe to assume B = 0?
2. How should singularities ofMASD be counted?
3. To what extent is the Euler characteristic independent of the metric?
4. How does the choice of compactication aect the Euler characteristic?
e rst question of the vanishing of B is partially addressed in Remark 2.1.4, with further results for
the Kähler case in [VW94, §2.4].
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Figure 1-1: An idealized view ofMVW: while deforming the metric gt on M, the Euler char-
acteristic ofMASD can change. Any change to χ(MASD) should balance with the creation or
destruction of points inMVW/MASD.
For the second question of singularities, one might employ a suitable transversality theorem, such as
the generic metrics theorem for ASD connections.en one must check that the invariant either
does not depend on the perturbation, or nd a suitable wall-crossing formula.
ird, as the metric changes, the topology ofMASD can change, and χ(MASD) is not invariant.
However, we should expect some compensation in the full moduli spaceMVW, as in Figure 1-1 on
page 14. In this thesis, we began to work out models for these changes in topology in Chapter 5, and
on the Uhlenbeck boundary in Chapter 9.
Finally, we expect to better understand the choice of compactication when we complete the program
of Chapter 9. Other work by Li and Qin contrasts the Uhlenbeck and Gieseker compactications in
their study of blowup formulae [LQ99, LQ98, LQ02].
1.3.2 Formal similarity to Seiberg-Witten
We will be primarily interested in the case C = 0, for which the equations reduce to
d∗AB = 0,
F+A + 18 [B B] = 0.
Compare this to the Seiberg-Witten equations for a U(1) principal bundle P′ and a pair (A′, Ψ) ∈AP′ ×Ω0(X; S/+)
∂/A′Ψ = 0,
F+A′ − ρ−1(Ψ ⊗Ψ∗)0 = 0.
Both sets of equations can be regarded as the condition that self-dual curvature has a harmonic
“square root” in respective representations. Specically, B is a square root of F+A with respect to
the quadratic map −18 [B B], while Ψ is a square root of F+A′ with respect to the quadratic map
ρ−1(Ψ ⊗Ψ∗)0.
14
Chapter 2
Fundamental energy identities
2.1 Energy identities
Let (X , g0) be an oriented Riemannian four-manifold with boundary, equipped with a principal
bundle P → X. We dene the gradient energy density, which is the measure given by
µgrad(C ,A, B) ∶= ∣VW(C ,A, B)∣2 dvol = (12 ∣dAC + d∗AB∣2 + ∣F+A + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C]∣2) dvol. (2.1)
Correspondingly, we dene the gradient energy
εgrad(C ,A, B) ∶= ∫X µgrad(C ,A, B) = 12 ∥dAC + d∗AB∥2 + ∥F+A + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C]∥2 , (2.2)
so that solutions to the Vafa-Witten equations are precisely those congurations for which εgrad = 0.
We gain tremendous insight by rewriting εgrad, integrating by parts and applying the Weitzenböck
formula. Several of these ideas are also explained in [VW94] §2.4.
We begin by expanding a few terms:
εgrad = 12 ∥dAC∥2 + 12 ∥d∗AB∥2 + ∫X ⟨dAC ⋅ d∗AB⟩++ ∥F+A + 18 [B B]∥2 + 14 ∥[B,C]∥2 + 18 ∫X ⟨[B B] ⋅ [B,C]⟩ + ∫X ⟨F+A ⋅ [B,C]⟩ .
To deal with the cross terms, note that
⟨F+A ∧ ⋆ [B,C]⟩ + ⟨dAC ∧ ⋆d∗AB⟩ = −d ⟨dAC ∧ B⟩ ,
and ⟨[B B] ⋅ [B,C]⟩ = ⟨[[B B] ⋅ B] ,C⟩ = 0,
since [[B B] ⋅ B] vanishes by the Jacobi identity (A.24).us
εgrad = 12 ∥dAC∥2 + 12 ∥d∗AB∥2 + ∥F+A + 18 [B B]∥2 + 14 ∥[B,C]∥2 − ∫∂X ⟨dA∥C∥ ⋅ ⋆B∥⟩ ,
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where A∥, B∥,C∥ are the pullbacks of A, B,C to ∂X.is proves:
eorem 2.1.1. If X is a closed oriented four-manifold equipped with a principal bundle P → X, then
every solution (C ,A, B) to the equation VW(C ,A, B) = 0 satises
F+A + 18 [B B] = 0, (2.3)
dAC = d∗AB = 0,[B,C] = 0.
Remark 2.1.2. For any xed A and B, the equations (2.3) are linear in C. In particular, if A is an
irreducible SU(2) connection, then the kernel of
dA ∶ Ω0(X;gP)Ð→ Ω1(X;gP)
is {0}, so C = 0.
We proceed with our manipulation of εgrad by expanding the remaining term and using the Weitzen-
böck formula (B.17) to obtain
εgrad = 12 ∥dAC∥2 + ∥F+A∥2 + 164 ∥[B B]∥2 + 14 ∥[B,C]∥2 + 14 ∥∇AB∥2 + (2.4)+ 112 ∫X (s ∣B∣2 − 6W+ ⋅ ⟨B ⊙ B⟩) − ∫∂X ⟨dA∥C∥ ⋅ ⋆B∥⟩ − 12 ∫∂X ⟨B∥ ⋅ (dA∥ ⋆ +N)B∥⟩ .
A simple consequence is:
eorem 2.1.3. If X is a closed manifold such that the quadratic form (see Section B.4)
s − 6W+ ∈ Ω0(X; Sym2(Λ2,+T∗X))
is everywhere positive semi-denite, then every solution (C ,A, B) satises
F+A = 0, [B B] = 0,∇AB = 0, [B,C] = 0,
dAC = 0.
Remark 2.1.4. e condition s − 6W+ ≥ 0 is highly restrictive. According to the Weitzenböck
formula for Ω2,+(X;R), this implies that every self-dual two-form is covariantly constant. Since any
nonzero covariantly constant self-dual two-form determines a Kähler structure on X, there are three
possibilities for the Betti number b+2 when this condition could occur:
• b+2 = 0.
• b+2 = 1 so X is Kähler.
• b+2 = 3 so X is hyperKähler.
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Turning now towards obtaining a priori estimates using εgrad, we make one nal substitution
∥F+A∥2 = 12 ∥FA∥2 + 12 ∫X ⟨FA ∧ FA⟩ . (2.5)
to obtain
εgrad = 12 ∥FA∥2+ 14 ∥∇AB∥2+ 12 ∥dAC∥2+ 14 ∥[B,C]∥2+ 164 ∥[B B]∥2+ 112 ∫X (s ∣B∣2 − 6W+ ⋅ ⟨B ⊙ B⟩)++ 12 ∫X ⟨FA ∧ FA⟩ − ∫∂X ⟨dA∥C∥ ⋅ ⋆B∥⟩ − 12 ∫∂X ⟨B∥ ⋅ (dA∥ ⋆ +N)B∥⟩ .
In analogy with [KM07] Denition 4.5.4, we dene
εtop ∶= ∫∂X ⟨dAC∥ ⋅ ⋆B∥⟩ + 12 ∫∂X ⟨B∥ ⋅ (dA ⋆ +ρD(N))B∥⟩ − 12 ∫X ⟨FA ∧ FA⟩ ,
µan ∶= (12 ∣FA∣2 + 14 ∣∇AB∣2 + 12 ∣dAC∣2 + 14 ∣[B,C]∣2 + 164 ∣[B B]∣2 + 112s ∣B∣2 − 12W+ ⋅ ⟨B ⊙ B⟩) dvol,
εan ∶= ∫X µan.
Note that εtop depends only on the boundary values and the topological type of the principal bundle.
ese quantities have the following signicance. Since εgrad = εan − εtop, we have the inequality
εan ≥ εtop,
with equality holding precisely for solutions. In particular, εtop is an a priori upper bound on εan for
solutions. Ideally, we would like to use this to obtain an upper bound for ∥FA∥. For simplicity, we set
C = 0 to obtain
∥FA∥2 = 2εtop + ∫X (W+ ⋅ ⟨B ⊙ B⟩ − 16s ∣B∣2) − 12 ∥∇AB∥2 − 132 ∥[B B]∥2 . (2.6)
In the ASD case where X is closed and B = 0, we get the standard topological bound1 on 2εtop by a
multiple of the “instanton number.” For both the Seiberg-Witten equations [KM07] and the PU(2)
monopole equations [Tel00, FL98] where this topological term alone does not suce, the standard
trick is to use the quartic term. If the quartic term 132 ∥[B B]∥2 were positive denite, it would
dominate the Riemannian curvature terms. Unfortunately this is not the case, since the quartic term
vanishes whenever B has rank one. Instead, the situation is analogous to Hitchin’s equations for
Higgs pairs [Hit87], where a priori L2 bounds fail.
2.1.1 e Vafa-Witten Chern-Simons functional
In the spirit of [KM07] §4.3, we show that when X is a metric cylinder R × Y the Vafa-Witten
equations over X are the gradient ow of a functional over Y . Dene
VWCS(A∥, B∥,C∥) ∶= 12 ∫Y CS(A∥) + ∫Y ⟨dA∥C∥ ∧ B∥⟩ + 12 ∫Y B∥ ∧ d∗AB∥,
1In this case, our bound is actually an equality: 2εtop = (2pi)2k from (C.1).
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where CS(A∥) is given by CS(A∥,A0) of (C.2), for any xed connection A0.
We compute
δVWCS
δA∥ = − ⋆ FA∥ − [⋆B∥,C∥] + 12 ⋆ [⋆B∥ ∧ ⋆B∥] ,
δVWCS
δB∥ = dA ⋆ B∥ + ⋆dAC∥,
δVWCS
δC∥ = − ⋆ dAB∥.
Let A be a connection over X in temporal gauge, B ∈ Ω2,+(X; adP), and C ∈ Ω0(X; adP). e
self-duality condition for B is B⊥ = ⋆B∥. Some consequences of (B.10) include
FA = FA∥ + dt ∧ (A˙∥ − NA∥), (2.7)
d∗AB = ⋆B˙∥ + ⋆dA ⋆ B∥ + N ⋆ B∥ + dt ∧ ⋆dAB∥,
dAC = dAC∥ + dt ∧ C˙ .
In each of these components, the gradient ow terms for the variables A, B, and C are
A˙∥ − δVWCS
δA∥ = ⋆ (2F+A + 14 [B B] + [B,C])∥ ,
B˙∥ − δVWCS
δB∥ = − ⋆ (d∗AB + dAC)∥ ,
C˙∥ − δVWCS
δC∥ = (d∗AB + dAC)⊥.
erefore, the gradient ow for VWCS is given by the zeroes of
1
2
∥A˙∥ − δVWCS
δA∥ ∥2 + 12 ∥B˙∥ − δVWCSδB∥ ∥2 + 12 ∥C˙∥ − δVWCSδC∥ ∥2= 12 ∥dAC + d∗AB∥2 + ∥F+A + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C]∥2 .
2.2 Scaling
e Vafa-Witten equations transform nicely under scaling the metric by a constant factor. For
any η ∈ R, consider the metric e2ηg0. We show that under scaling, the space of solutions remains
essentially unchanged.
We dene the scale transformation of η ∈ R on the parameterized conguration space C ×Met by
η ⋅ (C ,A, B, g)↦ (e−ηC ,A, eηB, e2ηg).
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Scaling transformations act as follows:
∇AB ↦ eη∇AB,∇AB ⊗∇AB ↦ e2η∇AB ⊗∇AB,∣∇AB∣2 ↦ e−4η ∣∇AB∣2 ,∣∇AB∣2 dvol↦ ∣∇AB∣2 dvol.
Similarly, the following are examples of scale-invariant measures:
∣∇AB∣2 dvol, ∣FA∣2 dvol, ∣∇AC∣2 dvol, ∣B∣4 dvol, ∣C∣4 dvol, µgrad, µan.
Finally, for A = A0 + a, we have the scale-invariant norm
e(k+1−4/p)η ∥∇kA0(C , a, B)∥Lp . (2.8)
Note that εgrad is scale-invariant.ough it’s not hard to see more directly, we can use scale invariance
to deduce that solutions are preserved by scale transformations since
VW(e−ηC ,A, eηB, e2ηg) = 0⇐⇒ εgrad(e−ηC ,A, eηB, e2ηg) = 0⇐⇒ εgrad(C ,A, B, g) = 0⇐⇒ VW(C ,A, B, g) = 0.
e situation is slightly worse for conformal transformations, i.e. when η ∈ C∞(X) is not necessarily
constant.e expression
F+A + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C]
is conformally invariant, however the other Vafa-Witten equation depends on dη. We give an explicit
description of how the equations depend on the metric ineorem 5.2.1.
2.3 Relation to Vafa andWitten’s identity
In order to make contact with their notation, we wish to explain the equivalence between (2.4) and
Vafa and Witten’s identity (2.57) from [VW94]:
∣s∣2 + ∣k∣2
2e2
= 1
2e2 ∫X d4x
√gTr((F+ i j + 14[Bik , B jl]gkl + 12[C , Bi j])2 ++ (D jBi j + DiC)2)
= 1
2e2 ∫X d4x
√gTr(F+ i j2 + 14(DlBi j)2 + (DiC)2 + 116[Bik , B jk][Bir , B jr]+1
4
[C , Bi j]2 + 14Bi j (16(gikg jl − gi l g jk)R +W+ i jkl)Bkl) .
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eir notation conicts with ours: physicists prefer Hermitian matrices to skew-Hermitian matrices.
ey convert skew-Hermitian matrices to Hermitian matrices by dividing a skew-Hermitian matrix
by
√−1. Vafa and Witten’s commutator leaves implicit the necessary factor of √−1 to obtain a
Hermitian operator from a commutator.us we perform the substitutions
F+ ↦√−1F+, B ↦√−1B, C ↦√−1C , [X ,Y]↦√−1 [X ,Y] ,
to obtain the skew-Hermitian version of Vafa-Witten’s identity:
∣s∣2 + ∣k∣2 = ∫X (−Tr) ((F+ i j − 14[Bik , B jl]gkl − 12[C , Bi j])2 + (D jBi j + DiC)2) (2.9)= ∫X (−Tr) (F+ i j2 + 14(DlBi j)2 + (DiC)2 + 116[Bik , B jk][Bir , B jr]+14[C , Bi j]2 + 14Bi j (16(gikg jl − gi l g jk)R +W+ i jkl)Bkl) .
Note that −Tr(C1C2) is positive-denite on skew-Hermitian matrices, so we can identify it (up to a
positive constant) with our positive-denite inner product ⟨C1C2⟩.
eorem 2.3.1. On an oriented four-manifold without boundary, in an orthonormal frame, the follow-
ing identity holds:
12 ∫X ⟨((F+A)i j − 14 [Bik , B jk] − 12 [C , Bi j])2 + ((∇A, jB)i j +∇A,iC)2⟩= 12 ∫X ⟨(F+A)i j 2 + 14 (∇A,ℓB)i j 2 + (∇A,iC)2 + 116 [Bik , B jk] [Bir , B jk]++ 14 [C , Bi j]2 + 14 (16s(δikδ jℓ − δiℓδ jk) −W+i jkℓ)Bi jBkℓ⟩ .
is expression should be compared with the skew-Hermitian version of Vafa-Witten’s expression,
(2.9).e only signicant dierence is the opposite sign convention forW+i jkℓ.
Proof. It suces to show that (2.2) is
εgrad = ∫X ⟨((F+A)i j − 14 [Bik , B jk] − 12 [C , Bi j])2 + ((∇A, jB)i j +∇A,iC)2⟩ , (2.10)
and (2.4) is
εgrad = 12 ∫X ⟨(F+A)i j 2 + 14 (∇A,ℓB)i j 2 + (∇A,iC)2 + 116 ([Bik , B jk])2 ++14 ([C , Bi j])2 + 12 ( 112s(δikδ jℓ − δiℓδ jk) − 12W+i jkℓ)Bi jBkℓ⟩ . (2.11)
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Expanding out (2.10) with B = 12Bi je i j and F+A = 12(F+A)i je i j in an orthonormal frame,
εgrad = ∫X ⟨12 (e i∇A,iC − 12a j(∇A, jB)ike ik))⋅2 + (12(F+A)i je i j + 132 [Bi j, Bkℓ] e i j ekℓ + 14 [Bi j,C] e i j)⋅2⟩= ∫X ⟨12 (e i∇A,iC + e i(∇A, jB)i j)⋅2 + (12(F+A)i je i j − 18 [Bik , B jk] e i j + 14 [Bi j,C] e i j)⋅2⟩= 12 ∫X ⟨((F+A)i j − 14 [Bik , B jk] − 12 [C , Bi j])2 + ((∇A, jB)i j +∇A,iC)2⟩ .
Similarly, for (2.11),
εgrad = ∫X ⟨12 (dAC)⋅2 + (F+A)⋅2 + 164 [B B]⋅2 + 14 (∇AB)⋅2 + 14 [B,C]⋅2 + 14B ⋅ (16s +W+)B⟩= ∫X ⟨12 (e i∇A,iC)⋅2 + (12 (F+A)i j e i j)⋅2 + 164 (12 [B B]i j e i j)⋅2 + 14 (12 (∇AB)i j e i j)⋅2 ++14 (12 [Bi j,C] e i j)⋅2 + 14Bi je i j ⋅ ( 112s + 12W+)Bkℓekℓ⟩= 12 ∫X ⟨(F+A)i j 2 + 14 (∇A,ℓB)i j 2 + (∇A,iC)2 + 116 [Bik , B jk] [Biℓ , B jℓ]++14 [C , Bi j]2 + 14 (16s(δikδ jℓ − δiℓδ jk) −W+i jkℓ)Bi jBkℓ⟩ .
21
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Chapter 3
Analytic results
3.1 An L∞ bound on B
Using a technique of Taubes [Tau82, p. 166] (also described in [Law85, p. 76]), we combine the
Weitzenböck formula with Morrey’s mean-value inequality to deduce a bound on ∥B∥L∞ in terms of∥B∥L2 .
3.1.1 eWeitzenböck estimate for B
eorem 3.1.1. Let X be a smooth closed oriented Riemannian manifold. ere exists a constant C
with the following property. For any principal bundle P → X and any L21 solution (0,A, B) to the
Vafa-Witten equations, ∥B∥L∞ ≤ C ∥B∥L2 .
Proof. Byeorem 3.3.8, we may assume that A and B are smooth. By the Weitzenböck formula
(B.18), any solution (0,A, B) satises
∇∗A∇AB = (−13s + 2W+)B − 18 [[B B] B] ,
so pointwise, ⟨B ⋅ ∇∗A∇AB⟩ = ⟨B ⋅ (−13s + 2W+)B⟩ − 18 ∣[B B]∣2 .
Since X is compact, we get a pointwise bound of the form
⟨B ⋅ ∇∗A∇AB⟩ ≤ λ ∣B∣2
for some constant λ depending only on Riemannian curvature of X.eorem 3.1.2 yields the desired
estimate ∥B∥L∞ ≤ C ∥B∥L2 .
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3.1.2 Subharmonicity of B
eorem 3.1.2. Let X be a smooth closed Riemannian manifold. For all λ > 0 there are constants {Cλ}
with the following property. Let V → X be any real vector bundle equipped with a metric, A ∈ AV
any smooth metric-compatible connection, and σ ∈ Ω0(X;V) any smooth section which satises the
pointwise inequality ⟨σ ⋅ ∇∗A∇Aσ⟩ ≤ λ ∣σ ∣2 .
en σ satises the estimate ∥σ∥2L∞ ≤ Cλ ∥σ∥2L2 .
Proof. Naïvely, our goal is to apply Corollary 3.1.6 with u = ∣σ ∣. Two complications arise: it doesn’t
satisfy the hypothesis u ≥ 1, and u is not necessarily smooth where σ = 0. Instead, in Lemma 3.1.3
we show that
∆
√
1 + ∣σ ∣2 ≤ λ√1 + ∣σ ∣2.
us Corollary 3.1.6 applies to u = √1 + ∣σ ∣2, and we obtain
∥σ∥2L∞ = ∥√1 + ∣σ ∣2∥2
L∞ − 1 ≤ Cλ ∥
√
1 + ∣σ ∣2∥2
L2
− 1 = (Cλvol(X) − 1) + Cλ ∥σ∥2L2 .
We dispense with the constant term via homogeneity. For any constant α > 0, we have the following
sequencce of implications:
⟨σ ⋅ ∇∗A∇Aσ⟩ ≤ λ ∣σ ∣2 ,⟨ασ ⋅ ∇∗A∇Aασ⟩ ≤ λ ∣ασ ∣2 ,∥ασ∥2L∞ ≤ (Cλvol(X) − 1) + Cλ ∥ασ∥2L2 ,∥σ∥2L∞ ≤ (Cλvol(X) − 1) /α2 + Cλ ∥σ∥2L2 .
Taking α →∞, we get ∥σ∥2L∞ ≤ Cλ ∥σ∥2L2 .
Lemma 3.1.3. Suppose that f is a function such that
f ∈ C2([0,∞)),
f ≥ 0,
f ′(x) > 0,
1 + 2x f ′′(x)
f ′(x) ≥ 0..
(For example, the hypotheses are satised for f (x) = √k2 + x with any positive constant k.) For any
vector bundle V → X with metric connection A, and any section σ ∈ Ω0(X;V), we dene
s ∶= f (∣σ ∣2).
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en
12∆s ≤ ⟨ f ′(∣σ ∣2)σ ⋅ ∇∗A∇Aσ⟩ .
In the case f = √k2 + x, we get
∆
√
k2 + ∣σ ∣2 ≤ ⟨σ ⋅ ∇∗A∇Aσ⟩
k2 + ∣σ ∣2
√
k2 + ∣σ ∣2.
Proof. We compute
12∇s = ⟨ f ′(∣σ ∣2)σ ⋅ ∇Aσ⟩ ,
12∆s = f ′(∣σ ∣2)(⟨σ ⋅ ∇∗A∇Aσ⟩ − (∣∇Aσ ∣2 + 2 ∣σ ∣2 f ′′(∣σ ∣2)f ′(∣σ ∣2) ∣∇ ∣σ ∣∣2)) .
≤ ⟨ f ′(∣σ ∣2)σ ⋅ ∇∗A∇Aσ⟩ − f ′(∣σ ∣2) ∣∇ ∣σ ∣∣2 (1 + 2 ∣σ ∣2 f ′′(∣σ ∣2)f ′(∣σ ∣2) )≤ ⟨ f ′(∣σ ∣2)σ ⋅ ∇∗A∇Aσ⟩ .
In the case s = √k2 + ∣σ ∣2, the inequality becomes
∆
√
k2 + ∣σ ∣2 ≤ ⟨ σ√
k2 + ∣σ ∣2 ⋅ ∇∗A∇Aσ⟩ = ⟨σ ⋅ ∇
∗
A∇Aσ⟩
k2 + ∣σ ∣2
√
k2 + ∣σ ∣2.
3.1.3 Morrey’s mean-value inequality
We reproduce the full statement of [Mor66,eorem 5.3.1, p. 137] ineorem 3.1.5.en we adapt
the result for the Laplacian on a manifold in Corollary 3.1.6.
3.1.3.1 e weak Laplacian on a domain
Let G ⊂ Rν be a bounded domain with ν ≥ 3. Let α, β denote indices ranging from 1 to ν. Suppose
we have a collection of functions
aαβ ∈ L∞(G), bα ∈ Lν(G), cα ∈ Lν(G), d ∈ Lν/2(G).
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Suppose further that there exist positive constants m,M ,C0, µ1 such that
m ∣λ∣2 ≤ aαβ(x)λα λβ for all λ ∈ Rν and a.e. x ∈ G , (3.1)∥a∥L∞(G) ≤ M ,
P ∶= √∣b∣2 + ∣c∣2 + ∣d∣ ∈ Ln(G)∥P∥2Ln(B(x0 ,r)∩G) ≤ C0rµ1 for every x0 ∈ G , r > 0.
Denition 3.1.4. Given functions aαβ , bα , cα , d satisfying (3.1), we dene an operator ∆abcd based
on the formula
∆abcd = “ − ∂α(aαβ∂β + bα) + cα∂α + d”.
More precisely, for u ∈ L11,loc, we dene ∆abcd(u) to be the distribution given by
ζ ⋅ ∆abcd(u) ∶= ∫G ((∂αζ)(aαβ∂βu + bαu) + ζ(cα∂αu + du)) for all ζ ∈ C∞c (G).
For p ∈ [1, ν), this gives a continuous map
∆abcd ∶ Lp1,loc(G)→ Lp−1,loc(G),
i.e. our test function ζ makes sense when extended to the dual space
(Lp−1,loc(G))∗ = Lp/(p−1)1,c (G) or (L1−1,loc)∗ = L∞1,c = Lipc(G).
3.1.3.2 Morrey’s mean-value inequality
eorem 3.1.5 ([Mor66,eorem 5.3.1, p. 137] ). For any xed integer ν ≥ 3 and for any positive real
numbers m,M ,C0, µ1, λ, there exists a constant C such that for any bounded domain G ⊂ Rν and for
any functions aαβ , bα , cα , d ,U on G which satisfy (3.1) and
U ∈ L21,loc(G) ∩ L2(G),
U ≥ 1,
∆abcd(U λ) ≤ 0 for some λ ∈ [1, 2),
there are estimates ∥U∥2L∞(B(x0 ,R)) ≤ Ca−ν ∥U∥2L2(B(x0 ,R+a))
for all x0, R, a such that a ∈ (0, R] and B(x0, R + a) ⊂ G.
3.1.3.3 e Laplacian on a manifold
Corollary 3.1.6. Let (X , g) be a smooth Riemannian four-manifold of dimension n ≥ 3. Suppose
Ω ⋐ X is a precompact domain with smooth boundary.ere exist positive constants Rmax and {Cλ}λ∈R
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such that for any constant λ ∈ R and any function u ∈ L21,loc(Ω) ∩ L2(Ω) satisfying
u ≥ 1,
∆u ≤ λu,
there are estimates ∥u∥2L∞(B(x ,R)) ≤ Clocλ a−n ∥u∥2L2(B(x ,R+a))
for all x ∈ U and all R, a ∈ R such that both 0 < a ≤ R ≤ Rmax and B(x , R + a) ⊂ Ω.
Furthermore, if X is closed, then we can nd Cλ such that
∥u∥2L∞(X) ≤ Cλ ∥u∥2L2(X) .
Proof. Recall that in a coordinate chart,
∆ = − 1√g ∂i√gg i j∂ j.
We obtain ∆abcd = ∆ − λ from Denition 3.1.4 if we set
aαβ = gαβ ,
bα = 0,
cα = − 1√g gαβ(∂β√g),
d = −λ.
us
∆u ≤ λu ⇐⇒ ∆abcdu ≤ 0.
Since Ω is precompact, we can nd nitely many geodesic coordinate balls {B(xi , 4Ri)} such that the{B(xi , Ri)} cover Ω, and each B(xi , 3Ri)∩Ω is connected. Set Rmax =min{Ri}. Since the metric is
smooth, we can nd constantsm,M ,C0, µ1 satisfying (3.1) for all B(xi , 3Ri)∩Ω simultaneously. (Note
that the C0 of (3.1) depends on λ.) We take Clocλ as the corresponding constant C ofeorem 3.1.5.
Any ball B(x , R + a) with 0 < a ≤ R ≤ Rmax is contained in some B(xi , 3Ri).us if B(x , R + a) ⊂ Ω,
we get the desired estimate
∥u∥2L∞(B(x ,R)) ≤ Clocλ a−n ∥u∥2L2(B(x ,R+a))
in the coordinate chart for B(xi , 3Ri).
In the case when X is closed, we may cover X with nitely many geodesic balls B(yi , Rmax).en
∥u∥2L∞(X) ≤max{∥u∥2L∞(B(y i ,Rmax))} ≤max{Clocλ R−nmax ∥u∥2L2(B(y i ,2Rmax))} ≤ Clocλ R−nmax ∥u∥2L2(X) ,
so we may take Cλ = Clocλ R−nmax.
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3.2 Coulomb slices
3.2.1 e Kuranishi complex
e most fundamental tool for understandingMASD is the complex associated to an ASD connection
A given by
0Ð→ Ω0(gP) dAÐ→ Ω1(gP) d+AÐ→ Ω2,+(gP)Ð→ 0. (3.2)
e cohomology groups H●A each have a geometric interpretation: H0A detects reducible connections,
H1A is the tangent space TAMASD, and H2A measures the failure of transversality. In this section, we
study the corresponding complex for the Vafa-Witten equations.
e complex associated to the Vafa-Witten equations is of the form
0Ð→ Ω0(gP) d0(C ,A,B)Ð→ Ω0(gP) ×Ω1(gP) ×Ω2,+(gP) d1(C ,A,B)Ð→ Ω1(gP) ×Ω2,+(gP)Ð→ 0,
where d1(C,A,B) is the linearization of VW at the conguration (C ,A, B), and d0(C,A,B) gives the action
of innitesimal gauge transformations.ese maps d0(C,A,B) and d1(C,A,B) form a complex whenever
VW(C ,A, B) = 0.
e action of g ∈ GP on (C ,A, B) ∈ Ω0(gP) ×AP ×Ω2,+(gP) is given by
(C ,A, B)↦ (gCg−1,A− (dAg)g−1, gBg−1).
e Lie algebra of GP is Ω0(gP), and the corresponding innitesimal action of ξ ∈ Ω0(gP) is
d0(C,A,B) ∶ Ω0(gP)→ Ω0(gP) ×Ω1(gP)⊕Ω2,+(gP),
d0(C,A,B)(ξ) = ⎛⎜⎝
[ξ,C]−dAξ[ξ, B]
⎞⎟⎠ .
e linearization of VW at the point (C ,A, B) is given by
d1(C,A,B) ⎛⎜⎝
c
a
b
⎞⎟⎠ = ( dAc − [C , a] − [B a] +d∗Ab12 [B, c] +d+Aa +14 [B b] − 12 [C , b] ) .
e reason d0(C,A,B) and d1(C,A,B) form a complex is roughly that gauge transformations preserve
solutions.e following equivariance condition on VW is a consequence of the “gauge principle”
that each individual operator in the expression for VW is gauge-equivariant:
VW(gCg−1,A− (dAg)g−1, gBg−1) = ( g(dAC + d∗AB)g−1g(F+A + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C])g−1 ) . (3.3)
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By dierentiating (3.3) we obtain
d1(C,A,B) ○ d0(C,A,B)(ξ) = ( [ξ, dAC + d∗AB][ξ, F+A + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C]] ) .
Alternatively, it’s simple to compute this composition directly with assistance of the identities
d∗A [ξ, B] = − [dAξ B] + [ξ, d∗AB] ,[ξ, [B B]] = 2 [[ξ, B] B] .
We compute
d1(C,A,B) ○ d0(C,A,B)(ξ) = ( dA [ξ,C] + d∗A [ξ, B] − [dAξ,C] + [dAξ B]−d+AdAξ + 14 [[ξ, B] B] + 12 [[ξ, B] ,C] − 12 [[ξ,C] , B] )= ( [ξ, dAC + d∗AB][ξ, F+A + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C]] ) .
e dual complex is
0Ð→ Ω1(gP) ×Ω2,+(gP) d1,∗(C ,A,B)Ð→ Ω0(gP) ×Ω1(gP) ×Ω2,+(gP) d0,∗(C ,A,B)Ð→ Ω0(gP)Ð→ 0.
ese codierentials are
d1,∗(C,A,B) ( aˆbˆ ) = ⎛⎜⎜⎝
d∗Aaˆ +12 [bˆ ⋅ B]− [aˆ,C] − [aˆ B] +d∗Abˆ
d+Aaˆ +14 [bˆ B] − 12 [bˆ,C]
⎞⎟⎟⎠ ,
and
d0,∗(C,A,B)
⎛⎜⎝
a
b
c
⎞⎟⎠ = − ( [c,C] +d∗Aa + [b ⋅ B] ) .
Again we verify the composite
d0,∗(C,A,B) ○ d1,∗(C,A,B)( aˆbˆ ) = − [d∗Aaˆ + 12 [bˆ ⋅ B] ,C] − d∗A (d∗Abˆ − [aˆ,C] − [aˆ B])+− [(d+Aaˆ + 14 [bˆ B] − 12 [bˆ,C]) ⋅ B]= − ([aˆ ⋅ (dAC + d∗AB)] + [bˆ ⋅ (F+A + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C])]) ,
by using the identities
d∗Ad∗Abˆ = − [F+A ⋅ bˆ] ,[bˆ ⋅ [B B]] = 2 [[bˆ B] ⋅ B] ,
d∗A [aˆ,C] = [d∗Aaˆ,C] − [aˆ ⋅ dAC] ,
d∗A [aˆ B] = [d+Aaˆ ⋅ B] − [aˆ ⋅ d∗AB] .
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3.2.2 e quadratic expansion
eorem 3.2.1. e map VW(C ,A, B) has an exact quadratic expansion given by
VW(C + c,A+ a, B + b) = VW(C ,A, B) + d1(C,A,B)(c, a, b) + {(c, a, b), (c, a, b)} ,
where {(c, a, b), (c, a, b)} is the symmetric quadratic form given by
{(c, a, b), (c, a, b)} ∶= [a, c] − [a b]⊕ 12 [a ∧ a]+ + 18 [b b] + 12 [b, c] .
Proof. Expanding,
VW(C + c,A+ a, B + b) = dA+a(C + c) + d∗A+a(B + b)⊕ F+A+a + 18 [(B + b) (B + b)] + 12 [(B + b), (C + c)]= VW(C ,A, B)++ [a, c] − [a b] + [a,C] + dAc − [a B] + d∗Ab⊕ d+Aa + 12 [a ∧ a]+ + 18 [b b] + 12 [b, c] + 14 [B b] + 12 [B, c] + 12 [b,C]= VW(C ,A, B) + d1(C,A,B)(c, a, b)++ [a, c] − [a b]⊕ 12 [a ∧ a]+ + 18 [b b] + 12 [b, c] .
3.2.3 e slice theorem
Given xed (C0,A0, B0), we look for solutions to the inhomogeneous equation VW(C0 + c,A0 +
a, B0 + b) = ψ0. Byeorem 3.2.1, this equation is equivalent to
d1(C0 ,A0 ,B0)(c, a, b) + {(c, a, b), (c, a, b)} = ψ0 −VW(C0,A0, B0). (3.4)
To make this equation elliptic, it’s natural to impose the (inhomogeneous) gauge-xing condition
d0,∗(C0 ,A0 ,B0)(c, a, b) = ζ .
If we dene
D(C0 ,A0 ,B0) ∶= d0,∗(C0 ,A0 ,B0) + d1(C0 ,A0 ,B0),
ψ ∶= ψ0 −VW(C0,A0, B0),
then the elliptic system can be rewritten as
D(C0 ,A0 ,B0)(c, a, b) + {(c, a, b), (c, a, b)} = (ζ ,ψ). (3.5)
is is situation is considered in [FL98, eq. (3.2)] in the context of PU(2)monopoles. Many of their
theorems apply in general to any gauge-invariant equation of the form (3.4) such that d0,∗ + d1 is
elliptic.
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First we dene a slice for the quotient space BP completed to L2k with k ≥ 2.
Denition 3.2.2. For k ≥ 2, and (C ,A, B) ∈ CL2kP , we dene the ball
BL
2
k
C,A,B(є) ∶= (C ,A, B) + {(c, a, b) ∣ d0,∗(C,A,B)(c, a, b) = 0, ∥(c, a, b)∥L2k ,A < є} .
Under the restriction k ≥ 2, we get a slice theorem over a closed manifold:
eorem 3.2.3 ([FL98, Proposition 2.8]). Let X be a closed, oriented, Riemannian four-manifold, let
P Ð→ X be a principal bundle with compact structure group G, and let k ≥ 2 be an integer.en the
following hold.
1. e space BL2kP is Hausdor;
2. e subspace B∗,L2kP ⊂ BL2kP of (C0,A0, B0) such that StabC0 ,A0 ,B0 = Center(G) is open and
is a C∞ Hilbert manifold with local parameterizations given by pi ∶ BL2kC0 ,A0 ,B0(є) → BL2kP for
suciently small є = є(C0,A0, B0, k);
3. e projection pi ∶ C∗,L2kP → B∗,L2kP is a principal GP bundle;
4. For (C0,A0, B0) ∈ C, the projection pi ∶ BC0 ,A0 ,B0(є)/StabC0 ,A0 ,B0 → B is a homeomorphism
onto an open neighborhood of [C0,A0, B0] ∈ B and a dieomorphism on the complement of
the set of points in BC0 ,A0 ,B0(є) with non-trivial stabilizer.
Alternatively, we can restate this as the charts
(BL2kC0 ,A0 ,B0(є) × GL2k+1)/StabC0 ,A0 ,B0 → CL2k
being GL2k -equivariant dieomorphisms onto their images, and covering CL2k .
3.3 Regularity and elliptic estimates
First we summarize the results of [FL98, §3], which apply almost verbatim to the Vafa-Witten
equations upon replacing the PU(2) spinor Φ by the pair (C , B).
3.3.1 Global estimate for L21 solutions to the inhomogeneousVafa-WittenplusCou-
lomb slice equations
eorem 3.3.1 ([FL98, Corollary 3.4]). Let X be a closed, oriented, Riemannian four-manifold, let
P Ð→ X be a principal bundle with compact structure group, and let (C0,A0, B0) be a C∞ conguration
in CP. en there is a positive constant є = є(C0,A0, B0) such that if (c, a, b) is an L21 solution to (3.5)
over X, where (ζ ,ψ) is in L2k and ∥(c, a, b)∥L4 < є, and k ≥ 0 is an integer, then (c, a, b) ∈ L2k+1 and
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there is a polynomial Qk(x , y), with positive real coecients, depending at most on (C0,A0, B0), k,
such that Qk(0, 0) = 0 and
∥(c, a, b)∥L2k+1,A0(X) ≤ Qk (∥(ζ ,ψ)∥L2k ,A0(X) , ∥(c, a, b)∥L2(X)) .
In particular, if (ζ ,ψ) is in C∞ then (c, a, b) is in C∞ and if (ζ ,ψ) = 0, then
∥(c, a, b)∥L2k+1,A0(X) ≤ C ∥(c, a, b)∥L2(X) .
3.3.2 Global regularity of L2k solutions to the Vafa-Witten equations for k ≥ 2
eorem 3.3.2 ([FL98, Proposition 3.7]). Let X be a closed, oriented, Riemannian four-manifold, and
let P → X be a principal bundle with compact structure group. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer and suppose that(C ,A, B) is an L2k solution to VW(C ,A, B) = 0.en there is a g ∈ GL2k+1P such that g(C ,A, B) is C∞
over X.
3.3.3 Local interior estimate for L21 solutions to the inhomogeneous Vafa-Witten
plus Coulomb slice equations
eorem 3.3.3 ([FL98, Corollary 3.11]). Let X be a closed, oriented, Riemannian four-manifold, and
let P → X be a principal bundle with compact structure group. Suppose Ω ⊂ X is an open subset such
that P∣Ω is trivial, and Γ is a smooth at connection.en there is a positive constant є = є(Ω) with
the following signicance. Suppose that (c, a, b) is an L21(Ω) solution to the elliptic system (3.5) over Ω
with (C0,A0, B0) = (0, Γ, 0), where (ζ ,ψ) is in L2k(Ω), k ≥ 1 is an integer, and ∥(c, a, b)∥L4(Ω) < є. Let
Ω′ ⋐ Ω be a precompact open subset.en (a, ϕ) is in L2k+1(Ω′) and there is a universal polynomial
Qk(x , y), with positive real coecients, depending at most on k, Ω′ , Ω, such that Qk(0, 0) = 0 and
∥(c, a, b)∥L2k+1,Γ(Ω′) ≤ Qk (∥(ζ ,ψ)∥L2k ,Γ(X) , ∥(c, a, b)∥L2(X)) .
If (ζ ,ψ) is in C∞(Ω) then (c, a, b) is in C∞(Ω′) and if (ζ ,ψ) = 0, then
∥(c, a, b)∥L2k+1,Γ(Ω′) ≤ C ∥(c, a, b)∥L2(Ω) .
3.3.4 Local estimates for L21 solutions to the Vafa-Witten equations on a ball
eorem 3.3.4 (Uhlenbeck’s gauge-xing, [Weh04, §6], [Uhl82,eorem 2.1 & Corollary 2.2], [FL98,
eorem 3.13] ). Let (X , g0) be a Riemannian four-manifold without boundary, let P → X be a
principal bundle with compact structure group, and let 2 ≤ p < 4. Let Dx ,r denote the geodesic ball of
radius r centered at x.en there exists constants C , є > 0 such that the following holds:
For every point x ∈ X, there exists a positive radius rx such that for all r ∈ (0, rx], all smooth at
connections Γ ∈ AP(Dx ,r), and all Lp1 connections A ∈ ALp1P (Dx ,r) with ∥FA∥Lp(Dx ,r) ≤ є, there exists a
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gauge transformation g ∈ GL22P (Dx ,r) such that
d∗Γ(gA− Γ) = 0,(gA− Γ)⊥ = 0 on ∂Dx ,r ,∥gA− Γ∥Lp1(Dx ,r) ≤ C ∥FA∥Lp(Dx ,r) .
Furthermore, if A is in Lpk(Dx ,r) for k ≥ 2, then g is in Lpk+1(Dx ,r).e gauge transformation g is unique
up to multiplication by a constant element of G.
At this point, we must deviate slightly from [FL98], since we have no estimate of the form ∣B∣4 ≤
C ∣[B B]∣2 (c.f. [FL98, Lemma 2.26]), so F+A does not bound B. Instead, we get the following analogue
of [FL98, Corollary 3.15] by combiningeorem 3.3.4 andeorem 3.3.3.
eorem 3.3.5. Let D0,1 ⊂ R4 be the open unit ball with center at the origin, let U ⋐ D0,1 be an open
subset, let P → D0,1 be a principal bundle with compact structure group, and let Γ be a smooth at
connection on P.en there is a positive constant є such that for all integers k ≥ 1 there is a constant
C(k,U) such that for all L21 solutions (C ,A, B) satisfying∥FA∥2L2(D0,1) + ∥B∥4L4(D0,1) + ∥C∥4L4(D0,1) < є,
there is an L22 gauge transformation g such that g(C ,A, B) is in C∞(D0,1) with d∗(gA− Γ) = 0 over
D0,1 and ∥g(C ,A, B)∥L2k ,Γ(U) ≤ C (∥C∥L2(D0,1) + ∥FA∥L2(D0,1) + ∥B∥L2(D0,1)) .
Proof. By choosing є as ineorem3.3.4, we cannd g such that d∗Γ(gA−Γ) = 0 and ∥gA− Γ∥L21(D0,1) ≤
C ∥FA∥L2(D0,1). By the Sobolev embedding theorem, ∥gA− Γ∥L4(D0,1) ≤ C ∥FA∥L2(D0,1). Upon taking(c, a, b) = (C , gA − Γ, B), we are in the situation ofeorem 3.3.3. us we get the desired esti-
mate.
Upon adding the proper factors to make this estimate scale-invariant (see (2.8)), we generalize this
estimate for geodesic balls:
eorem 3.3.6. Let X be an oriented Riemannian four-manifold without boundary, and let P → X be
a principal bundle with compact structure group. Let Dx ,r denote the geodesic ball of radius r centered
at x, and x any α ∈ (0, 1). For all k ≥ 1 there exists constants C(α, k), є > 0 such that the following
holds:
For every point x ∈ X, there exists a positive radius rx such that for all r ∈ (0, rx], all smooth at
connections Γ ∈ AP(Dx ,r), and all L21 solutions (C ,A, B) with∥FA∥2L2(Dx ,r) + ∥B∥4L4(Dx ,r) + ∥C∥4L4(Dx ,r) < є,
there exists a gauge transformation g ∈ GL22P (Dx ,r) such that g(C ,A, B) is in C∞(Dx ,r)with d∗(gA−Γ) =
0 over Dx ,r and
rk−1 ∥g(C ,A, B)∥L2k ,Γ(Dx ,αr) ≤ C (r−1 ∥C∥L2(Dx ,r) + ∥FA∥L2(Dx ,r) + r−1 ∥B∥L2(Dx ,r)) .
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3.3.5 Local estimates for L21 solutions to the Vafa-Witten equations on amore gen-
eral domain
Using a patching argument, we get an estimate over strongly simply connected domains, which is an
analogue of [FL98, Proposition 3.18]:
eorem 3.3.7. Let Ω be an oriented Riemannian four-manifold without boundary, let P → X be a
principal bundle with compact structure group.en there is a positive constant є(Ω)with the following
signicance. For Ω′ ⋐ Ω a precompact open subset and an integer ℓ ≥ 1, there is a constant C(ℓ, Ω′, Ω)
such that the following holds. Suppose (C ,A, B) is a smooth solution over Ω such that
∥FA∥2L2(Ω) + ∥B∥4L4(Ω) + ∥C∥4L4(Ω) < є.
en there is a at connection Γ on P∣Ω′ and a gauge transformation g over Ω′ such that
∥g(C ,A− Γ, B)∥L2ℓ ,Γ(Ω′) ≤ C (∥C∥L2(Ω) + ∥FA∥L2(Ω) + ∥B∥L2(Ω)) .
3.3.6 Regularity of L21 solutions not in Coulomb gauge
We use a recent result of Isobe to show that all L21 solutions to the Vafa-Witten equations are L22-gauge-
equivalent to a smooth solution.
eorem 3.3.8. Suppose X is a closed smooth Riemannian four-manifold, P → X is a smooth principal
G-bundle with G compact and connected, (C ,A, B) is an L21 conguration (not necessarily in Coulomb
gauge!), and VW(C ,A, B) = 0.en (C ,A, B) is L22-gauge-equivalent to a smooth conguration.
Proof. By gauge-xing on small balls Dx in which the local regularity theorem applies, we get L22-
trivializations h1,x of P over Dx such that h1,x(C ,A, B) is smooth. Since the transition functions
h1,x′h−11,x intertwine smooth connections, they dene a smooth principal G-bundle P′.e trivial-
izations h1,x patch together to dene an L22 isomorphism h1 ∶ P → P′.e h1,x(C ,A, B) determine a
smooth conguration (C′,A′, B′) in P′ such that h(C ,A, B) = (C′,A′, B′).
In order to prove that (C ,A, B) is L22-gauge-equivalent to a smooth connection, it suces to show
that there exists a smooth isomorphism h2 ∶ P → P′, for then g ∶= h−12 h1 ∈ GL22P is the desired gauge
transformation.e existence of h2 is a consequence ofeorem 3.3.10.
Towards provingeorem 3.3.10, rst we recall that the smooth classication of principal bundles is
equivalent to the topological classication:
eorem3.3.9 ([MW06,eorem I.13]). Let X be a smoothmanifold, and let G be a compact Lie group.
e inclusion of sheaves C∞(G)↪ C0(G) induces a bijection Hˇ1(X;C∞(G))→ Hˇ1(X;C0(G)).
e proof is based on smooth approximation of classifying maps [X , BG].
From here, there are two routes toeorem 3.3.10.e rst is specic to four dimensions, based on
Sedlacek’s results about characteristic classes under weak limits.e second is a recent approximation
theorem for Sobolev bundles due to Isobe.
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eorem 3.3.10. Let X be a closed smooth four-manifold equipped with two smooth principal bundles
P and P′ which are L22-isomorphic.en there exists a smooth isomorphism h2 ∶ P → P′.
Proof #1. We use the classication results of [Sed82]. If G is connected, then principal bundles over
X are classied by η(P) ∈ H2(X; pi1(G)) and p1(P) ∈ H4(X; pi3(G)). By [Sed82,eorem 5.5],
η(P) = η(P′). By Chern-Weil theory, p1(P) = p1(P′).us P and P′ are topologically isomorphic.
Byeorem 3.3.9, they are smoothly isomorphic.
Proof #2. e theorem is a direct corollary of the following theorem of Isobe.
eorem 3.3.11 ([Iso09, Proposition 3.2]). Let X be a closed smooth manifold, and let G be a compact
Lie group. For any integer k > 0, the inclusion of sheaves C0(G) ↪ Ln/kk (G), induces a bijection
Hˇ1(X;C0(G))→ Hˇ1(X; Ln/kk (G)).
e proof of Isobe’s theorem is based on the approximation theory of Sobolevmaps betweenmanifolds.
3.4 Removal of singularities
eorem 3.4.1 ([FL98,eorem 4.10]). Let Dx ,r ⊂ X be a geodesic ball, and let P → Dx ,r/ {x} be a
principal bundle with compact structure group. Suppose (C ,A, B) is a C∞ solution to the Vafa-Witten
equations for P over the punctured ball Dx ,r/ {x} with
∫Dx ,r/{x} (∣FA∣2 + ∣∇AB∣2 + ∣∇AC∣2 + ∣B∣4 + ∣C∣4) dvol <∞.
en there is a principal bundle P˜ → Dx ,r, a C∞ solution (C˜ , A˜, B˜) to the Vafa-Witten equations for P˜
over Dx ,r, and a C∞ bundle isomorphism u ∶ P → P˜∣Dx ,r/{x} such that
u∗(C˜ , A˜, B˜) = (C ,A, B) over Dx ,r/ {x} .
3.5 Uhlenbeck closure
Let X be a closed oriented smooth Riemannian four-manifold, and let {Pk → X}k∈Z be a collection
of Sp(1) bundles indexed by the instanton number k. Following [FL98, §4.5.1], we dene the set of
ideal solutions IMVW,k to be
IMVW,k ∶= ∞⋃
ℓ=0MVW,k−ℓ × Symℓ(X).
e index ℓ which appears in the above denition is called the level.
We say that a sequence [Ci ,Ai , Bi , xi] ∈ IMVW,k converges to [C0,A0, B0, x0] if for some (or equiva-
lently any) choice of smooth representatives (Ci ,Ai , Bi) ∈MVW,k−ℓ i the following hold:
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• ere is a sequence of smooth bundle isomorphisms gi ∶ Pk−ℓ i ∣X/x0 → Pk−ℓ0 ∣X/x0 such that
gi(Ci ,Ai , Bi) converges in C∞ to (C0,A0, B0) over X/x0.
• e sequence ∣FA i ∣2 dvol + 4pi2∑x∈xi δx converges in the weak-* topology on measures to∣FA0 ∣2 + 4pi2∑x∈x0 δx .
For any real constant b ∈ R, we dene the b-truncated moduli space
MbVW,k ∶= {[0,A, B] ∈MVW,k ∣ ∥B∥L2 ≤ b} .
Lemma 3.5.1. e truncated moduli spacesMbVW,k satisfy
1. MbVW,k ⊂Mb′VW,k for b ≤ b′.
2. M0VW,k =MASD,k.
3. MbVW,k = ∅ for b < 0 or k < −Cb4 for some constant C.
Proof. All these statements are immediately obvious except for the necessity of k ≥ −Cb4 forMbVW,k ≠∅.is follows from the Chern-Weil identity, the Vafa-Witten equation (2.3), andeorem 3.1.1:
0 ≤ ∥F−A∥2 = 4pik + ∥F+A∥2 = 4pik + ∥F+A∥2 = 4pik + ∥18 [B B]∥2 ≤ 4pik + 4piCb4.
eorem 3.5.2 ([FL98,eorem 4.20]). Let X be a closed oriented smooth Riemannian four-manifold.
en for each k ∈ Z and b ∈ R, the Uhlenbeck closureMbVW,k ⊂ IMVW,k is sequentially compact.
Proof. Since ∥B∥L2 is bounded onMbVW,k ,eorem 3.1.1 bounds ∥B∥L∞ and hence ∥F+A∥L∞ .e level
is nite by Lemma 3.5.1 .ese observations are sucient to carry through the proof of [FL98].
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Chapter 4
Estimates for SU(2)
4.1 Algebraic estimates
e starting point for our estimates are the identities of Section 2.1, in particular (4.1). We are
interested primarily in solutions of the Vafa-Witten equations involving irreducible SU(2) ≅ Sp(1)-
connections over a closed manifold (and restrictions to submanifolds thereof). anks to Re-
mark 2.1.2, we need only consider solutions (0,A, B) where the C component vanishes.e main
diculty in nding good estimates is that [B B] can vanish when B is nonzero.
For the Seiberg-Witten equations, the curvature bound analogous to (2.6) contains algebraic terms
of the form ∥FAt∥2 ≤ ⋯− ∫X (∣Φ∣4 + s ∣Φ∣2) .
(See [KM07] §4.5)e trick to controlling this expression when the scalar curvature s is negative is
to complete the square:
− ∫X (∣Φ∣4 + s ∣Φ∣2) = − ∫X (∣Φ∣2 + 12s)2 + 14 ∫X s2.
is quantity is manifestly bounded above by the geometry of X, independent of Φ. Although we
cannot complete the square for the Vafa-Witten equations, by studying the algebraic properties of
matrices, we show that we only lose control of ∥FA∥ when the L2 density of B must accumulates in a
region where B is almost rank one.
4.1.1 Matrix representations of Λ2,+ ⊗ sp(1)
Recall the denition of the product “ ” from A.1.6 and A.1.7.e function B ↦ ∣[B B]∣2 is a quartic
on sp(1) ⊗ Λ2,+T∗x X which is invariant under both the adjoint action of Sp(1) on sp(1) and the
action of SO(TxX) on Λ2,+T∗x X. We gain insight by studying such invariant functions.
By choosing bases (i, j, k) of sp(1) and
(σ1, σ2, σ3) ∶= (e01 + e23, e02 + e31, e03 + e12)
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of Λ2,+, we can represent B by a matrix
B = ⎛⎜⎝
B11 B12 B13
B21 B22 B23
B31 B32 B33
⎞⎟⎠ .
e action of SO(TxX)× Sp(1) on sp(1)⊗Λ2,+ induces an action of SO(3)× SO(3) on the space of
matricesM3×3 by multiplication on each side separately. Singular value decomposition represents
each orbit by a matrix of the form
B = ⎛⎜⎝
B1
B2
B3
⎞⎟⎠ .
Such a matrix is unique up to permutation and ipping pairs of signs. We make the {Bi} unique by
demanding that B1 ≥ B2 ≥ B3 ≥ 0 or −B1 ≥ −B2 ≥ −B3 ≥ 0.
e singular value decomposition greatly simplies many computations. For example,
[B B] = [(B1iσ1 + B2jσ2 + B3kσ3) (B1iσ1 + B2jσ2 + B3kσ3)]= 2 [B1i(e01 + e23) B2j(e02 + e31)] + cyclic permutations= 2B1B2 [i, j] (e01 + e23) (e02 + e31) + c.p.= 2B1B2(2k)(−2)(e03 + e12) + c.p.
= ⎛⎜⎝
−8B2B3 −8B3B1 −8B1B2
⎞⎟⎠ .
e space of 3 × 3 matrices is stratied by eight families of orbits. as shown in Table 4.2 on page 39.
We provide a more graphical representation in Figure 4-1 on page 41, which will be explained shortly.
Note that the rank of B determines the rank of [B B], and hence F+A for solutions, according to Table
4.1.
rank(B) rank(F+A)
0 0
1 0
2 1
3 3
Table 4.1: Possible ranks of F+A , given that 0 = F+A + 18 [B B].
4.1.2 Invariant functions on Λ2,+ ⊗ sp(1)
An invariant function on M3×3 is thus equivalent to a symmetric function in B1, B2, B3 which is
invariant under (B1, B2, B3) ↦ (−B1,−B2, B3). For example, B1 + B2 + B3 is not invariant, while
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B1B2B3 is invariant.e ring of invariant polynomials is R[α, β, γ], where α, β, and γ are dened by
α = B21 + B22 + B23,
β = (B1B2)2 + (B2B3)2 + (B3B1)2,
γ = B1B2B3.
For example,
∣B∣2 = 2(B21 + B22 + B23) = 2α.
us ∣[B B]∣2 = 128((B2B3)2 + (B3B1)2 + (B1B2)2) = 128β,
and ⟨B ⋅ [B B]⟩ = −48B1B2B3 = −48γ.
us the three functions ∣B∣2 , ∣[B B]∣2 , ⟨B ⋅ [B B]⟩
generate the ring of invariant functions.
e space of invariant quartics is a two-dimensional vector space, generated by α2 and β. Consider
now the invariant quartic function ∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣2, where ⊙ is the traceless symmetric product on Λ2,+
dened in Section B.4. We compute
⟨B ⊙ B⟩ = B21σ1 ⊙ σ1 + B22σ2 ⊙ σ2 + B23σ3 ⊙ σ3= 13 ((2B21 − B22 − B23)σ1 ⊗ σ1 + (2B22 − B23 − B21)σ2 ⊗ σ2 + (2B23 − B21 − B22)σ3 ⊗ σ3) .
Since ∣σ1 ⊗ σ2∣2 = 4, we get
∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣2 = 49 ((2B21 − B22 − B23)2 + (2B22 − B23 − B21)2 + (2B23 − B21 − B22)2)= 83 (B41 + B42 + B43 − (B2B3)2 − (B3B1)2 − (B1B2)2)= 43 ((B22 − B23)2 + (B23 − B21)2 + (B21 − B22)2)= 83(α2 − 3β).
e quartics ∣[B B]∣2 and ∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣2 are both positive semi-denite, and they vanish respectively on
matrices of the form ⎛⎜⎝
B1
0
0
⎞⎟⎠ and
⎛⎜⎝
B1
B1
B1
⎞⎟⎠ .
A routine computation proves
eorem 4.1.1. e space of positive semi-denite quartics on Λ2,+ ⊗ sp(1) is spanned by nonnegative
combinations of ∣[B B]∣2 and ∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣2.
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Figure 4-1: Rays in SO(3)/M3×3/SO(3).e numbers label the strata described in Table 4.2 on page
39.
For example, ∣B∣4 = 34 ∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣2 + 332 ∣[B B]∣2, and hence
∣B∣ = 4√34 ∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣2 + 332 ∣[B B]∣2.
We can now give a nice visualization of the space of (rays of) orbits inM3×3. Consider the functions
onM3×3 − {0} given by
34 ∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣2∣B∣4 , 332 ∣[B B]∣2∣B∣4 , ⟨B ⋅ [B B]⟩∣B∣3 .
ese functions are SO(3) × SO(3)-invariant and constant along rays. e rst two functions
are complementary in that they sum to one. Moreover, they uniquely characterize each ray in
SO(3)/M3×3/SO(3). Plotting these functions, we get a planar region classifying the rays of orbits.
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4.1.3 Completing the square
Introduce the function
ϑ(s) ∶= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
√
12s if s ≥ 0,
s if s ≤ 0,
so that −s√a2 + b2 ≤ −ϑ(s)(∣a∣ + ∣b∣).
W+ ⋅ ⟨B ⊙ B⟩ − 16s ∣B∣2 − 132 ∣[B B]∣2≤W+ ⋅ ⟨B ⊙ B⟩ −√ 1384ϑ(s) (2√2 ∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣ + ∣[B B]∣) − 132 ∣[B B]∣2= (∣W+∣ −√ 148ϑ(s)) ∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣ − 132 (∣[B B]∣ +√23ϑ(s))2 + 148ϑ(s)2≤ (∣W+∣ −√ 148ϑ(s)) ∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣ − 132 ((1 − ε) ∣[B B]∣2 − ϑ(s)2/ε) ∀ε > 0.
In particular,
∥FA∥2L2 ≤ 2εtop + R (1 + ∥⟨B ⊙ B⟩∥L1) − 133 ∥[B B]∥2L2 − 12 ∥∇AB∥2L2 , (4.1)
for some constant R depending only on curvature.
4.1.4 Rank one matrices
We now provide a geometric interpretation of (4.1) in terms of the distance to rank one matrices.
Dene
Z ∶= {B ∈ sp(1)⊗ Λ2,+ ∣ rank(B) = 1} = {B ∣ [B B] = 0} .
According to Table 4.2 on page 39, this is a ve-dimensional subset of R9 which is a cone on(S2 × S2)/Z2.e codimension is four, so a generic B on a four-manifold will intersect Z at isolated
points. Note that Z is the zero set of ∣[B B]∣2. Assuming that ∣B1∣ ≥ ∣B2∣ ≥ ∣B3∣, the distance from B
to Z is given by
dist(B, Z)2 = 2(B22 + B23),
where the factor of two arises from the fact that our basis vectors have norm two. We have the
following identity:
(B1B2)2 + (B2B3)2 + (B3B1)2 ≤ (B21 + B22 + B23)(B22 + B23) ≤ 2 ((B1B2)2 + (B2B3)2 + (B3B1)2) .
is leads to ∣[B B]∣2 ≤ 32 ∣B∣2 dist(B, Z)2 ≤ 2 ∣[B B]∣2 .
In particular,
C ∣⟨B ⊙ B⟩∣2 − 116 ∣[B B]∣2 ≤ ∣B∣2 (C − dist(B, Z)2).
In order to lose control over ∥FA∥, it’s necessary for the L2-density of B to accumulate in a region
within distance
√
C of Z, where C is some distance determined by the curvature.
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4.2 Unique continuation
We have the following simple but powerful corollary of unique continuation for ASD connections.
eorem 4.2.1. Let X be a simply-connected oriented Riemannian four-manifold, and let P → X be an
SU(2) principal bundle. If A ∈ AP and B ∈ Ω2,+(M;gP) satisfy
F+A = 0,
d∗AB = 0,
A is irreducible,
then B = 0.
Since F+A = 0, by Table 4.1 on page 38, B has at most rank one. Let Zc denote the complement of the
zero set of B. By unique continuation of the elliptic equation d∗AB = 0, Zc is either empty or dense.
On Zc write B = ξ ⊗ ω for ξ ∈ Ω0(Zc;gP) with ⟨ξ, ξ⟩ = 1, and ω ∈ Ω2,+(Zc). We compute
0 = −d∗A(ξ ⊗ ω) = ιi∇A,i(ξ ⊗ ω) = (∇A,i ξ)⊗ aiω − ξ ⊗ (d∗ω) = dAξ ω − ξ ⊗ d∗ω.
Taking the inner product with ξ and using the consequence of ⟨ξ, ξ⟩ = 1 that ⟨ξ, dAξ⟩ = 0, we
get d∗ω = 0. It follows that dAξ ω = 0. Note that this pairing is denite, since in components(v0, v⃗) ω⃗ = (−v⃗ ⋅ w⃗ , v0ω⃗ − v⃗ × ω⃗). Since ω is nowhere zero along Zc, we must have dAξ = 0 along
Zc.erefore, A is reducible along Zc. However according to [DK97] Lemma (4.3.21) p. 150, A is
irreducible along Zc .is is a contradiction unless Zc is empty.erefore Z = X, so B is identically
zero.
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Chapter 5
Perturbing themetric
5.1 Metrics and conformal structures in four dimensions
5.1.1 Fundamentals
Let (V , g0) be an oriented vector space with a xed “base” Riemannian inner product g0 ∈Met(V).
e purpose of this section is to express an arbitrary Riemannian inner product g in terms of the
“base” inner product g0 by using representation theory of the g0-orthogonal group.is will allow us
to express certain operators associated with g in terms of the original g0 operators in the subsequent
section.
Remark. Unless otherwise noted, all metric-dependent operators and spaces such as Hodge star ⋆,
inner product ⋅, volume form dvol, and self-dual/anti-self-dual forms Λ2,±V∗ implicitly refer the
base metric g0. Operators and spaces determined by g are denoted by a subscript, i.e. Λ2,±g V∗.
Dene Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗)< 1 to be the subset of linear maps with operator norm less than one.
eorem 5.1.1. Any Riemannian inner product g ∈Met(V) corresponds (relative to g0) to a unique
pair (η,m) ∈ R ×Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗)< 1
such that dvolg = e4ηdvol, and the graph of m inside of Λ2V∗ is Λ2,−g V∗. Furthermore, Λ2,+g V∗ is the
graph of the g0-adjoint map m∗ ∈ Hom(Λ2,+V∗, Λ2,−V∗).
Proof. We will need the SO(4, g0)-equivariant map
µ ∶ Sym2(V∗)→ Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗),
µ(α ⊗ β) ∶= (ω ↦ (⋆(ω ∧ α) ∧ β)+) .
Explicitly, if {e0, e1, e2, e3} is an oriented g0-orthonormal coframe for V∗, then with respect to the
bases
{e0 ∧ e1 − e2 ∧ e3, e0 ∧ e2 − e3 ∧ e1, e0 ∧ e3 − e1 ∧ e2} for Λ2,−V∗,{e0 ∧ e1 + e2 ∧ e3, e0 ∧ e2 + e3 ∧ e1, e0 ∧ e3 + e1 ∧ e2} for Λ2,+V∗,
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we have the following table of matrices for possible inputs. (e lower triangle is redundant because
of symmetry.)
2µ
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
e0 ⊗ e0 e0 ⊗ e1 e0 ⊗ e2 e0 ⊗ e3
e1 ⊗ e1 e1 ⊗ e2 e1 ⊗ e3
e2 ⊗ e2 e2 ⊗ e3
e3 ⊗ e3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
⎛⎜⎝
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
⎞⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝
0 0 0
0 0 −1
0 1 0
⎞⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝
0 0 1
0 0 0−1 0 0
⎞⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝
0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
⎞⎟⎠⎛⎜⎝
1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1
⎞⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
⎞⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝
0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
⎞⎟⎠⎛⎜⎝
−1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −1
⎞⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
⎞⎟⎠⎛⎜⎝
−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 1
⎞⎟⎠
.
For example,
µ(e0 ⊗ e1)(e0 ∧ e2 − e3 ∧ e1) = (⋆(e0 ∧ e1 ∧ e3) ∧ e1)+ = 12 (e0 ∧ e3 + e1 ∧ e2) ,
and this answer corresponds to the entry “1” in the second matrix above.
Note that ker µ is the span of g0 ∈ Sym2(V∗), and when µ is restricted to the g0-traceless tensors
Sym20(V∗), it becomes an isomorphism
µ ∶ Sym20(V∗) ≅Ð→ Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗).
Using the canonical isomorphism V∗ ⊗ V∗ ≅ Hom(V ,V∗), we adopt the viewpoint that g0, g ∈
Hom(V ,V∗).us g−10 g ∈ End(V) denes a g0-symmetric endomorphismwith positive eigenvalues.
erefore, ln(g−10 g) ∈ End(V) exists, and is g0-symmetric.
Consider
g0 ln(g−10 g) ∈ Hom(V ,V∗) ≅ V∗ ⊗ V∗.
In particular,
g0 ln(g−10 g) ∈ Sym2(V∗),
so
µ(g0 ln(g−10 g)) ∈ Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗).
e corresponding matrix has a singular value decomposition. Any odd function f ∶ R→ R when
applied to singular values induces a bi-invariant function
f ∶ Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗)Ð→ Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗).
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We dene
m ∶= tanh(µ(12 g0 ln(g−10 g))) ∈ Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗)<1,
η ∶= 18tr(ln(g−10 g)).
e metric g is determined by the inverse construction
g = e2ηg0 exp (2g−10 µ−1(tanh−1m)) . (5.1)
ese constructions give the desired bijection
R ×Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗)< 1 ←→Met(V),(η,m)←→ g .
It remains to show that η and m satisfy the claimed properties.
We start by showing that dvolg = e4ηdvol. We use the formula dvolg = √det(g−10 g)dvol to compute
dvolg = √det(e2ηI)det(exp(g−10 µ−1(⋯)))dvol.
e rst factor yields
√
det(e2ηI) = e4η, while the second factor √det(exp(g−10 µ−1(⋯))) is one
because g−10 µ−1(⋯) is traceless.
Finally, we show that Λ2,−g V∗ is the graph of m inside of Λ2V∗. Since g−10 g is g0-symmetric, we may
choose an orthonormal coframe {e0, e1, e2, e3} such that
g−10 g = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
η20 0 0 0
0 η21 0 0
0 0 η22 0
0 0 0 η23
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
µ(12 g0 ln(g−10 g)) = ⎛⎜⎝
ln(η0η1/η2η3) 0 0
0 ln(η0η2/η3η1) 0
0 0 ln(η0η3/η1η2)
⎞⎟⎠ ,
m =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
η0η1 − η2η3
η0η1 + η2η3 0 0
0
η0η2 − η3η1
η0η2 + η3η1 0
0 0
η0η3 − η1η2
η0η3 + η1η2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
(Compare with [DS89] Lemma 2.3.)
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Note that {η0e0, η1e1η2e2, η3e3} is a g-orthonormal coframe.us
Λ2,−g V∗ = span{η0η1e0 ∧ e1 − η2η3e2 ∧ e3, η0η2e0 ∧ e2 − η3η1e3 ∧ e1, η0η3e0 ∧ e3 − η1η2e1 ∧ e2}
= span{2η0η1e0 ∧ e1 − η2η3e2 ∧ e3
η0η1 + η2η3 ,⋯}
= span{e0 ∧ e1 − e2 ∧ e3 + η0η1 − η2η3
η0η1 + η2η3(e0 ∧ e1 + e2 ∧ e3),⋯}= span{(1 +m) (e0 ∧ e1 − e2 ∧ e3) ,⋯}= graph(m).
e same type of computation applies to show
Λ2,+g V∗ = span{e0 ∧ e1 + e2 ∧ e3 + η0η1 − η2η3η0η1 + η2η3(e0 ∧ e1 − e2 ∧ e3),⋯}= graph(m∗).
It will be helpful to identify Λ2,+V∗ with Λ2,+g V∗. In light of eorem 5.1.1, the most obvious
identication is the projection
1⊕m∗ ∶ Λ2,+V∗ Ð→ Λ2,+g V∗ ⊂ Λ2,+V∗ ⊕ Λ2,−V∗.
However, the most geometrically relevant identication is isometric:
eorem 5.1.2. e map e2η(1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2 is an isometry from Λ2,+V∗ to Λ2,+g V∗.
Proof. We will verify this lemma by computation. Some care is required since the decomposition
Λ2V∗ = Λ2,+V∗ ⊕ Λ2,−V∗ is not g-orthogonal. To compute the g-inner product, we instead employ
the formulas
ω˜1 ⋅g ω˜2 = ω˜1 ∧ ω˜2 dvol−1g for all ω˜1, ω˜2 ∈ Λ2,+g V∗,
ω+1 ⋅ ω+2 = ω+1 ∧ ω+2dvol−1 for all ω+1 ,ω+2 ∈ Λ2,+V∗,−ω−1 ⋅ ω−2 = ω−1 ∧ ω−2dvol−1 for all ω−1 ,ω−2 ∈ Λ2,−V∗.
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We compute
(e2η(1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2ω1) ⋅g (e2η(1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2ω2)= e4η ((1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2ω1) ∧ ((1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2ω2) dvol−1g= ((1 −mm∗)−1/2ω1) ∧ ((1 −mm∗)−1/2ω2) + (m∗(1 −mm∗)−1/2ω1) ∧ (m∗(1 −mm∗)−1/2ω2)
dvol= ((1 −mm∗)−1/2ω1) ⋅ ((1 −mm∗)−1/2ω2) − (m∗(1 −mm∗)−1/2ω1) ⋅ (m∗(1 −mm∗)−1/2ω2)= ω1 ⋅ ((1 −mm∗)−1 − (1 −mm∗)−1/2mm∗(1 −mm∗)−1/2)ω2= ω1 ⋅ ω2.
5.1.2 Operators associated with a perturbed metric
eorem 5.1.3. If ω ∈ Λ2V∗ decomposes under g0 as
ω = ω+ ⊕ ω− ∈ Λ2,+V∗ ⊕ Λ2,−V∗,
then the g-decomposition is given by the identity
ω+ ⊕ ω− =
Λ2,+g V∗ucurlyleftudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlymidudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlyright(1⊕m∗) (1 −mm∗)−1 (ω+ −mω−)+
Λ2,−g V∗ucurlyleftudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlymidudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlyright(1⊕m) (1 −m∗m)−1 (−m∗ω+ + ω−) .= e2η(1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2 (e−2η (1 −mm∗)−1/2 (ω+ −mω−))+ e2η(1⊕m) (1 −m∗m)−1/2 (e−2η (1 −m∗m)−1/2 (−m∗ω+ + ω−)) .
Proof. e second equality follows directly from the rst. Byeorem 5.1.1, the images of 1⊕m∗ ∶
Λ2,+V∗ → Λ2V∗ and 1 ⊕ m ∶ Λ2,−V∗ → Λ2V∗ are manifestly g-self-dual and g-anti-self-dual
respectively.is shows that both terms belong to the appropriate subspaces. It remains to show that
the right hand side is indeed the le hand side.
Collecting on ω+ and ω−, the right hand side is
((1⊕m∗) (1 −mm∗)−1 − (1⊕m) (1 −m∗m)−1m∗)ω+ ++ ((1⊕m) (1 −m∗m)−1 − (1⊕m∗) (1 −mm∗)−1m)ω−.
e result then follows from identities in the spirit of
(1 −m∗m)−1m∗ = m∗ (1 −mm∗)−1 .
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eorem 5.1.4. For ω1,ω2 ∈ Λ2,+V∗, let ω˜i = e2η(1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2ωi .en
e2η(1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2 (ω1 ω2) = ω˜1 ω˜2.
Proof. e restrictions of the products to Λ2,+ and g to Λ2,+g are both equivalent to the same
multiple of the standard cross product on R3. In particular, they are equivariant under isometry.e
expression in this theorem is the formula for this equivariance.
eorem 5.1.5. If ω ∈ Λ3V∗, then
⋆gω = e−2ηgmg−10 (⋆ω),
where gm ∶= e−2ηg is the metric determined by the pair (0,m) ∈ R ×Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗)< 1.
Proof. Dual to dvolg ∈ Λ4V∗ is dvol−1g ∈ Λ4V such that under the natural pairing,
dvolg ⋅ dvol−1g = 1.
One algorithm for computing ⋆g is to rst form the contraction
ω ⋅ dvol−1g ∈ Λ3V∗ ⊗ Λ4V ≅ Λ1V ,
and then apply g: ⋆gω ∶= g(ω ⋅ dvol−1g ) ∈ Λ1V∗.
To obtain the desired form, we rewrite this as
⋆gω = e2ηgm(ω ⋅ e−4ηdvol−1)= e−2ηgm (g−10 g0) (ω ⋅ dvol−1)= e−2ηgmg−10 (⋆ω).
5.2 Perturbing the metric of the local model
eorem 5.2.1. Let X be an oriented Riemannian four-manifold with metric g0. Consider any pair
η ∈ Ω0(X;R) and m ∈ Ω0(X;Hom(Λ2,−V∗, Λ2,+V∗)< 1).
Recall that by 5.1.1, e2η determines a conformal factor, m determines a change of conformal structure,
and together these uniquely determine any new metric g.
For B ∈ Ω2,+g0 (gP), we dene
B˜ ∶= (1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2B,
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so that B˜ ∈ Ω2,+g (gP) by 5.1.2.en
VW(e−1ηC ,A, e+1ηB˜, η,m) (5.2)
= ( e−1η (gmg−10 (− ⋆ dAB˜) + dAC − C dη − gmg−10 dη B˜)e0η(1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2 ((1 −mm∗)−1/2(F+A −mF−A) + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C]) ) .
Furthermore, to rst order in ∣η∣ + ∣m∣,
VW(e−1ηC ,A, e+1ηB˜, η,m) (5.3)
= ( e−η(d∗AB + dAC − C dη + 2µ−1(m)g−10 d∗AB − dη B − d∗Am∗B)) + O(∣m∣ + ∣∇m∣ + ∣dη∣)2(1⊕m∗) (F+A + 18 [B B] + 12 [B,C] −mF−A) + O(∣m∣2) ) .
Proof. First we verify (5.2), starting with the Ω1(gP) component. Two of these terms follow from
dA(e−ηC) = e−η(dAC − C dη). For the remaining terms, note that on Ω2,+g (gP),
d∗gA = − ⋆g dA⋆g = − ⋆g dA = −e−2ηgmg−10 ⋆ dA,
where the last equality follows fromeorem 5.1.5.us
d∗gA (eηB˜) = −e−ηgmg−10 ⋆ (dη ∧ B˜ + dAB˜)= e−ηgmg−10 (−dη B˜ − ⋆dAB˜).
is accounts for the Ω1(gP) component.
To verify the Ω2,+g (gP) component of (5.2), rst note that the terms involving FA follow fromeo-
rem 5.1.3. Next, taking care with the slight modication of the conformal weight ineorem 5.1.4,
we get [B˜ B˜] = (1⊕m∗)(1 −mm∗)−1/2 [B B] .
Finally, noting that [eηB, e−ηC] = [B,C], this accounts for the Ω2,+g (gP) component of (5.2).
Now we verify (5.3).e Ω2,+g (gP) component is clear, but the Ω1(gP) component requires some
computation. To rst order in m,
dAB˜ = dA(1⊕m∗)B + O(∣m∣2) = dAB + dAm∗B + O(∣m∣2).
us − ⋆ dAB˜ = d∗A(B −m∗B) + O(∣m∣2).
From (5.1), we have
gm = g0 + 2µ−1(m) + O(∣m∣2),
so
gmg−10 (− ⋆ dAB˜) = d∗AB − d∗Am∗B + 2µ−1(m)g−10 d∗AB + O(∣m∣2 + ∣m∣ ∣∇m∣).
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Finally,
−gmg−10 dη B˜ = −dη B˜ + O(∣m∣ ∣dη∣)= −dη B + O(∣m∣ ∣dη∣).
is accounts for all the terms appearing in the Ω1(gP) component of (5.3).
Now consider now a perturbation (C+c,A+a, B+b) together with the rst ordermetric perturbation.
(All second order terms in ∣η∣ + ∣m∣ are implicitly set to zero.)
VW(C + c,A+ a, B + b, η,m) (5.4)= VW(C + c,A+ a, B + b, 0, 0)+− (C + c) dη + 2µ−1(m)g−10 d∗A+a(B + b) − dη (B + b) − d∗A+am∗(B + b)⊕ −mF−A+a= VW(C + c,A+ a, B + b, 0, 0) + (VW(C ,A, B, η,m) −VW(C ,A, B, 0, 0))+− c dη + 2µ−1(m)g−10 (d∗Ab − [a B] − [a b]) − dη b − d∗Am∗b − [a m∗B] − [a m∗b]⊕ −m (d−Aa + 12 [a ∧ a]−) .
We will focus on the case of an ASD instanton when the conformal structure is perturbed.at is,
we set C = 0, B = 0, η = 0, d+Aa = 0, d∗Ab = 0.is reduces to−2µ−1(m)g−10 [a b] − d∗Am∗b − [a m∗b]⊕ −12m [a ∧ a]− .
e quadratic model for this situation becomes
⟨((1 − 2µ−1(m)g−10 ) [a b] − [a m∗b]) ⋅ aˆ⟩ = 0, (5.5)⟨(12 [a ∧ a]+ + 18 [b b] −m (F−A + 12 [a ∧ a]−)) ⋅ bˆ⟩ = 0, (5.6)
for all aˆ and bˆ in the cokernel.e important thing to note about these formulas is that (5.5) consists
purely of cross-terms between a and b, while (5.6) contains no cross-terms.
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Chapter 6
An abelian solution on hyperbolic space
Fundamental to our understanding of the ASD equations are the model solutions on at R4. In this
section, we construct a U(1) solution of nite energy on hyperbolic space.is solution is simply a
scalar-valued harmonic self-dual two-form.
Although this example lives on a non-compact manifold, it allows us to explicitly verify many of our
computations, and examine how the terms behave.
6.1 Geometry of hyperbolic space
Consider a family of hypersurfaces parameterized by t such that themetric is of the form g = dt2+g(t),
and g(t) is the hypersurface metric. e normal curvature is Ni j = − 12(ln g)′i j. If we take an
orthonormal frame on a hypersurface and parallel transport it along the hypersurface normals, then
the connection matrices take the form
Γ0 = 0
Γi = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 Ni1 Ni2 Ni3−Ni1−Ni2 Γ∥i−Ni3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
e curvature components are determined in terms of the curvature of the hypersurface by
R0 j0ℓ = N˙ jℓ − N jmNmℓ ,
R0 jkℓ = Γ˙jkℓ − N jmΓmkℓ ,
Ri jkℓ = R∥i jkℓ − (NikN jℓ − NiℓN jk).
As a sanity check, we can decompose at Euclidean R4 along concentric three-spheres. In this case,
we may take Γi jk = −r−1εi jk , Ni j = −r−1δi j, R∥i jkℓ = r−2(δikδ jℓ − δiℓδ jk), and verify that each curvature
component vanishes.
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Along S4, we parameterize a cylinder S3 × [0, pi] with respect to the distance t.e radius of the S3
at time t is r = sin t.e volume of S3 is 2pi2r3. Normal curvature is Ni j = (−r−1 cos t) = (− cot t)δi j.
Upon replacing these trig functions by hyperbolic functions, we get hyperbolic spaceH4.
OnH4, choose the orthonormal coframe
(e0, e1, e2, e3) ∶=(1
t
(tdt),
sinh t
t
1
t
(−x1dx0 + x0dx1 − x3dx2 + x2dx3),
sinh t
t
1
t
(−x2dx0 + x3dx1 + x0dx2 − x1dx3),
sinh t
t
1
t
(−x3dx0 − x2dx1 + x1dx2 + x0dx3)).
e volume form is
e0123 = (sinh t
t
)3 dx0123.
Although the {e i} are singular at the origin, the self-dual two-forms e0i + e(i+1)(i+2) agree with
dx0i + dx(i+1)(i+2) to second order.
6.2 e solution
We set
B = e01 + e23
cosh4(t/2) (6.1)
and show that B is harmonic with nite L2 energy. It has a primitive given by
B = d ( sinh(t) e1
2 cosh4(t/2)) .
e norm of B over a ball of radius d is ∥B∥2 = 16pi2 tanh4 ( t2), since
B ⋅ B = 2
cosh8(t/2) ,
B ⋅ B dvolH4 = 2 sinh3(t)cosh8(t/2)dt ∧ dvolS3
∫ B ⋅ B dvolH4 = 4pi2 ∫ sinh3(t)cosh8(t/2)dt = 16pi2 tanh4(t/2).
We will now compute εan.
∇B = (−2sech4 ( t
2
) tanh( t
2
) σ1, 0,−sech4 ( t
2
) tanh( t
2
) σ3, sech4 ( t
2
) tanh( t
2
) σ2) .
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e norm of ∇B is ∥∇B∥2 = 64pi2 tanh6 ( t2).erefore,
εan = 14 ∥∇B∥2 + s12 ∥B∥2 = 16pi2 tanh4 ( t2)(tanh2 ( t2) − 1) = −16pi2sech2 ( t2) tanh4 ( t2) .
For the topological energy,
B∥ = e23
cosh4(t/2) ,
d ⋆ B∥ = 2
sinh(t)B∥
ρD(N)B∥ = −2 cosh(t)sinh(t) B∥(d ⋆ +ρD(N))B∥ = −2 tanh(t/2)B∥
B∥ ⋅ (d ⋆ +ρD(N))B∥ = −2 tanh(t/2)cosh8(t/2)
B∥ ⋅ (d ⋆ +ρD(N))B∥(dvolS3(r)) = −2 tanh(t/2)cosh8(t/2) sinh3(t)(dvolS3)
εtop = 12 ∫ B∥ ⋅ (d ⋆ +ρD(N))B∥(dvol(t)) = −16pi2 tanh4 (t/2)cosh2(t/2) .
Pointwise we have
12∆ ∣B∣2 + ∣∇AB∣2 = ⟨B ⋅ ∇∗A∇AB⟩ .
By the Weitzenbock formula,
⟨B ⋅ ∇∗A∇AB⟩ = ⟨B ⋅ ((d∗AdA + dAd∗A)B + ρW(R)B − [FA B])⟩ .
For a solution,
18∆ ∣B∣2 + 14 ∣∇AB∣2 + 132 ∣[B B]∣2 + 112s ∣B∣2 + 12 ⟨B ⋅ ρW(W+)B⟩ = 0.
e radial Laplacian onH4 is
∆ f (r) = −( f ′′(r) + 3 f ′(r)
tanh(r)) .
We verify for our example that
0 = 18 ((20 − 4 cosh(t))sech10(t/2)) + 14(12sech8(t/2) tanh2(t/2))++ 132(0) + 112(−12)(2sech8(t/2)) + 120.
In the caseW+ = 0, we get the simple dierential inequality:
18∆ ∣B∣2 + 14 ∣∇ ∣B∣∣2 ≤ − 112s ∣B∣2 − 132 ∣[B B]∣2 .
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Note the resemblance to the harmonic oscillator − f ′′ = −s f with f = ∣B∣2.is should eectively cut
o high frequencies, leaving only wavelengths larger than ≈ √−s.
18∆ ∣B∣2 + 14 ∣∇ ∣B∣∣2 ≤ (dist(B˜, Z)2 − R) ∣B∣2 .
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Chapter 7
e Kähler case
7.1 e Vafa-Witten equations on a Kähler manifold
An oriented Riemannian four-manifold X is a Kähler if it there exists ω ∈ Ω2,+(X;R) such that∇ω = 0 and ∣ω∣ = 2.
Given an orthonormal coframe {e0, e1, e2, e3} for which ω = e01 + e23, we dene
dz1 ∶= e0 + ie1, dz2 ∶= e2 + ie3,
dz¯1 ∶= e0 − ie1, dz¯2 ∶= e2 − ie3,
so that
ω = 12 i(dz1 ∧ dz¯1 + dz2 ∧ dz¯2) = e01 + e23.
eorem 7.1.1. When X is Kähler, the Vafa-Witten equations are
12ω2 (iΛFA + 12 [γ, γ∗]) + 12 [β ∧ β∗] = 0,
F2,0A − 12 [γ, β] = 0,
∂∗Aβ − ∂Aγ∗ = 0,
for γ ∈ Ω0(X;gP ⊗C) and β ∈ Ω2,0(X;gP ⊗C).
Note the U(1) symmetry given by β ↦ e iθ β, γ ↦ e−iθγ.
eorem 7.1.2. If X is a closed Kähler manifold, these equations are equivalent to
FA ∈ A1,1, dAγ = 0,
∂¯Aβ = 0, [γ, γ∗] = 0,
ω ∧ iFA + 12 [β ∧ β∗] = 0, [γ, β + β∗] = 0.
In most interesting cases we have γ = 0 so that only the equations in the le column are relevant. For
example, if A is an irreducible SU(2) connection, then ker dA = 0, so γ = 0.
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Proof ofeorem 7.1.1 . We dene β and γ so that if
B = B1(e01 + e23) + B2(e02 + e31) + B3(e03 + e12),
then
β ∶= 12(B2 − iB3)dz1 ∧ dz2= 12(B2 − iB3)((e02 + e31) + i(e03 + e12))
β∗ ∶= −β = −12(B2 + iB3)dz¯1 ∧ dz¯2,= −12(B2 + iB3)((e02 + e31) − i(e03 + e12))
γ ∶= C − iB1,
γ∗ ∶= −C − iB1,
It follows that
B ∶= B1ω + β − β∗.
Now we write out components of part of the Vafa-Witten equations
−14 [B B] − [B,C] = ([B2, B3] + [C , B1]) (e01 + e23)++ ([B3, B1] + [C , B2]) (e02 + e31)++ ([B1, B2] + [C , B3]) (e03 + e12),
and match them to expressions in β and γ:
12 i [γ, γ∗] = [C , B1] ,
12 [β β∗] = [B2, B3] (e01 + e23),
12 i [β ∧ β∗] = [B2, B3] e0123,
12ω ∧ ω = e0123,[γ, β] = 12 (([C , B2] + [B3, B1]) − i ([B1, B2] + [C , B3])) ((e02 + e31) + i(e03 + e12)),[γ, β]∗ = − [γ∗, β∗]= −12 (([C , B2] + [B3, B1]) + i ([B1, B2] + [C , B3])) ((e02 + e31) − i(e03 + e12)),[γ, β] − [γ, β]∗ = ([C , B2] + [B3, B1]) (e02 + e31) + ([B1, B2] + [C , B3]) (e03 + e12),−14 [B B] − [B,C] = 12 [β β∗] + 12 i [γ, γ∗]ω + [γ, β] − [γ, β]∗ .(d∗AB + dAC)1,0 = ∂¯∗ALB1 + ∂∗Aβ + ∂C = ∂∗Aβ + i∂B1 + ∂C = ∂∗β − ∂γ∗.
us the Vafa-Witten equations on a Kähler manifold are equivalent to
12ω2 (iΛFA + 12 [γ, γ∗]) + 12 [β ∧ β∗] = 0,
F2,0A − 12 [γ, β] = 0,
∂∗Aβ − ∂Aγ∗ = 0.
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Proof ofeorem 7.1.2 . We use a series of integrations by parts, assuming that X is closed.
∥∂∗Aβ − ∂Aγ∗∥2 = ∥∂∗Aβ∥2 + ∥∂Aγ∗∥2 − 2 ∫X ⟨∂∗Aβ ⋅ ∂Aγ∗⟩= ∥∂¯Aβ∥2 + ∥∂¯Aγ∥2 − 2 ∫X ⟨β ⋅ [F2,0A , γ∗]⟩= ∥∂¯Aβ∥2 + ∥∂¯Aγ∥2 + 2 ∫X ⟨F2,0A ⋅ [γ, β]⟩ .
2 ∥F2,0A − 12 [γ, β]∥2 = 2 ∥F2,0A ∥2 + 12 ∥[γ, β]∥2 − 2 ∫X ⟨F2,0A ⋅ [γ, β]⟩ .
∥12ω2 (iΛFA + 12 [γ, γ∗]) + 12 [β ∧ β∗]∥2= ∥ω ∧ iFA + 12 [β ∧ β∗]∥2 + 14 ∥[γ, γ∗]∥2 + ∫X (⟨iΛFA, [γ, γ∗]⟩ + 12 ⟨[γ, γ∗] , [β ∧ β∗]⟩) .
∫X ⟨iΛFA ⋅ [γ, γ∗]⟩ = ∫X ⟨iΛ [FA, γ] ⋅ γ⟩ (7.1)= ∫X ⟨i(∂¯A∂A + ∂A∂¯A)ϕ ⋅ Lϕ⟩= ∫X ⟨i∂Aϕ ⋅ ∂¯∗ALϕ⟩ + ∫X ⟨i∂¯Aϕ ⋅ ∂∗ALϕ⟩= ∥∂Aγ∥2 − ∥∂¯Aγ∥2 .
12 ⟨[γ, γ∗] , [β ∧ β∗]⟩= −12 ⟨γ, [γ, [β ∧ β∗]]⟩= −12 ⟨γ, [[γ, β] ∧ β∗]⟩ − 12 ⟨γ, [β ∧ [γ, β∗]]⟩= 12 ⟨[γ, β] ∧ [β, γ]⟩ + 12 ⟨[γ, β∗] ∧ [γ, β∗]⟩= 12 ∥[γ, β∗]∥2 − 12 ∥[γ, β]∥ .
us we get two identities when X is closed:
∥∂∗Aβ − ∂Aγ∗∥2 + 2 ∥F2,0A − 12 [γ, β]∥2 = ∥∂¯Aγ∥2 + 12 ∥[γ, β]∥2 + ∥∂¯Aβ∥2 + 2 ∥F2,0A ∥2 ,∥12ω2 (iΛFA + 12 [γ, γ∗]) + 12 [β ∧ β∗]∥2 = − ∥∂¯Aγ∥2 − 12 ∥[γ, β]∥ + ∥∂Aγ∥2 ++ ∥ω ∧ iFA + 12 [β ∧ β∗]∥2 + 14 ∥[γ, γ∗]∥2 + 12 ∥[γ, β∗]∥2 .
e le hand sides both vanish on solutions.e right hand side of the rst equation is a sum of
positive terms, and so they must vanish individually.e same is true for the sum of both equations.
us all terms appearing here must vanish.
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7.2 Semistability
In this section, we prove an analogue of [Bra91,eorem 2.1.6] for the Vafa-Witten equations.
We extend the Hermitian conjugate ∗ to forms so that (dz1 ∧ dz2)∗ = dz¯1 ∧ dz¯2.at way,
(dz1 ∧ dz2) ∧ (dz1 ∧ dz2)∗ = dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz¯1 ∧ dz¯2 = +4 dvol = +2ω2.
Similarly, any β ∈ Ω2,0(Hom(E , F)) satises ∫ β∧ β∗ ≥ 0. In contrast, if N ∈ Ω1,0(Hom(E , F)), then
∫ ω ∧ N∗ ∧ N ≤ 0.
Denition 7.2.1. Let E be a vector bundle over a Kähler four-manifold X.en the degree of E is
deg(E) ∶= ⟨c1(E) ⌣ [ω] , [X]⟩ = ∫X i2piTr(FA) ∧ ω,
for any connection A on E.
Denition 7.2.2. We dene the slope
µ(E) ∶= deg(E)
rank(E) .
Observe that Ω2,0(End(E)) ≅ Ω0(Hom(E , E ⊗ K)). For any β ∈ Ω2,0(End(E)), we say that a
subbundle E′ ⊂ E is β-invariant if
β(E′) ⊂ E′ ⊗ K .
Denition 7.2.3. A holomorphic vector bundle E is β-semistable if all β-invariant holomorphic
subbundles E′ ⊂ E satisfy µ(E′) ≤ µ(E).
eorem 7.2.4. Let A be a holomorphic connection on a Hermitian vector bundle E of rank R. Let F0A
denote the traceless part of FA. If β ∈ Ω2,0(End(E)) is a solution to
ω ∧ iF0A + 12 [β ∧ β∗] = 0, (7.2)
then E is β-semistable. Furthermore, if E′ is a β-invariant holomorphic subbundle such that µ(E′) ≤
µ(E), then the orthogonal complement E⊥ is holomorphic, and the restrictions of β to E′ and E⊥ both
satisfy (7.2).
Proof. We deduce the result by studying the restriction of this equation to a holomorphic subbundle
E′.
Let E′ be a holomorphic subbundle of E, and let E⊥ be its orthogonal complement.e connection
decomposes as
A = ( A′ −N∗N A⊥ )
with N ∈ Ω1,0(E⊥ ⊗ E′∗). Curvature decomposes as
FA = ( F ′A − N∗ ∧ N ●● F⊥A − N ∧ N∗ ) .
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Note that iω ∧ Tr(−N∗ ∧ N) ≥ 0.
If β = ( β′ β12β21 β⊥ ), then the restriction of [β ∧ β∗] to E′ is
[β ∧ β∗]′ = [β′ ∧ β′∗] + β12 ∧ β∗12 − β∗21 ∧ β21.
Invariance of E′ by β means that β21 = 0. Since the trace vanishes on commutators, it follows that if
E′ is β-invariant, then Tr [β ∧ β∗]′ = Tr(β12 ∧ β∗12) ≥ 0.
e restriction of (7.2) to a β-invariant subbundle E′ is thus
ω ∧ i (F ′A − N∗ ∧ N − Tr(FA)/R) + [β′ ∧ β′∗] + β12 ∧ β∗12 = 0.
Integrating the trace, we get
2pi(deg(E′) − (r/R)deg(E)) + ∫X (iω ∧ Tr(−N∗ ∧ N) + Tr(β12 ∧ β∗12)) = 0.
e integrand is nonnegative, so we get
µ(E′) ≤ µ(E),
with equality if and only if the integral is zero.e integrand is zero only when both N and β12 both
vanish identically. e vanishing of N is equivalent to holomorphicity of E⊥, and if β12 vanishes,
then β splits as β = β′ ⊕ β⊥.
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Chapter 8
Dimensional reduction
In this chapter, we compute the dimensional reduction of the Vafa-Witten equations to dimensions
three and two, following a procedure similar to that of Hitchin in [Hit87]. We discover that the
reduction (8.6) to a closed Riemann surface is essentially Hitchin’s equations for Higgs pairs (A, Φ).
8.1 Hitchin’s equations and the reduction of Yang-Mills
ough motivated by dimensional reduction, Hitchin’s equations for Higgs pairs are distinct from
the dimensional reduction of the Yang-Mills equation.e dimensional reduction of Yang-Mills is
given by [Hit87] (1.2),
FA − 12 i [ϕ, ϕ∗] dvolΣ = 0, (8.1)
∂¯Aϕ = 0,
for a principal bundle P → Σ, a connection A ∈ AP and ϕ ∈ Ω0(Σ;gP ⊗C).
In contrast, Hitchin’s equations are [Hit87] (1.3),
FA + [Φ,Φ∗] = 0, (8.2)
∂¯AΦ = 0,
for Φ ∈ Ω1,0(Σ;gP ⊗C).
e equations (8.1) are not that interesting, due to the the following fact:
eorem 8.1.1. Any solution (A, ϕ) to (8.1) on a closed surface Σ also satises FA = 0 and dAϕ = 0.
Proof. Any solution of (8.1) must satisfy
0 = ∥∂¯Aϕ∥2 + ∥FA − 12 i [ϕ, ϕ∗] dvolΣ∥2= ∥∂¯Aϕ∥2 + ∥FA∥2 + 14 ∥[ϕ, ϕ∗]∥2 + ∫Σ ⟨[ϕ, ϕ∗] , iFA⟩ .
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Here we extend ⟨●, ●⟩ to be complex linear in the rst component and conjugate linear in the second
component.
Now we work on the last term
∫Σ ⟨[ϕ, ϕ∗] , iFA⟩ = ∫Σ ⟨ϕ, [iFA, ϕ]⟩= ∫Σ ⟨ϕ, i(∂¯A∂A + ∂A∂¯A)ϕ⟩= ∫Σ (∂ ⟨ϕ, i∂Aϕ⟩ − ⟨∂Aϕ ∧ i∂Aϕ⟩ + ∂¯ ⟨ϕ, i∂¯Aϕ⟩ − ⟨∂¯Aϕ, i∂¯Aϕ⟩)= ∥∂Aϕ∥2 − ∥∂¯Aϕ∥2 ,
where to get the last line we assumed that Σ has no boundary, and used the identities
−dz ∧ i dz = (dz ⋅ dz) dvolΣ ,−dz¯ ∧ i dz¯ = −(dz¯ ⋅ dz¯) dvolΣ .
us
0 = ∥FA∥2 + 14 ∥[ϕ, ϕ∗]∥2 + ∥∂Aϕ∥2 ,
so FA and ∂Aϕ must also vanish, and also dAϕ = (∂A + ∂¯A)ϕ = 0.
e reduction of the Vafa-Witten equations is like a combination of (8.1) and (8.2).e connection
A over X splits into both ϕ ∈ Ω0(Σ;gP ⊗C) and a connection AΣ over Σ. Two of three components
of B combine into a Higgs eld Φ ∈ Ω1,0(Σ;gP ⊗C), while the remaining component of B combines
with C to form γ ∈ Ω0(Σ;gP ⊗C).e precise combinations are described in (8.8).
As was the case ineorem 8.1.1, the raw reduced Vafa-Witten equations (8.7) simplify consider-
ably (8.6) aer integration by parts, and the only interesting equations which survive are Hitchin’s
equations (8.2).
8.2 Reduction to three dimensions
Let Y be an oriented Riemannian three-manifold with a principal bundle P → Y . Let X denoteR×Y
with the product metric and R-coordinate x0. Over X, the Levi-Civita derivative ∇0 reduces to the
Lie derivative L0. On the pullback of P to X, the Lie derivative L0 extends to a partial connection,
which we also denote by L0. We think of L0 as the “time derivative.” We identify objects over Y with
their L0-invariant pullbacks to X.
Given a connection AY on P and a section A0 ∈ Ω0(Y ;gP), we get a connection A on the pullback of
P over X given by ∇A = dx0 ⊗ (L0 + A0) +∇AY , (8.3)
and satises [L0,∇A] = 0. Conversely, any connection satisfying [L0,∇A] = 0 has this form.
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Now consider over X = R × Y the Vafa-Witten equations
2F+A + 14 [B B] + [B,C] = 0, (8.4)
d∗AB + dAC = 0,
together with the dimensional reduction equations
[L0,∇A] = 0, L0B = 0, L0C = 0. (8.5)
eorem 8.2.1. Any solution to (8.4) and (8.5) pulls back from a solution to the three-dimensional
Vafa-Witten equations is
FAY − ⋆dAYA0 − 12 [B˜ ∧ B˜] + [⋆B˜,C] = 0,
dAYC + ⋆dAY B˜ − [A0, B˜] = 0,
d∗AY B˜ − [A0,C] = 0,
where AY is a connection over Y, A0,C ∈ Ω0(Y ;gP), and B˜ ∈ Ω1(Y ;gP).
is theorem is a direct consequence of
Lemma 8.2.2. Let A be the connection dened by (8.3), and B˜ ∶= e0 B. If A0, B˜, and C are invariant
under L0, then these elds are pulled back from Y and satisfy
2F+A + 14 [B B] + [B,C] = (1 + ⋆X) (FAY − ⋆YdAYA0 − 12 [B˜ ∧ B˜] + [⋆Y B˜,C]) ,
d∗AB + dAC = (dAYC + ⋆YdAY B˜ − [A0, B˜]) − e0 ∧ (d∗AY B˜ − [A0,C]) .
Proof. From the denition of the reduced ∇A on Y , we compute
FA = dAdA = FAY − e0 ∧ dAYA0.
It follows that
2F+A = (1 + ⋆X) (FAY − dx0 ∧ dAYA0)= (1 + ⋆X) (FAY − ⋆X (dx0 ∧ dAYA0))= (1 + ⋆X) (FAY − ⋆YdAYA0) .
For
B = B1(e01 + e23) + B2(e02 + e31) + B3(e03 + e12),
we get
B˜ = e0 B = B1e1 + B2e2 + B3e3.
en ⋆Y B˜ = B1e23 + B2e31 + B3e12,
and
B = (1 + ⋆X) ⋆Y B˜.
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Note that
12 [B˜ ∧ B˜] = [B2, B3] e23 + [B3, B1] e31 + [B1, B2] e12.
Recall that
−14 [B B] = [B2, B3] (e01 + e23) + [B3, B1] (e02 + e31) + [B1, B2] (e03 + e12).
us
14 [B B] = −12(1 + ⋆X) [B˜ ∧ B˜] .
It follows that
2F+A + 14 [B B] + [B,C] = (1 + ⋆X) (FAY − ⋆YdAYA0 − 12 [B˜ ∧ B˜] + [⋆Y B˜,C]) .
Next we reduce the second equation.
d∗AB + dAC = − [A0, e0 B] + d∗AYB + e0 ∧ [A0,C] + dAYC= (dAYC + ⋆YdAY B˜ − [A0, B˜]) − e0 ∧ (d∗AY B˜ − [A0,C]) .
8.3 Reduction to two dimensions
Continuing further, we reduce to a Riemann surface Σ.
eorem 8.3.1. On a closed Riemann surface Σ, the two-dimensional reduction of the Vafa-Witten
equations is equivalent to
∂¯AΣΦ = 0, FAΣ + [Φ ∧Φ∗] = 0, (8.6)
∂AΣϕ = 0, [ϕ, ϕ∗] = 0, [Φ, ϕ∗] = 0,
∂AΣγ = 0, [γ, γ∗] = 0, [Φ, γ∗] = 0,[ϕ, γ∗] = 0, [γ, ϕ] = 0,
∂¯AΣϕ − [Φ∗, γ∗] = 0,
∂¯AΣγ − [ϕ∗, Φ∗] = 0,
where Φ ∈ Ω1,0(Σ;gP ⊗C), and ϕ, γ ∈ Ω0(Σ;gP ⊗C).
us a solution (AΣ , Φ, ϕ, γ) corresponds to a Higgs pair (AΣ , Φ) plus some extra anti-holomorphic
elds ϕ and γ satisfying various commutation relations.
We break the proof into three lemmas. We compute the reduced equations in Lemma 8.3.2.en we
rephrase the equations in the language of Kähler geometry in Lemma 8.3.3. To get these equations
into the desired form, we assume that Σ is closed and integrate by parts in Lemma 8.3.5.
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Lemma 8.3.2. Let AY be a connection over R × Σ with R-coordinate x1 such that ∇AY = dx1 ⊗ (L1 +
A1) + ∇AΣ , and ˜˜B ∶= B˜ − B1e1. If A0, A1, C, B1, and ˜˜B are invariant under L0, then these elds are
pulled back from Σ and satisfy
(1 + ⋆X) (FAΣ + ⋆Σ ([A0,A1] + [B1,C]) − 12 [ ˜˜B ∧ ˜˜B]++e1 ∧ (⋆ΣdAΣA0 − dAΣA1 − [B1, ˜˜B] − [⋆Σ ˜˜B,C])) = 2F+A + 14 [B B] + [B,C] ,
(dAΣC − ⋆ΣdAΣB1 − [A0, ˜˜B] + [A1, ⋆Σ ˜˜B])++e0 ∧ (−d∗AΣ ˜˜B + [A1, B1] + [A0,C])++e1 ∧ (⋆ΣdAΣ ˜˜B − [A0, B1] + [A1,C]) = d∗AB + dAC .
Lemma 8.3.3. Dene
ϕ ∶= A0 + iA1,
Φ ∶= 12(1 + i⋆Σ) ˜˜B,
γ ∶= C − iB1.
en
2F+A + 14 [B B] + [B,C]= (1 + ⋆X) (FAΣ − 12 i ⋆Σ ([ϕ, ϕ∗] + [γ, γ∗]) + [Φ ∧Φ∗] − 2e1 ∧ Im (∂¯AΣϕ − [Φ∗, γ∗])) ,
d∗AB + dAC = 2Re (∂¯AΣγ − [ϕ∗, Φ∗]) + Im((e0 + ie1) ∧ ⋆Σ(2∂¯AΣΦ + i ⋆Σ [γ∗, ϕ∗])).
Denition 8.3.4. To be consistent with the language of Kähler geometry on Σ, let ω ∶= dvolΣ denote
the Kähler form, L ∶= ω∧, and Λ ∶= L∗ which is equivalent to Λ ∶ Ω2(Σ)→ Ω0(Σ) by Λ ∶= ⋆Σ.
Lemma 8.3.5. On a closed Riemann surface Σ, the equations
iΛ (FAΣ + [Φ ∧Φ∗]) + 12 ([ϕ, ϕ∗] + [γ, γ∗]) = 0, (8.7)
iΛ∂¯AΣΦ − 12 [γ∗, ϕ∗] = 0,
∂¯AΣϕ − [Φ∗, γ∗] = 0,
∂¯AΣγ − [ϕ∗, Φ∗] = 0,
are equivalent to
∂¯AΣΦ = 0, FAΣ + [Φ ∧Φ∗] = 0,
∂AΣϕ = 0, [ϕ, ϕ∗] = 0, [Φ, ϕ∗] = 0,
∂AΣγ = 0, [γ, γ∗] = 0, [Φ, γ∗] = 0,[ϕ, γ∗] = 0.
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Proof of Lemma 8.3.2. We compute
FAY = FAΣ − e1 ∧ dAΣA1,− ⋆Y dAYA0 = − ⋆Y (e1 ∧ [A1,A0] + dAΣA0)= ⋆Σ [A0,A1] + e1 ∧ ⋆ΣdAΣA0,−12 [B˜ ∧ B˜] = −12 [ ˜˜B ∧ ˜˜B] − e1 ∧ [B1, ˜˜B] ,[⋆Y B˜,C] = ⋆Σ [B1,C] − e1 ∧ [⋆Σ ˜˜B,C] ,
dAYC = e1 ∧ [A1,C] + dAΣC ,⋆YdAY B˜ = ⋆Y (−e1 ∧ dAΣB1 + e1 ∧ [A1, ˜˜B] + dAΣ ˜˜B)= − ⋆Σ dAΣB1 + [A1, ⋆Σ ˜˜B] − e1 ∧ ⋆ΣdAΣ ˜˜B,− [A0, B˜] = −e1 ∧ [A0, B1] − [A0, ˜˜B] ,
d∗AY B˜ = d∗AY (B1e1 + ˜˜B) = − [A1, B1] + d∗AΣ ˜˜B.
us
FAY − ⋆YdAYA0 − 12 [B˜ ∧ B˜] + [⋆Y B˜,C]= FAΣ + ⋆Σ ([A0,A1] + [B1,C]) − 12 [ ˜˜B ∧ ˜˜B]++ e1 ∧ (⋆ΣdAΣA0 − dAΣA1 − [B1, ˜˜B] − [⋆Σ ˜˜B,C]) ,
and
dAYC + ⋆YdAY B˜ − [A0, B˜]= (dAΣC − ⋆ΣdAΣB1 − [A0, ˜˜B] + [A1, ⋆Σ ˜˜B])++ e1 ∧ (⋆ΣdAΣ ˜˜B − [A0, B1] + [A1,C]) ,
and nally
d∗AY B˜ − [A0,C] = d∗AΣ ˜˜B − [A1, B1] − [A0,C] .
e original equations become
(1 + ⋆X) (FAΣ + ⋆Σ ([A0,A1] + [B1,C]) − 12 [ ˜˜B ∧ ˜˜B]++e1 ∧ (⋆ΣdAΣA0 − dAΣA1 − [B1, ˜˜B] − [⋆Σ ˜˜B,C])) = 0,(dAΣC − ⋆ΣdAΣB1 − [A0, ˜˜B] + [A1, ⋆Σ ˜˜B])++e0 ∧ (−d∗AΣ ˜˜B + [A1, B1] + [A0,C])++e1 ∧ (⋆ΣdAΣ ˜˜B − [A0, B1] + [A1,C]) = 0.
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Proof of Lemma 8.3.3. We dene
ϕ ∶= A0 + iA1, (8.8)
Φ ∶= 12(1 + i⋆Σ) ˜˜B,
γ ∶= C − iB1.
Let ∗ denote the Hermitian conjugate, and note that
dz ∶= e2 + ie3,
Φ = 12(B2 − iB3)dz,
˜˜B = Re(Φ),
∂¯AΣ ∶= 12dz¯(∇AΣ ,2 + i∇AΣ ,3),
∂¯AΣ = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
12 (dAΣ − i ⋆Σ dAΣ) on Ω0,0(Σ;gP),
dAΣ on Ω1,0(Σ;gP),
ϕ∗ = −(A0 − iA1)
Φ∗ = −12(B2 + iB3)dz¯ = −12(1 − ⋆Σ i) ˜˜B,
γ∗ = −(C + iB1).
Next we compute
2(∂¯AΣϕ − [Φ∗, γ∗]) = (dAΣ − i ⋆Σ dAΣ) (A0 + iA1) − [(1 − ⋆Σ i) ˜˜B,C + iB1]= (dAΣA0 + ⋆ΣdAΣA1 − [ ˜˜B,C] − [⋆Σ ˜˜B, B1])+ i (dAΣA1 − ⋆ΣdAΣA0 − [ ˜˜B, B1] + [⋆Σ ˜˜B,C])= −i(1 − i⋆Σ) (⋆ΣdAΣA0 − dAΣA1 − [B1, ˜˜B] − [⋆Σ ˜˜B,C]) .
Also,
2∂¯AΣΦ + i ⋆Σ [γ∗, ϕ∗] = dAΣ(1 + i⋆Σ) ˜˜B + i ⋆Σ [C + iB1,A0 − iA1]= dAΣ ˜˜B − ⋆Σ ([B1,A0] − [C ,A1]) + i ⋆Σ (d∗AΣ ˜˜B + [C ,A0] + [B1,A1]) .
In particular,
Im((e0 + ie1) ∧ ⋆Σ(2∂¯AΣΦ + i ⋆Σ [γ∗, ϕ∗])) = e0 ∧ (−d∗AΣ ˜˜B + [A1, B1] + [A0,C])++ e1 ∧ (⋆ΣdAΣ ˜˜B − [A0, B1] + [A1,C]) .
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Also,
2 (∂¯AΣγ − [ϕ∗, Φ∗]) = (dAΣ − i ⋆Σ dAΣ) (C − iB1) − [A0 − iA1, (1 − i⋆Σ) ˜˜B]= dAΣC − ⋆ΣdAΣB1 − [A0, ˜˜B] + [A1, ⋆Σ ˜˜B]++ i (−dAΣB1 − ⋆ΣdAΣC + [A0, ⋆Σ ˜˜B] + [A1, ˜˜B])= (1 − i⋆Σ) (dAΣC − ⋆ΣdAΣB1 − [A0, ˜˜B] + [A1, ⋆Σ ˜˜B]) .
Finally,
2FAΣ − i ⋆Σ ([ϕ, ϕ∗] + [γ, γ∗]) + 2 [Φ ∧Φ∗]= 2FAΣ + 2 ⋆Σ ([A0,A1] + [B1,C]) − [ ˜˜B ∧ ˜˜B] .
e original equations become
2F+A + 14 [B B] + [B,C]= (1 + ⋆X) (FAΣ − 12 i ⋆Σ ([ϕ, ϕ∗] + [γ, γ∗]) + [Φ ∧Φ∗] − 2e1 ∧ Im (∂¯AΣϕ − [Φ∗, γ∗])) ,
d∗AB + dAC = 2Re (∂¯AΣγ − [ϕ∗, Φ∗]) + Im((e0 + ie1) ∧ ⋆Σ(2∂¯AΣΦ + i ⋆Σ [γ∗, ϕ∗])).
A solution to the original equations is thus equivalent to
iΛ (FAΣ + [Φ ∧Φ∗]) + 12 ([ϕ, ϕ∗] + [γ, γ∗]) = 0,
iΛ∂¯AΣΦ − 12 [γ∗, ϕ∗] = 0,
∂¯AΣϕ − [Φ∗, γ∗] = 0,
∂¯AΣγ − [ϕ∗, Φ∗] = 0.
In the special case when Σ is at, these equations take a particularly symmetric form. Writing
Φ˜ ∶= B2 − iB3 = 2Φ/dz, we get
iΛFAΣ + 12 ([ϕ, ϕ∗] + [Φ˜ ∧ Φ˜∗] + [γ, γ∗]) = 0,
∂¯AΣϕ − [Φ˜∗, γ∗] = 0,
∂¯AΣ Φ˜ − [γ∗, ϕ∗] = 0,
∂¯AΣγ − [ϕ∗, Φ˜∗] = 0.
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Proof of Lemma 8.3.5. e norm of the rst equation is
∥FAΣ + [Φ ∧Φ∗]∥2 + 14 ∥[ϕ, ϕ∗]∥2 + 14 ∥[γ, γ∗]∥2 ++ ∫Σ ⟨iΛ [Φ ∧Φ∗] , [ϕ, ϕ∗]⟩ + ∫Σ ⟨iΛ [Φ ∧Φ∗] , [γ, γ∗]⟩ + 12 ∫Σ ⟨[ϕ, ϕ∗] , [γ, γ∗]⟩++ ∫Σ ⟨iΛFAΣ , [ϕ, ϕ∗]⟩ + ∫Σ ⟨iΛFAΣ , [γ, γ∗]⟩ .
Twice the norm of the second equation is
2 ∥∂¯AΣΦ∥2 + 12 ∥[γ∗, ϕ∗]∥2 − 2 ∫Σ ⟨iΛ∂¯AΣΦ, [γ∗, ϕ∗]⟩ .
e norms of the third and fourth equations are
∥∂¯AΣϕ∥2 + ∥[Φ∗, γ∗]∥2 − 2 ∫Σ ⟨∂¯AΣϕ, [Φ∗, γ∗]⟩ ,∥∂¯AΣγ∥2 + ∥[ϕ∗, Φ∗]∥2 − 2 ∫Σ ⟨∂¯AΣγ, [ϕ∗, Φ∗]⟩ .
Adding together all these norms, we get
∥FAΣ + [Φ ∧Φ∗]∥2 + 14 ∥[ϕ, ϕ∗]∥2 + 14 ∥[γ, γ∗]∥2 ++ ∫Σ ⟨iΛ [Φ ∧Φ∗] , [ϕ, ϕ∗]⟩ + ∫Σ ⟨iΛ [Φ ∧Φ∗] , [γ, γ∗]⟩ + 12 ∫Σ ⟨[ϕ, ϕ∗] , [γ, γ∗]⟩++ ∫Σ ⟨iΛFAΣ ⋅ [ϕ, ϕ∗]⟩ + ∫Σ ⟨iΛFAΣ ⋅ [γ, γ∗]⟩ + 2 ∥∂¯AΣΦ∥2 + ∥∂¯AΣϕ∥2 + ∥∂¯AΣγ∥2 ++ 12 ∥[γ∗, ϕ∗]∥2 + ∥[ϕ∗, Φ∗]∥2 + ∥[Φ∗, γ∗]∥2 +− 2( ∫Σ ⟨iΛ∂¯AΣΦ, [γ∗, ϕ∗]⟩ + ∫Σ ⟨∂¯AΣϕ, [Φ∗, γ∗]⟩ + ∫Σ ⟨∂¯AΣγ, [ϕ∗, Φ∗]⟩) .
A solution to the reduced Vafa-Witten equations is equivalent to a zero of this expression. We will
now rewrite most of these terms.
First, we have the algebraic fact
⟨[ϕ, ϕ∗] , [γ, γ∗]⟩ = ∣[ϕ, γ∗]∣2 − ∣[ϕ∗, γ∗]∣2 .
Similarly,
⟨iΛ [Φ ∧Φ∗] , [ϕ, ϕ∗]⟩ = 2 ⟨[ Φ
dz
, Φ
∗
dz¯
] , [ϕ, ϕ∗]⟩
= 2 ∣[ Φ
dz
, ϕ∗]∣2 − 2 ∣[Φ∗
dz¯
, ϕ∗]∣2
= ∣[Φ, ϕ∗]∣2 − ∣[Φ∗, ϕ∗]∣2 .
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By (7.1),
∫Σ ⟨iΛFAΣ ⋅ [ϕ, ϕ∗]⟩ = ∥∂AΣϕ∥2 − ∥∂¯AΣϕ∥2 .
Finally, for this next equation, let Tr denote the operator characterized by Tr(AB∗) = ⟨A, B⟩.en
ΛdTr(iΦ [ϕ, γ]) = iΛTr ((∂¯AΣΦ) [ϕ, γ] −Φ [∂¯AΣϕ, γ] −Φ [ϕ, ∂¯AΣγ])= iΛTr ((∂¯AΣΦ) [ϕ, γ] + (∂¯AΣϕ) [γ, Φ] + (∂¯AΣγ) [Φ, ϕ])= iΛTr ((∂¯AΣΦ) [γ∗, ϕ∗]∗ + (∂¯AΣϕ) [Φ∗, γ∗]∗ + (∂¯AΣγ) [ϕ∗, Φ∗]∗)= ⟨iΛ (∂¯AΣΦ) ⋅ [γ∗, ϕ∗]⟩ + ⟨(∂¯AΣϕ) ⋅ [Φ∗, γ∗]⟩ + ⟨(∂¯AΣγ) ⋅ [ϕ∗, Φ∗]⟩ ,
where for the last line, we used the fact i dz ∧ dz¯ = ω (dz ⋅ dz¯) to convert from the wedge product to
the inner product. Hence
∫Σ ⟨iΛ∂¯AΣΦ, [γ∗, ϕ∗]⟩ + ∫Σ ⟨∂¯AΣϕ, [Φ∗, γ∗]⟩ + ∫Σ ⟨∂¯AΣγ, [ϕ∗, Φ∗]⟩ = 0.
e sum of norms simplies to
∥FAΣ + [Φ ∧Φ∗]∥2 + 2 ∥∂¯AΣΦ∥2 + 14 ∥[ϕ, ϕ∗]∥2 + 14 ∥[γ, γ∗]∥2 ++ ∥[Φ, ϕ∗]∥2 + ∥[Φ, γ∗]∥2 + 12 ∥[ϕ, γ∗]∥2 + ∥∂AΣϕ∥2 + ∥∂AΣγ∥2 .
Since this sum of positive terms vanishes on a solution, each term must vanish individually.
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Chapter 9
Gluing
In order to investigate the dependence of the supposed Vafa-Witten invariants on the choice of
compactication, we initiate a study of the Uhlenbeck boundary of the Vafa-Witten moduli space.
is is a work-in-progress, with the goal of developing quadratic models in the spirit of [Tau84] and
[Don86].
As we vary through a one-parameter family of metrics gt, the topology of the ASD moduli space
may change. If this change occurs away from the Uhlenbeck boundary, then it is described as the
neighborhood of a singular connection A in the t-parameterized moduli space. Such a singularity
can be modeled upon the zero set of a quadratic expression, provided that the expression is non-
degenerate.
When the change occurs on the Uhlenbeck boundary, the singularity can be described by gluing
techniques. ese gluing techniques provide both a graing map and an obstruction map. e
graing parameters augment the tangent space parameters H1A, while the obstruction map augments
the obstruction H2A. Upon adding an extra term ([Tau84, eq. (1.7)] or more generally [Don86, eq.
(5.3)]), the previous quadratic model extends to a description of the corresponding singularity as it
appears in the Uhlenbeck boundary of the higher-level moduli spaces.
Our (incomplete) goal is to extend these techniques from the parameterized ASD moduli space to
the parameterized Vafa-Witten moduli space. In Chapter 5, we already derived a quadratic model
(5.4) which describes neighborhoods for the uncompactied moduli space, i.e. the region away from
the Uhlenbeck boundary. To make matters simpler, we will focus on describing the special case of a
neighborhood in the Vafa-Witten moduli space of an ASD connection, i.e. the region ofMVW where
B is very small. In this case, the quadratic model reduces to (5.5) and (5.6).
To extend this model to cover corresponding singularities on the Uhlenbeck boundary, it remains to
compute the extra terms which arise from gluing. Aer describing some standard constructions in
Section 9.1, we describe in Chapter ?? what we expect from the quadratic model at the Uhlenbeck
boundary.
We also comment that similar techniques might provide insight into the region of the moduli space
where B blows up. In particular, it would be interesting to explore what happens when we gra
instantons onto harmonic self-dual two-forms.
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9.1 Graing instantons
e standard ASD instanton Aλ of width λ over at quaternionic space H = R4 is given by the
connection matrix
Aλ ∶= Im(x dx)
λ2 + ∣x∣2 ,
satises the Coulomb gauge condition d∗Aλ = 0, and has curvature
FAλ = λ2 dx ∧ dx(λ2 + ∣x∣2)2 ,
where
Im(x dx) = (−x1e0 + x0e1 + x3e2 − x2e3)i + (−x2e0 − x3e1 + x0e2 + x1e3)j++ (−x3e0 + x2e1 − x1e2 + x0e3)k,
Im(dx x) = (−x1e0 + x0e1 − x3e2 + x2e3)i + (−x2e0 + x3e1 + x0e2 − x1e3)j++ (−x3e0 − x2e1 + x1e2 + x0e3)k,
12dx ∧ dx = (e01 + e23)i + (e02 + e31)j + (e03 + e12)k,
cf. [FU90, p. 88] and [Tau84].
We dene the gauge transformation u overH/ {0} by
u(x) ∶= x∣x∣ ∈ Sp(1).
Note the the identities
uAλu−1 = Im(dx x)
λ2 + ∣x∣2 ,−duu−1 = − Im(dx x)∣x∣2 .
e gauge transformation u acts on Aλ, which we write as u ⋌ Aλ. We dene
A′λ ∶= u ⋌ Aλ = uAλu−1 − duu−1 = − λ2Im(dx x)∣x∣2 (λ2 + ∣x∣2) .
is satises d∗A′λ = 0, and
FA′λ = u ⋌ FA′λ = uFAλu−1 = λ2∣x∣2 (dx x) ∧ (dx x)(λ2 + ∣x∣2)2 .
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e pointwise norms of these connections Aλ and A′λ are
∣Aλ∣ = √3 ∣x∣
λ2 + ∣x∣2 , ∣A′λ∣ =
√
3λ2∣x∣ (λ2 + ∣x∣2) .
Notice how when x is small, Aλ is small while A′λ is large. Conversely when x is large, A′λ decays as∣x∣−3 while Aλ decays only as ∣x∣−1. Heuristically, for any connection matrix with localized curvature,
we should expect no steeper than inverse cubic decay, in accordance with the Green’s function of a
rst-order operator in four dimensions.
Another important property of the standard instanton is that the orientation-preserving involution
x ↦ x∣x∣2
acting by pullback on the domain exchanges
A′λ ↔ A1/λ .
For any rotation r ∈ SO(H), we can nd r−, r+ ∈ Sp(1) (unique up to common sign) such that
r(x) = r−xr+,
where we recall that r+ = (r+)−1 for r+ ∈ Sp(1).
Now we examine the pullback of connections over H by such rotations r. Our particular gauge
transformation u intertwines rotations by the rule
r∗(u ⋌ A) = (r−ur+) ⋌ r∗(A),
for any connection A. In particular, Aλ and A′λ transform as
r∗(Aλ) = r+Aλr+ = r+ ⋌ Aλ ,
r∗(A′λ) = r−A′λr− = r− ⋌ A′λ .
Given a principal Sp(1) bundle P → X equipped with a background connection A, we dene a
graing map as follows. Pick a point x0 ∈ X, an oriented frame of f ∈ Tx0X, and a point p ∈ Px0 in the
ber over x0. Next, consider a geodesic coordinate chart based at f , and the local trivialization τp for
P induced by the radial gauge of A based at p. Upon removing the ber of P at x and attaching a new
chart to τp via the automorphism u, we get a new bundle P′ with c2(P′) = 1 + c2(P). Connections
on this new bundle are specied near x by a pair
(Aout,Ain) satisfying Aout = u ⋌ Ain.
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For suciently small λmax, given any λ ∈ (0, λmax) and families of cuto functions βoutλ and βinλ with
0 = βoutλ (0) = βinλ (λmax),
1 = βoutλ (λmax) = βinλ (0),
we dene the graed connection to be given in our geodesic coordinate chart by
(βoutλ Aτp + βinλ A′λ , βoutλ (u−1 ⋌ Aτp) + βinλ Aλ),
and equal to the background connection A elsewhere.
Fixing the cuto functions and the background connection, the choice of parameters is given by our
basepoint x, our oriented frame of TxX, and our frame p ∈ P, and the parameter λ.is is a total of
fourteen dimensions, parameterized locally by
R4 × SO(4) × Sp(1) × (0, λmax).
is parameter space reduces due to the symmetries of the instanton. Rewriting SO(4) = Sp(1)− ×Z2
Sp(1)+, the symmetry subgroup of the standard instanton is Sp(1)−×diag(Sp(1)+, Sp(1)). Account-
ing for this symmetry, the eective parameter space is eight-dimensional, given by
R4 × SO(3) × (0, λmax).
is copy of SO(3) is described invariantly by
Isom(Λ2,+T∗x0X , (gP)x0).
We dene N → X to be the SO(3) × (0, λmax)-bundle
N ∶= Isom(Λ2,+T∗X , gP). × (0, λmax).
e total space of N is eight-dimensional, and it describes our graing parameters.
If A is ASD, and if the cuto functions β are chosen appropriately, then the graed connections are
approximately ASD in the sense that small perturbations oen make them exactly ASD.
9.2 e gluing story
Suppose d ∶= dimMASD, and that A ∈ MASD is an irreducible but singular point such that the
Kuranishi cohomology has dimH2A = 1 with H2A = span(bˆ). Note that since the index must be
preserved, dimH1A = d + 1.
A model for the neighborhood of A ∈MASD is given, as a subset of H1A, by the zero set of a quadratic
“obstruction map”
q(a) = ⟨12 [a ∧ a]+ ⋅ bˆ⟩ , for a ∈ H1A,
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Figure 9-1: Cone model about a nondegenerate singular instanton, as the metric is perturbed.
and this is a singular cone.
By the metric transversality theorem for the SU(2) ASD equations, there exists some perturbation of
the conformal structure m ∈ Hom(Λ2,−, Λ2,+) such that ⟨mF−A ⋅ bˆ⟩ ≠ 0. Consider a family of metrics
gt such that g˙0 induces the perturbationm.en the local model for the parameterized moduli space
is ⟨(12 [a ∧ a]+ + tmF−A) ⋅ bˆ⟩ = 0.
Assuming that the quadratic form given on H1A by ⟨12 [a ∧ a]+ ⋅ bˆ⟩ is nondegenerate, this describes a
standard surgery at A ∈MASD.
IfMASD =MASD,k has instanton number k, then the next highest moduli spaceMASD,k+1 has an
Uhlenbeck compactication MASD,k+1 ∪ (X ×MASD,k),
where for simplicity we assume thatMASD,k−1 = ∅. According to [Don86], the end of this d + 8-
dimensional moduli space is described by a background connection A ∈ MASD,k and an eight-
dimensional pair of gluing parameters (x , q2), with x ∈ X and q2 ∈ RSO((sp(1)P)x , (Λ2,+)x). (We
can think of q as a quaternion, so that q2 is in the orbifoldH/(q2 ∼ (−q)2), which is a cone on RP3.)
If the background connection A is obstructed by bˆ ∈ H2A, then we get a quadratic model for the end.
Again we consider the t-parameterized moduli space, and the local model is
⟨(12 [a ∧ a]+ + δxq2 + tmF−A) ⋅ bˆ⟩ = 0.
Here the notation δxq2 simply means that we pair q2 with bˆ at the point x. (is is simply notation,
just to emphasize that the vector q2 dual to bˆ is supported at the point x, like a delta function.)is
model allows us to explicitly model the change in topology near the end. For illustrative purposes,
we reduce the eight-dimensional picture to a two-dimensional one by considering X = S1 and
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Figure 9-2: Cone model about a nondegenerate singular instanton, as the metric is perturbed.
q2 = λ2 ∈ R≥0. Furthermore, consider the case d = 0 so H1A = span(a).en as a function of x,
⟨δxλ2 ⋅ bˆ⟩
may change sign.is sign determines whether instantons appear over x when t is either positive or
negative. We get the following sort of picture describing the change in topology ofMASD,k+1:
is diagram illustrates a cup morphing into a pair-of-pants, where the nodes of ⟨δxλ2 ⋅ bˆ⟩ are
indicated by the two dots.
Now consider passing from the ASD equations to the Vafa-Witten equations. Since the Vafa-Witten
equations are the ASD equations plus their adjoint, the Kuranishi cohomology of the Vafa-Witten
complex is given in terms of the ASD Kuranishi cohomology by
H1(0,A,0) ≅ H2(0,A,0) ≅ H1A ⊕H2A.
e local model as determined in 5.5 is essentially equivalent to
⟨(12 [a ∧ a]+ + 18 [b b] − tmF−A) ⋅ bˆ⟩ = 0,⟨[a b] ⋅ aˆ⟩ = 0.
When the second equation is nondegenerate, it has the interpretation: “either a = 0 or b = 0.” For the
b = 0 case, we recover the originalMASD. For the a = 0 case, if dimH2A = 1, then we get b = √ξt for
some constant ξ.us we see either the creation or destruction (depending on the sign of ξ) of a
pair of extra points inMVW, and these extra points carry the topology which was created/destroyed
inMASD.
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Passing toMVW,k+1, we expect a similar obstruction arising from H2(0,A,0) given by
⟨(12 [a ∧ a]+ + 18 [b b] − tmF−A + δxq2) ⋅ bˆ⟩ = 0,⟨[a b] ⋅ aˆ⟩ = 0.
However, unlike the ASD equations, the standard instanton I is Vafa-Witten-obstructed by H2(0,I,0) ≅
H1I , which is eight-dimensional. (Eight dimensions rather than ve since when we glue, we must
choose a “trivialization at innity” which gives an extra SO(3).) us we expect an extra eight
constraints of the form ⟨δx [b ι] ⋅ aˆ⟩ = 0
for ι ∈ H1I . In the generic case, the solutions with b ≠ 0 should consist of a discrete set of points.ese
extra points should say something very interesting about whether or not a chosen compactication
leads to a well-dened invariant.
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Appendix A
Notation and conventions
e goal of this appendix is to establish consistent conventions to facilitate precise computations.
A.1 Linear algebra
A.1.1 Components of linear maps
Here we describe some details of our index notation. We use the Einstein summation convention,
keeping track of the le-to-right order of indices.
Let V be a real vector space with basis {ei}ni=1 and corresponding dual basis {e i}ni=1. A vector v ∈ V
has components v = eiv i , and a covector α ∈ V∗ has components α = e iαi . ere is a natural
symmetric duality pairing between V and V∗ given by
α ⋅ v = v ⋅ α = viα i .
LetW be another vector space with basis { f j}mj=1 and dual basis { f j}mj=1. Any L ∈ Hom(V ,W) has
components L(ei) = f jL j i so that
w = Lv ⇐⇒ f jw j = f jL j iv i ⇐⇒ w j = L j iv i .
Similarly, the dual map L∗ ∈ Hom(W∗,V∗) has components L∗( f i) = e jL∗ j i . It follows that
L∗ j i = Li j, and
α = L∗β ⇐⇒ e iαi = e iL∗ i jβ j ⇐⇒ αi = L j iβ j.
If V comes equipped with a Euclidean metric g = gi j, then we may view g either as a nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear form g ∈ Sym2(V∗), or as a map g ∈ Hom(V ,V∗). We take the latter view, which
is more convenient for our purposes.e “symmetry” condition on g means that g∗ = g.
We denote the components of the inverse by g−1 = g i j so that g ikgk j = δ ij. In components, we have
the lowering and raising operators
g(v) = e i gi jv j, g−1(α) = ei g i jα j.
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We implicitly use the metric to extend the duality pairing
v ⋅w ∶= g(v) ⋅w = v ⋅ g(w) for v ,w ∈ V ,
α ⋅ β ∶= g−1(α) ⋅ β = α ⋅ g−1(β) for α, β ∈ V∗.
In components, we implicitly use the metric to raise and lower indices. For example, if v ∈ V , then
vi ∶= gi jv j.
is convention does not apply to the basis vectors themselves, since ei ≠ gi je j unless {ei} is
orthonormal.
While the metric allows us to raise and lower indices at will, it is essential to keep track of the
le-to-right order of tensor indices, since Li j ≠ L ji unless L is symmetric.
A.1.2 Representations on the dual space
is subsection explains the reasoning behind the convention described in Remark A.1.2.
e dual le representation GL(V) on V∗ is given by
GL(V)Ð→ GL(V∗),
L ↦ (L∗)−1. (A.1)
e corresponding Lie algebra representation is
gl(V)Ð→ gl(V∗),
L ↦ −L∗. (A.2)
If V comes equipped with a Euclidean metric g, then for any L ∈ End(V), we dene the metric
adjoint LT ∈ End(V), which is characterized by
Lv ⋅w = v ⋅ LTw ,
and given explicitly by
LT = g−1L∗g .
Remark A.1.1. By widespread abuse of notation, LT is typically denoted by L∗ in conict with the
notation for the dual map. For example, the standard notation for the metric adjoint of the exterior
derivative d (over a closed manifold) is d∗ rather than dT . To increase readability, we abandon the
notation LT outside of this subsection.
In the case where V comes equipped with a Euclidean metric, we have an alternative to the represen-
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tations (A.1) and (A.2), given by themetric adjoint representation
End(V)Ð→ End(V∗),
L ↦ (L∗)T = gLg−1. (A.3)
is is a representation of associative algebras. It agrees with (A.1) and (A.2) respectively when
restricted to orthogonal and antisymmetric endomorphisms
O(V) = {L ∈ End(V)∣LT = L−1} ,
o(V) = {L ∈ End(V)∣LT = −L} .
Remark A.1.2. e representations (A.2) and (A.3) disagree in general. For symmetric endomor-
phisms, they dier by a sign. Since all vector spaces of interest will have metrics, we abandon (A.2)
and rely entirely on the metric adjoint representation (A.3), and incorporate it into our notation. For
L ∈ End(V) and α ∈ V∗, we dene
Lα ∶= (L∗)Tα. (A.4)
In components, we write this in the following possible ways:
(Lα)i ∶= gi jL jkgkℓαℓ = Li jα j = Li jα j.
A.1.3 e exterior algebra
We view Λ●V∗ as the free graded-commutative R-algebra with identity, generated in degree one by
V∗. If α ∈ ΛpV∗, then we write the components of α in the following ways:
α = 1
p!
αI1⋯Ip eI1 ∧⋯ ∧ eIp = 1p!αI1⋯Ip eI1⋯Ip = 1p!αIeI = ∑I increasing αIeI . (A.5)
If α is homogeneous, we let ∣α∣ denote the degree of α, and ∣I∣ the length of the multiindex I.
e duality pairing on V∗ ⊗ V extends to Λ●V∗ ⊗ Λ●V by the rule
eI ⋅ eJ = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ε
I
J if ∣I∣ = ∣J∣ ,
0 otherwise,
where ε denotes the antisymmetric tensor which gives the relative sign of two permutations.
We dene metric raising and lowering operators on a basis by
g(eI) ∶= g(eI1) ∧⋯ ∧ g(eIk),
g−1(eI) ∶= g−1(eI1) ∧⋯ ∧ g−1(eIk).
e duality pairing on Λ●V∗ ⊗ Λ●V extends to metric pairings on Λ●V∗ ⊗ Λ●V∗ and Λ●V ⊗ Λ●V
given by
α ⋅ β ∶= α ⋅ g−1(β), v ⋅w ∶= g(v) ⋅w .
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A.1.4 e fermionic oscillator algebra
For a nite-dimensional vector space V , the fermionic oscillator algebra Θ●(V) conveniently de-
scribes endomorphisms of Λ●V∗. Unlike the Cliord algebra A.1.5, the fermionic oscillator algebra
does not involve a metric.e oscillator algebra Θ●(V) is a Z-graded R-algebra generated by the
image of two linear maps ι ∶ V ↪ Θ−1(V) and є ∶ V∗ ↪ Θ1(V) and characterized by the relations
∀v ,w ∈ V , ∀α, β ∈ V∗,
ι(v)ι(w) + ι(w)ι(v) = 0,
є(α)є(β) + є(β)є(α) = 0,
є(α)ι(v) + ι(v)є(α) = α ⋅ v .
If V has basis {ei} and dual basis {e i}, then we use the abbreviations
ιi ∶= ι(ei), ιI ∶= ιI1⋯ιIk ,
єi ∶= є(e i), єI ∶= єI1⋯єIk .
ere is an action Θ●(V)→ End(Λ●(V∗)) generated by the standard contraction and wedge maps
єi ∶ eI1⋯Ik ↦ e i ∧ eI1⋯Ik , (A.6)
ιi ∶ eI1⋯Ik ↦ k∑
j=1(−1) j−1 (eI j ⋅ ei) eI1⋯I j−1 ∧ eI j+1⋯Ik .
Note that є(α) acts as a multiplication, while ι(v) acts as a graded derivation. Specically, that є(v)
acts a graded derivation means that for any α, β ∈ ∧●V∗,
є(v)(α ∧ β) = (є(v)α) ∧ β + (−1)∣α∣α ∧ (є(v)β). (A.7)
e normal-ordered monomials are monomials in Θ●(V) of the form єI ιJ for increasing multi-
indices I and J.e normal-ordered monomials provide a vector space basis for Θ●(V). Note that
dimΘk(V) = ( 2dimVk + dimV ), and
dimΘ●(V) = n∑
k=−n dimΘ
k(V) = 4dimV = dimEnd(Λ●(V∗)).
e normal ordered monomials in Θ●(V) are easily seen to act linearly independently on Λ●(V∗).
erefore, the action map Θ●(V)→ End(Λ●(V∗)) is injective. Since the dimensions coincide, this
action map must be an isomorphism.
ere are two important duality relations for Θ●(V). First, recall that the dual space End(Λ●(V∗))∗
is canonically isomorphic to End(Λ●(V)).ere is a natural dual action
Θ●(V)→ End(Λ●(V))
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for which ι(v) acts on a multivector as wedge, and є(α) acts on a multivector as contraction.ese
two representations are adjoint in the sense that for v ∈ Λ●(V), w ∈ V , α ∈ Λ●(V∗), β ∈ V∗,
ι(w)α ⋅ v = α ⋅ ι(w)v and є(β)α ⋅ v = α ⋅ є(β)v . (A.8)
In contrast, ι(v) is metric-adjoint to є(g(v)) in the sense that for v ∈ V , α, β ∈ Λ●(V∗),
ι(v)α ⋅ β = α ⋅ є(g(v))β.
We now assume that V comes equipped with a metric so that there is a metric adjoint action of
End(V) on V∗ (A.4). We extend
this action to a derivation on all of Λ●V∗. It’s easy to check that the embedding
End(V)↪ Der(Λ●V∗) ⊂ Θ●(V)
is given by
Denition A.1.3. For a Riemannian vector space V , the standard action of a rank two tensor L = Li j
acting on α ∈ Λ●V∗ as a derivation is given by
Lα ∶= Li jєi ι jα. (A.9)
A.1.5 e Cliord algebra
If V has a metric g, then the Cliord algebra Cl●(V , g) is the Z2-graded associative algebra generated
by γ ∶ V ↪ Cl1(V , g) subject to the relation
γ(v)γ(w) + γ(w)γ(v) + 2v ⋅w = 0.
ere is a homomorphism Cl●(V)→ Θ●(V) generated by
γ(v)↦ є(g(v)) − ι(v). (A.10)
A.1.6 e product on Λ●V∗
When V comes equipped with a metric g, we dene the following product on Λ●V∗.
Denition A.1.4. For any α ∈ Λ∣α∣V∗ and β ∈ Λ∣β∣V∗,
α β ∶= (−1)∣α∣−1(aiα) ∧ (aiβ) ∈ Λ∣α∣+∣β∣−2V∗, (A.11)
where aiα was dened by (A.6).e (−1)∣α∣−1 factor yields the desired rule (A.12).
Next, we x an identication between antisymmetric transformations L ∈ o(V) and Λ2V∗.
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Denition A.1.5. e isomorphism θ ∶ o(V)→ Λ2V∗ identies L ∈ o(V) with the element of Λ2V∗
having the same components. Specically, by (A.5) we have θ(X) ∶= 12Xi je i j.
For example, if n = 2 and L is given by the matrix
( L11 L12L21 L22 ) = ( 0 1−1 0 ) ,
then θ(L) = e12.
Proposition A.1.6. If g is positive-denite, and if {e i} is an orthonormal coframe, then for all X ,Y ∈
o(V), and all α, β, γ ∈ Λ●V∗ of homogeneous degree, the following identities hold:
e1⋯p1 ep1⋯(p1+p2−1) = e1⋯(p1−1) ∧ e(p1+1)⋯(p1+p2−1). (A.12)
θ([XY]) = θ(X) θ(Y). (A.13)−1
2
tr(XY) = θ(X) ⋅ θ(Y). (A.14)
β α = (−1)∣α∣∣β∣+1α β, (A.15)(−1)∣α∣∣γ∣α (β γ) + c.p. = 0 = (−1)∣α∣∣γ∣(α β) γ + c.p, (A.16)
where c.p. denotes cyclic permutations of α, β, γ.
If ∣α∣ = ∣β∣ = ∣γ∣ = 2, then
α ⋅ (β γ) = (α β) ⋅ γ. (A.17)
Note that (A.15) and (A.16) together state that is a graded Lie bracket.
Proof. Equation (A.12) follows from (A.11) since (−1)p1−1ap1(e1⋯p1) = e1⋯(p1−1).
For (A.13), we compute
θ([X ,Y]) = 1
2
(Xi jYjk − Yi jX jk) e ik = Xi jYjke ik = 14Xi jYkℓ(e i j ekℓ) = θ(X) θ(Y).
To verify (A.14),
−1
2
tr(XY) = −1
2
Xi jYji = 14Xi jYkl(e i j ⋅ ekl) = θ(X) ⋅ θ(Y).
For (A.15),
β α = (−1)∣β∣−1(aiβ)(aiα) = (−1)∣α∣∣β∣+∣α∣ (aiα)(aiβ) = (−1)∣α∣∣β∣+1 α β.
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For (A.16), we compute
(−1)∣α∣∣γ∣α (β γ) + c.p.= (−1)∣α∣(∣γ∣+1)+∣β∣(aiα)ai((a jβ)(a jγ)) + c.p. by (A.11)= (−1)∣α∣(∣γ∣+1)+∣β∣(aiα) ((ai jβ)(a jγ) + (−1)∣β∣−1 (a jβ)(ai jγ)) + c.p. by (A.7)= (−1)∣α∣(∣γ∣+1)+∣β∣((aiα)(ai jβ)(a jγ)++ (−1)∣β∣−1+(∣α∣−1)(∣β∣−1+∣γ∣−2) (a jβ)(ai jγ)(aiα)) + c.p.= (−1)∣α∣(∣γ∣+1)+∣β∣(a jα)(a jiβ)(aiγ) + (−1)∣β∣(∣α∣+1)+∣γ∣ (a jβ)(ai jγ)(aiα) + c.p.= (−1)∣β∣(∣α∣+1)+∣γ∣(a jβ)(a jiγ)(aiα) − (−1)∣β∣(∣α∣+1)+∣γ∣ (a jβ)(a jiγ)(aiα) + c.p.= 0.
To verify (A.17) for α, β, γ ∈ Λ2V∗, we compute
α ⋅ (β γ) = −1
2
tr (θ−1(α) [θ−1(β)θ−1(γ)]) = −1
2
tr ([θ−1(α)θ−1(β)] θ−1(γ)) = (α β) ⋅ γ.
A.1.7 Products on g⊗ Λ●V∗
Let G be a Lie group with corresponding Lie algebra g. Suppose further that g is equipped with an
invariant metric. Since inx notation (e.g. ∧, ⋅, ) will be reserved for operations on forms, we will
use outx products for g. We denote the Lie bracket by [ ] ∶ g⊗ g→ g, and the invariant metric by⟨ ⟩ ∶ g⊗ g→ R.
Of primary interest is the case g ≅ sp(1) ≅ su(2) ≅ so(3). We x Lie algebra isomorphisms
i ↦ ( 0 −11 0 )↦ ⎛⎜⎝
0 0 0
0 0 −2
0 2 0
⎞⎟⎠ ,
j ↦ ( 0 ii 0 ) ↦ ⎛⎜⎝
0 0 2
0 0 0−2 0 0
⎞⎟⎠ ,
k ↦ ( −i 00 i ) ↦ ⎛⎜⎝
0 −2 0
2 0 0
0 0 0
⎞⎟⎠ .
We use the metrics
⟨χξ⟩ = Re(χξ) for sp(1), (A.18)⟨χξ⟩ = − 12Tr(χξ) for u(2),⟨χξ⟩ = − 18Tr(χξ) for so(3).
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Fixing a normalization on any one of these Lie algebras, the other normalizations are determined by
the constraint that the Lie algebra isomorphisms are isometries.
Invariance of the metric means that
⟨[ξχ] ζ⟩ = ⟨ξ [χζ]⟩ for all χ, ξ, ζ ∈ g. (A.19)
Our products on g⊗ Λ●V∗ will be determined by specifying both an outx product on g, and an
inx product on Λ●V∗.
Proposition A.1.7. For all α, β, γ ∈ g ⊗ Λ●V∗ of homogeneous degree, and X ∈ g = g ⊗ Λ0V∗, the
following identities hold:
[α β] = α β + (−1)∣α∣∣β∣β α ∈ U(g)⊗ Λ∣α∣+∣β∣−2V∗. (A.20)[β α] = (−1)∣α∣∣β∣ [α β] . (A.21)
0 = (−1)∣α∣∣γ∣ ⟨[α β] γ⟩ + c.p. (A.22)⟨α ⋅ [βX]⟩ = ⟨[α ⋅ β]X⟩ (A.23)
If ∣α∣ = ∣β∣ = ∣γ∣ = 2, then
0 = [[α β] ⋅ γ] + c.p. (A.24)⟨[α β] ⋅ γ⟩ = ⟨[β γ] ⋅ α⟩ (A.25)
Proof. By multilinearity, it suces to prove the above identities for decomposable α, β, γ. Write
α = α1 ⊗ α2, with α1 ∈ g and α2 ∈ Λ●V∗, and similarly for β and γ.
For (A.20), we have the identity [α1β1] = α1β1 − β1α1 in the universal enveloping algebra U(g), so
[α β] = [α1β1]⊗ α2 β2 = α1β1 ⊗ α2 β2 + (−1)∣α∣∣β∣β1α1 ⊗ β2 α2 = α β + (−1)∣α∣∣β∣β α.
Equation (A.21) is a direct consequence of (A.20).
For (A.22) we compute
(−1)∣α∣∣γ∣ ⟨[α β] γ⟩ + c.p.=(−1)∣α∣∣γ∣ ⟨[α1β1] γ1⟩⊗ (α2 β2) γ2 + c.p.= ⟨[α1β1] γ1⟩⊗ ((−1)∣α∣∣γ∣(α2 β2) γ2 + c.p.) by (A.19),=0 by (A.16).
For (A.23) we compute
⟨α ⋅ [βX]⟩ = ⟨α1 [β1X]⟩⊗ α2 ⋅ β2 = ⟨[α1β1]X⟩⊗ α2 ⋅ β2 = ⟨[α ⋅ β]X⟩ .
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For (A.24) we compute
[[α β] ⋅ γ] + c.p.= [[α1β1] γ1]⊗ (α2 β2) ⋅ γ2 + c.p.=([[α1β1] γ1] + c.p.)⊗ (α2 β2) ⋅ γ2 by (A.17),=0.
For (A.25), we combine (A.17) and (A.19) to get
⟨[α β] ⋅ γ⟩ = ⟨[α1β1] γ1⟩⊗ (α2 β2) ⋅ γ2 = ⟨[β1γ1] α1⟩⊗ (β2 γ2) ⋅ α2 = ⟨[β γ] ⋅ α⟩ .
A.2 Geometry in a local frame
A.2.1 Lie and exterior derivatives
Let X be a n-manifold with boundary, equipped with a frame {ei}ni=1 and corresponding dual coframe{e i}. (If our manifold of interest has no global frame, then we restrict locally to a n-submanifold
which does.)
Corresponding to the vector elds {ei}, we get Lie derivatives {Li}which act on functions f ∈ Ω0(X).
Since we allow for non-coordinate general frames, the functions L1L2 f and L2L1 f can dier.)
Suppose for the moment that X has a coordinate frame {eα} arising from coordinates xα .en there
is some change of frame G ∈ GL(TX) expressing our frame {ei} in terms of the coordinate frame{eα} by ei = Gα ieα.us Li = Gα i ∂∂xα .
We dene functions
ci k j ∶= (G−1)kα(LiGα j −L jGα i)
which are independent of the choice of coordinate frame, and for all f ∈ Ω0(X) satisfy
LiL j f −L jLi f = ci k jLk f , ci k j = −c jk i , 0 = ci
m
jcmkℓ −Lic jkℓ+ c jmℓcmk i −L jcℓk i+ cℓmicmk j −Lℓci k j.
In the general case when there is no coordinate frame for X, there are still functions ci k j associated
with our frame, which satisfy these relations.
Let Ω●(X) denote the space of smooth sections of Λ●(T∗X). It comes equipped with a natural action
of the oscillator algebra Θ●(TX). Given a form ω = ωIeI , we dene the function-only Lie derivatives
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by L0i (ω) ∶= (LiωI)eI .
ese derivatives dene operators L0i on Ω●(T∗X).us we have an operator algebra generated by{ιi , єi ,L0i } in degrees (−1, 1, 0), and functions {ci k j} obeying the following graded-commutation
relations:
[єi , є j] = 0 = [ιi , ι j] , [єi , ι j] = δ ij , [L0i , f ] = Li f , [L0i ,L0j] = ci k jL0k , [L0i , ι j] = 0 = [L0i , є j] .
Given a local frame, If G is a change of frame, then G naturally acts as an automorphism of this
operator algebra:
G(ιi) = G i′ i ιi′ , G(єi) = (G−1)i i′єi′ , G(L0i ) = G i′ i (L0i′ + (G−1)kk′ (Li′Gk′ j)G(є jak)) ,
G(c)i k j = G i′ i(G−1)kk′G j′ j (ci′ k′ j′ + (G−1) j′′ j′(Li′Gk′ j′′) − (G−1)i′′ i′(L j′Gk′ i′′)) ,
so the operators {G(ιi),G(єi),G(L0i )} and functions {G(c)i k j} satisfy the same relations.
We dene the Lie derivatives and the exterior derivative respectively as
Li ∶ = L0i − ci k jє jιk , d ∶ = єiLi + 12 ci k jєi jιk .
ey satisfy
[Li , f ] = Li f , [Li ,L j] = ci k jLk + (Lkci ℓ j)єk ιℓ , [Li , ι j] = ci k jιk , [Li , єk] = −ci k jє j,
[d , d] = 2d2 = 0, [d ,Li] = 0, [d , ιi] = Li , [d , єk] = −12ci k jєi j, G(d) = d .
Again, if G is a change of frame, then {G(ιi),G(єi),G(L0i ),G(Li), d ,G(c)i k j} satisfy the same
relations. Note how the {Li} can be reconstructed from d via [d , ιi] = Li .
A.2.2 e Levi-Civita connection
Given a manifold with metric tensor g = {gi j}, we dene the Christoel symbols
Γi k j ∶ = 12 gkk′ (Li gk′ j +L jgk′ i −Lk′ gi j + ck′ i′ jgii′ + ck′ j′ i g j j′ + ci k′′ jgk′k′′) ,
or equivalently
Γik j ∶ = 12 (Li gk j +L jgki −Lkgi j + cki j + ck ji + cik j) .
ey satisfy
Γi k j − Γjk i = ci k j, (A.26)
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Γirs + Γisr = Li grs ,
Γi rs + Γi sr = −Li grs , (A.27)
and transform as
G(Γ)i k j = G i′ i(G−1)kk′G j′ j (Γi′ k′ j′ + (G−1) j′′ j′Li′Gk′ j′′) ,= G i′ i(G−1)kk′G j′ j (Γi′ k′ j′ −Gk′ k′′Li′(G−1)k′′ j) .
Dene the Levi-Civita derivative ∇T of a tensor such as T = {T i jkℓ} to be
(∇T)h i jkℓ ∶= LhT i jkℓ + Γh i i′T i′ jkℓ − Γh j′ jT i j′ kℓ + Γhkk′T i jk′ ℓ − Γhℓ′ ℓT i jkℓ′ ,
where Γh acts on upper indices v i as Γh i i′v i′ , and on lower indices αi as −Γh i′ iαi′ .ese respective
actions of Γh are the standard representation of gl(TX) on Γ(TX), and the dual representation (A.2)
of gl(TX) on Γ(T∗X).
e metric compatibility relations (A.27) are equivalent to the statement that raising/lowering
commute with the operation of taking a covariant derivative.
On dierential forms, the covariant derivative is dened by
∇iω ∶= L0i (ω) − Γi k jє jιkω,
and the corresponding operator satises
[∇i , ι j] = ιkΓi k j, [∇i , є j] = −єkΓi jk , [∇i , є j] = єkΓi k j, [∇i , ιk] = −ι jΓi k j,
d = єi∇i , d∗ = −ιi∇i , [∇i ,∇ j] = ci k j∇k + Ri jkℓєk ιℓ ,
where R is the curvature tensor, yet to be dened in (A.28).
e covariant derivative of amultivector v is given by∇iv ∶= (L0i +Γi k jιkє j)v.e covariant derivative
then satises the compatibility relations
Li(α ⋅ v) = (∇iα) ⋅ v + α ⋅ ∇iv ,Li(α ⋅ β) = (∇iα) ⋅ β + α ⋅ ∇iβ,Li(v ⋅w) = (∇iv) ⋅w + v ⋅ ∇iw .
We dene the Riemann curvature tensor Ri jkℓ by
Ri jkℓ ∶ = LiΓjkℓ −L jΓi kℓ + Γi kmΓjmℓ − ΓjkmΓimℓ − cim jΓmkℓ . (A.28)
Note that for each i , j, Ri j●● ∈ o(TM). Furthermore, R satises
Ri jkℓ = −R jikℓ = −Ri jℓk = Rkℓi j, Ri jkℓ + R jkiℓ + Rki jℓ = 0. (A.29)
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On a sphere with a standard metric,
Ri ji j > 0 for i ≠ j.
e second Bianchi identity is
(∇R)hi jkℓ + (∇R)i jhkℓ + (∇R) jhi kℓ = 0.
If g is positive-denite and X comes equipped with an orientation, then dene√g ∶= ±√det g, with
the sign depending on the orientation of the frame so that the volume form
dvolX ∶= √ge1⋯n
is positive. It transforms as G(dvolX) = dvolX .
We dene the divergence of a vector eld v by
div(v) ∶= e i ⋅ ∇iv = L jv j + Γj j iv i ∈ Ω0(X),
which satises
div(ei) = Γj j i = Li ln√g + c j j i .
e Lie derivative of dvolX is Li dvolX = div(ei) dvolX .
A.2.3 Integration by parts
For oriented X, the volume form allows us to dene the Hodge star and integration of functions,
leading to integration by parts.
e Hodge star ⋆ is characterized by the relation α ∧ ⋆β = (α ⋅ β) dvolM . It satises the properties
⋆2 = (−1)k(n−k), єi⋆(−1)k+1 = ⋆ι i , ιi⋆(−1)k = ⋆єi ,
d∗ = ⋆d⋆ (−1)n(k+1)+1, ⋆L = (tr(L) − L∗)⋆, ⋆eI = √g∣J∣! ε1⋯nI J e J ,
where n = dimX, k is the operator which gives the degree of a form, є and ι are wedge and contraction
operators of A.1.4, L ∈ End(TX) acts as (A.9), and ε is the antisymmetric tensor which gives the
relative sign of two permutations.
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Integration of a function is given by
∫X f ∶= ∫X f dvolX ,
∥ f ∥ ∶= √ ∫M f 2dvolM ,
∥ f ∥Lpk ∶= ⎛⎝ ∫M ∑0≤∣I∣≤k ∣∇I f ∣p dvolM⎞⎠
1/p
.
e pointwise metric pairing on forms extends to the global metric pairing ∫X α ⋅ β. If α and β are
vector bundle-valued dierential forms, and the bundle has metric ⟨⟩, then the pairing is ∫X ⟨α ⋅ β⟩.
Given a dierential operator D, the formal metric adjoint D∗ is the dierential operator such that for
compactly supported α and β,
∫X ⟨Dα ⋅ β⟩ = ∫X ⟨α ⋅ D∗β⟩ .
As noted in Remark A.1.1, we use the notation D∗ for the metric adjoint although it conicts with
the notation for the dual map.
We use the outward normal rst convention to induce an orientation on ∂X so that ∫∂X β = ∫X dβ for
β ∈ Ωn−1(X).is gives us an identity for a boundary integral:
∫∂X f ιidvolX = ∫X d(ιi f dvolX) = ∫X Li( f dvolX) = ∫X (Li f + f div(ei)) dvolX . (A.30)
Note that Li(α ⋅ β) = (∇iα) ⋅ β + α ⋅ (∇iβ). Substituting f = α ⋅ β into (A.30), we get our integration
by parts formula
∫X(∇iα) ⋅ β dvolX = ∫∂X(α ⋅ β) ιidvolX + ∫M α ⋅ (∇∗i β) dvolX ,
where the formal metric adjoint of ∇ is
∇∗i = − (∇i + div(ei)) . (A.31)
We extend the adjoint of ∇i to bundle coecients in (A.36).
For the Weitzenböck formula, we will need the covariant Laplacian denoted ∇∗∇, where ∇ is given
by e i ⊗∇i ∈ T∗M ⊗Ω●(M). We compute
∫X ⟨∇α ⋅ ∇β⟩= ∫X ⟨∇iα ⋅ g i j∇ jβ⟩= ∫∂X α ⋅ (g i j∇ jβ) ιidvolX + ∫X ⟨α ⋅ ∇∗∇β⟩ , (A.32)
where ∇∗∇ = ∇i∗g i j∇ j.
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A.3 Principal bundles
A.3.1 Fiber bundles, Čech cochains, and associated bundles
In this section, we introduce the formalism of non-abelian Čech cohomology.is is not meant to
be a rigorous treatment, but rather a roadmap of some general principles (and principals).
Let pi ∶ E → X be a ber bundle with ber F0 and structure group G ⊂ Di(F0). Given an open
cover {Uα} of X, and a collection of smooth local trivializations Φ = {ϕα ∶ Uα × F0 → E}, we obtain
a cocycle
ταβ ∶ Uα ∩Uβ Ð→ G ,
ταβ = ϕ−1α ϕβ .
e cocycle condition is ταβτβγ = ταγ.
Given any cocycle τ and a representation ρ ∶ G → Di(F), we construct the associated bundle, which
we denote
Pτ ×ρ F ∶= ∐α Uα × F⟦xβ , fβ⟧ ∼ ⟦xα , fα⟧ , where fα = ρ(ταβ) fβ for all α, β.
(We have not yet dened the principal bundle Pτ, so for the moment this is only notation.) Implicit
in τ are the canonical trivializations
Uα × F Ð→ τ ×ρ F ,(xα , fα)↦ ⟦xα , fα⟧ .
Furthermore, cocycle associated to Pτ ×ρ F with the canonical trivializations is ρ(τ).
We now consider some special cases. In the case F = F0 and ρ = ρ0 is the original representation of
G on F0, then the original trivializations Φ = {ϕα} glue to give an isomorphism
Φ ∶ Pτ ×ρ0 F0 Ð→ E .
e moral of this example is that a ber bundle E is determined by its associated cochain τ via
the construction Pτ ×ρ0 F0, and a canonical isomorphism E ≅ Pτ ×ρ0 F0 is determined by the local
trivializations Φ.
In the case F = G and ρ = mL is le-multiplication on the ber G, we get the principal bundle
Pτ ∶= Pτ ×mL G .
Since mL is a faithful representation, the Čech cocycle of Pτ is τ itself. A local section ψ ∶ U → Pτ
represented over Uβ by ⟦xβ ,ψβ⟧ corresponds to a local trivialization of τ ×ρ F for any F and ρ.is
local trivialization is given over Uα ∩Uβ by
ρ(ψ) ∶ (Uα ∩Uβ) × F Ð→ Pτ ×ρ F(xβ , f )↦ ⟦xβ , ρ(ψβ) f ⟧ ∼ ⟦xα , ρ(ταβ)ρ(ψβ) f ⟧ = ⟦xα ,ψα f ⟧ .
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e moral of this example is that the principal bundle Pτ encodes the cocycle τ.
Note that Pτ has a natural right G-action given by ⟦xα ,ψα⟧g ∶= ⟦xα ,ψαg⟧. For a general principal
bundle P, we dene
P ×ρ F ∶= P × F⟦⟦xα ,ψα⟧ , f ⟧ ∼ ⟦⟦xα ,ψα⟧g−1, ρ(g) f ⟧ .
For P = Pτ, the resulting space is equivalent to the old Pτ×ρF via the dieomorphism ⟦⟦xα ,ψα⟧ , f ⟧↦⟦xα , ρ(ψα) f ⟧.
Now consider the case F = G and ρ = Ad is the adjoint representation.en a section g ∶ X → Pτ×AdG
corresponds to an automorphism ρ(g) of Pτ ×ρ F for any F and ρ.is automorphism is given over
Uα ∩Uβ by
ρ(g) ∶ Pτ ×ρ F Ð→ Pτ ×ρ F⟦xβ , fβ⟧↦ ⟦xβ , ρ(gβ) fβ⟧ ∼ ⟦xα , ρ(ταβgβ)(τ−1αβ fα)⟧ = ⟦xα , ρ(gα) fα⟧ .
is situation can be summarized nicely with the language of non-abelian Čech cohomology. Recall
that in abelian cohomology, we have an exact sequence
0→ Z0 → C0 → Z1 → H1 → 0.
for a cochain complex (C●, δ) with cocycles Z● and cohomology H●.is sequence extends to the
non-abelian context in the following way:
trivialization Φ={ϕα},
ϕα ∶Uα→P,
gΦ={ϕαg−1α }uˇcurly
C0(P)
δ ∶Φ↦{ταβ=ϕ−1α ϕβ}
""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
0 // Zˇ0(P ×Ad G)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
bundle automorphisms g={gα},
gα=ταβgβ τ−1αβ
//////////////// Cˇ0(G)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
change of
trivialization
g={gα}
OO
O
O
O
O
O
///o/o/o/o Zˇ1(G)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
gluing data
ταβ τβγ=ταγ
gτ={gα ταβg−1β }
// Hˇ1(G)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
isomorphism
classes (based at ⟦P⟧)
// 0.
We now explain the notation.e base space X and open cover {Ui} are implicit throughout. For
simiplicitly, we ignore issues of renements of open covers. Instead of abelian groups, there are
set-valued functors Cˇ0, Zˇ0, Zˇ1 and Hˇ1. Straight arrows denote maps of sets, while the squiggly
arrows emanating from Cˇ0(G) denote a group action.e cohomology coecient G denotes some
subsheaf G ⊂ C∞(X;G). For example, if X is a complex manifold, then Gmight denote the sheaf
of holomorphic maps from X to GL(Cn). In this case, a principal G-bundle will determine a
holomorphic vector bundle of rank n.
For a ber bundle E with ber F, the notation Cˇ0(E) denotes the set ofmaps∐α Uα → F, while Zˇ0(E)
denotes the subset of suchmaps {sα}which satisfy the cocycle condition sα = ρ(ταβ)sβ.us Zˇ0 = Hˇ0
corresponds to global sections. e set Zˇ1(G) denotes the set of G-maps τ ∶ ∐α,β Uα ∩ Uβ → G
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which satisfy the cocycle condition ταβτβγτ−1αγ = 1. e set Hˇ1(G) consists of the Cˇ0(G)-orbits in
Zˇ1(G) under the action
gτ = {gαταβg−1β } . (A.33)
“Exactness” from right to le, amounts to the following facts:
• Every isomorphism class of principal G-bundle admits some gluing data τ.
• Pτ is isomorphic to P if and only if it arises from some trivialization Φ of P.
• Two trivializations Φ1 and Φ2 determine the same τ if and only if they dier by a bundle
automorphism.
is formalism is capable of reducing some otherwise complicated theorems to simple diagram
chasing. For example, suppose we have a central extension of our structure group 0 → Z → G˜ →
G→ 0.en we get an “exact sequence”
Hˇ1(Z)→ Hˇ1(G˜)→ Hˇ1(G)→ Hˇ2(Z),
where the sets on each end are traditional abelian cohomology groups since Z is abelian. For example,
we have the standard theorem
eoremA.3.1. A real oriented vector bundle V admits a Spinc-structure if and only ifw2(V) ∈ H2(Z2)
admits an integral li.
Proof. It suces to show thatW3 ∈ H3(Z) is the obstruction to liing an SO-structure, and thatW3 =
0 if and only if w2 ∈ H2(Z)mod 2.e proof follows from chasing the following diagrams, where
colinear arrows are exact, and the dotted arrows indicate boundary maps induced on cohomology.
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0
0
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
H 0

Z
1

2
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
H 0

0

0

0
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
H Z
mod 2
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
1

Z

2
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
H 0 // Z2
β
tt
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
(−1)●

// Spin

// SO //
id

0
R
epi i●
##H
HH
HH
HH
H
e2pi i●

0
0
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH 0 // U(1)
≅
tt
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
(●)2

// Spinc

// SO //

0
U(1)
id
##H
HH
HH
HH

0
0 // U(1)
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH

id // U(1)

// 0
0 0
0 0
Hˇ2(Z)
mod 2
%%KK
KKK
Hˇ1(Z2) //
(−1)●

Hˇ1(Spin) //

Hˇ1(SO) w2 //
id

Hˇ2(Z2)
(−1)●

β
%%KK
KKK
Hˇ3(Z)
1

Hˇ1(U(1)) //≅
%%KK
KKK
Hˇ1(Spinc) // Hˇ1(SO) //
W3 ++WWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
Hˇ2(U(1)) ≅
%%KK
KKK
Hˇ2(Z) Hˇ3(Z)
Another application of this formalism is to understand reductions of the structure sheaf.
Suppose we have an exact sequence 0→ H→ G→ G/H→ 0, whereH need not be normal. We get
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the following “exact sequence” sequence in Čech cohomology:
Hˇ0(P ×Ad G)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
bundle automorphisms
///o/o/o Hˇ0(P ×mL G/H)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
reductions
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. (A.34)
Denition A.3.2. A reduction to a subsheaf H ⊂ G is a section R ∈ Zˇ0(P ×mL G/H), where the
representation mL is the action induced by le multiplication.
If P = Pτ for some τ ∈ Zˇ1(G), and if R is a reduction, then R is represented by some R˜ = {R˜α} ∈ Cˇ0(G)
which obeys the compatibility condition R˜α = ταβR˜βη−1αβ for some η ∈ Cˇ1(H). is compatibility
condition is equivalent to ταβ = R˜αηαβR˜β. Comparing with (A.33), we see that R˜ denes a change of
trivialization which satises τ = R˜η. Since η = R˜−1τ is in the Cˇ0(G)-orbit of τ ∈ Zˇ1(G), it follows
that η ∈ Zˇ1(G) ∩ Cˇ1(H) = Zˇ1(H). Any other representative R˜′ for R is related by R˜′α = R˜αh−1α for
some h ∈ Cˇ0(H). It follows that the corresponding η′ is {η′αβ} = {hαηαβh−1β }, so η′ = hη belongs to
the same Cˇ0(H)-orbit, and thus η ∈ Hˇ1(H) is well-dened. In summary, the middle map of (A.34) is
Hˇ0(P ×m−1r G/H)Ð→Hˇ1(H),
R ↦ ⟦R˜−1τ⟧ = ⟦{R˜−1α ταβR˜β}⟧ .
Finally, “exactness” means that
• e structure sheaf of P reduces from G toH if and only if there exists a reduction.
• Two reductions R1 and R2 lead to isomorphicH-bundles if and only if R1 and R2 are related
by a bundle automorphism.
Verifying these two points is a routine exercise in chasing the denitions.
For a trivial application of reduction when X is a point and G = GL(Cn), we prove:
eorem A.3.3. Let V be a vector space isomorphic to Cn.en a reduction from the general frame
bundle FrGL(V) = GL(Cn ,V) to the unitary frame bundle FrU(V) = U(Cn ,V) is equivalent to a
Hermitian metric h ∈Met(V).
Proof. ere is an exact sequence
0Ð→ U(Cn)Ð→ GL(Cn)Ð→Met(Cn)Ð→ 0,
where the map GL(Cn) → Met(Cn) is g ↦ (g−1)∗g−1. Associated to each frame ϕ ∶ Cn → V , we
get the Hermitian metric h = (ϕ−1)∗ϕ−1. It’s clear that ϕ is orthonormal with respect to this metric.
Conversely, given a Hermitian metric h, we can represent it as (ϕ−1)∗ϕ−1 for some frame ϕ.
A more interesting application is
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eorem A.3.4. Over a complex manifold X, a reduction from a smooth vector bundle E → X to a
holomorphic vector bundle is equivalent to a ∂-operator on E which satises ∂
2 = 0.
ere is a sequence of sheaves given by
0Ð→ O(GL(n))Ð→ C∞(GL(n))Ð→ Hol(n)Ð→ 0.
e map to Hol(n) is given by g ↦ g∂g−1, where g denotes the operator corresponding to multiplica-
tion by g. Exactness at the center is simply the statement that
g∂g−1 = g′∂g′−1 ⇐⇒ ∂(g−1g′) = 0.
Surjectivity follows from a standard integrability theorem. For the proof, see [DK97] (2.1.53). An
element ∂ ∈ Hol(n) transforms as
∂ ↦ u∂u−1 = ∂ − (∂u)u−1,
which is the transformation law for a genuine ∂ operator on the associated holomorphic vector
bundle.us holomorphic structures correspond to ∂ operators.
A.3.2 e gauge principle
Let P → X be a principal G-bundle, and let g denote the Lie algebra of G. Recall that P has a right
G-action. Let mR(g) denote the right action p ↦ pg. For any χ ∈ g, let ℓχ denote the vector eld on
P generated by the ow mR(e−χt).e vector elds ℓχ generate the vertical tangent space TvP of P,
which is the kernel of pi∗ ∶ TP → TM. Observe that ℓχg−1 is generated by the ow p ↦ pg−1egχg−1 t,
so ℓχg−1 = ℓgχg−1 .
Inside of Ω1(P; pi∗(adP)) are the “basic” one-forms pi∗(Ω1(X; adP)), which pull back from X. Since
pi∗(ℓχ) = 0, we have a(ℓχ) = 0. A point in the adjoint bundle adP is an equivalence class of the form⟦p, χ⟧ ∼ ⟦pg−1, gχg−1⟧.us
pi∗(adP) = {(q, ⟦p, χ⟧) ∈ P × adP ∣ pi(q) = pi(p)} .
Since a is a pullback, its adP values are constant in the ber direction. Specically, if vp ∈ TpP, then
there is some χ ∈ g such that for all g ∈ G,
a(vpg−1) = (pg−1, ⟦p, χ⟧) = (pg−1, ⟦pg−1, gχg−1⟧).
We can identify pi∗(adP) with TvP via the isomorphism
(p, ⟦p, χ⟧)↦ ℓχ at p.
Under this identication, a ∈ Ω1(P;TvP) satises
a(vpg−1) = ℓgχg−1 = a(vp)g−1.
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In fact, we can identify Ω1(X; adP) with the set of a ∈ Ω1(P;TvP) satisfying
a(ℓχ) = 0 and a(vg) = a(v)g for v ∈ TP, g ∈ G . (A.35)
Denition A.3.5. e set of smooth connectionsAP on P is
AP ∶= {A ∈ Ω1(P;TvP) ∣ A(ℓχ) = ℓχ , and A(vg) = A(v)g for all v ∈ TP, g ∈ G} .
e dierence of any two connections a = A′ − A belongs to Ω1(X; adP) by the identication (A.35).
In fact,AP is an ane space modeled on Ω1(X; adP).
We will now dene the associated connection ρ(A) on any associated ber bundle E = P ×ρ F. Let
TvE ∶= ker(pi∗) denote the vertical tangent bundle of E.e connection ρ(A) will be an element of
Ω1(E;TvE). We will dene it on Ω1(P × F;TF) and show that it passes to the quotient P × F → E.
For a vector vp + v f ∈ T(p, f )P × F we dene
ρ(A)(vp + v f ) ∶= ρ∗(A(vp)) + v f .
Consider (p, f ) = (⟦xα , gα⟧ , f ).en for ρ(A) to descend to the quotient P × F → P ×ρ F, it must
vanish along the vector elds generated by
(⟦xα , gαe−χt⟧ , ρ(e χt) f ).
We have vp = ℓχ and v f = ρ∗(−ℓχ), so indeed ρ(A)(vp+v f ) = 0, and ρ(A) descends to Ω1(P×F;TvE).
If E → X is a ber bundle E = P ×ρ F and A ∈ AP, then for s ∈ Ω0(X;E), we dene the covariant
derivative ∇As ∶= s∗(ρ(A)) ∈ Ω1(X; s∗(TvE)).
If ρ is le multiplication mL on G, then mL(A) = A. For a local section ϕ, we have ∇Aϕ ∈
Ω1(X;ϕ∗(TvP)). If we view ϕ as an element of IsoX(G , P), then ϕ−1∇Aϕ ∈ Ω1(X;TeG) = Ω1(X;g).
For any local trivialization ϕ, we dene the local connection one-form Aϕ ∶= ϕ−1∇Aϕ. For a local
section ϕ ∈ Ω0(X;P) and g ∈ Ω0(X;G), we have the transformation rule
Aϕg = (ϕg)−1∇A(ϕg)= (ϕg)−1 ((∇Aϕ)g + ϕdg)= g−1(ϕ−1∇Aϕ)g + g−1dg= g−1Aϕg + g−1dg ∈ Ω1(X;g).
Similarly,
Aϕg−1 = gAϕg−1 − (dg)g−1 ∈ Ω1(X;g).
We now explain why this is called the connection one-form. If s ∈ Ω1(X;E) is a section of a ber
bundle E, then ϕ−1s ∈ Ω1(U ; F) is the ϕ-trivialized section. We compute
∇As = ∇A(ϕϕ−1s)= ϕd(ϕ−1s) + ρ(∇Aϕ)(ϕ−1s)= ϕ (d + ρ(Aϕ)) (ϕ−1s).
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Denition A.3.6. e group of smooth bundle automorphisms, or gauge transformations of a bundle
P is GP ∶= Ω0(X; AdP).
For any ber bundle E → X associated to P, we get an action of GP on sections Ω0(X;E) given by
s ↦ ρ(g)s.
For any operator D ∶ Ω0(E1)→ Ω0(E2), the natural action is
D ↦ ρE2(g)DρE1(g−1).
For example,
∇A ↦ g∇Ag−1= ∇A − (∇Ag)g−1,
where (∇Ag)g−1 ∈ Ω1(X; adP).is denes an action of GP onAP given by
A↦ g(A) = A− (∇Ag)g−1.
If we examine this expression in a local frame ϕ and dene gϕ ∶= ϕ−1g, then
A = ϕ(Aϕ − (dgϕ + Aϕgϕ − gϕAϕ)g−1ϕ )= ϕ(gϕAϕg−1ϕ − dgϕg−1ϕ )= ϕ(Aϕg−1ϕ ).
is illustrates the fact that locally, a gauge transformation is equivalent to a change of trivialization.
Denition A.3.7. e gauge principle is the observation that under the action GP on bothAP and
ber bundles, expressions involving ∇A and associated operators transform equivariantly.
A.3.3 Connections and dierential operators
If we have a trivialization ϕα of P, then for the ϕα-trivialized forms Ω●(X;VP)α, we have
Ω●(X;VP)α ≅ V ⊗Ω●(X).
We extend our operators d, d∗, ρW(R), the inner product ⋅, etc. from Ω●(X) to operators dα, d∗α , ⋅,
ρW(R), etc. which act only on Ω●(X), componentwise. (Note that dierential operators depend on
ϕα, while tensorial operators like ⋅ and ρW(R) are independent of the choice of sα, and thus don’t
require an α subscript.)
If we also have a frame {ei} for TX, then we similarly extend operators ιi , єi , L0α,i , Lα,i , ∇α,i , etc.
which act only on the Ω●(X) component of V ⊗ Ω●(X). A change of frame G then acts on the
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Ω●(X) component. Since all these operators act only on the form component, they are G-invariant:
g {ιi} = ιi , g {єi} = єi , g {L0α,i} = L0α,i , g {dα} = dα , g {∇α,i} = ∇α,i , ...
For an operator D to be G-equivariant, it should satisfy
g {Dα} = gα Dα g−1α .
However, a dierential operator such as ∂α,i satises
g {∂α,i} = ∂α,i= gα ∂α,ig−1α + [∂α,i , gα]g−1α= gα ∂α,ig−1α + (∂α,igα)g−1α ,
where ∂α,igα at the point x ∈ X is an element of Tgα(x)G.
A connection A on P is equivalent to a collection of g-valued functions {Aα,i ∈ Ω0(X;g)}, which
transform as
G(A)α,i = G j iAα, j, and g {Aα,i} = gαAα,ig−1α − (∂α,igα)g−1α .
Given some connection A, we dene the covariant derivative on Ω●(X;VP) by
(∇A,i)α ∶= ∇α,i + Aα,i .
We verify that ∇A,i is equivariant:
g {(∇A,i)α} = ∇α,i + gαAα,ig−1α − ((∂igα)g−1α )= gα ∇α,i g−1α + [∇α,i , gα] (g−1α ) − ((∂igα)g−1α )= gα ∇α,i g−1α .
Suppose V is a vector space equipped with aG-invariant inner product denoted by ⟨vw⟩ for v ,w ∈ V .
Given B,C ∈ Ω●(X ,VP), we dene the inner product of B and C by
∫X ⟨B ⋅ C⟩ ∶= ∫X ⟨B ⋅ C⟩ dvolM .
Integration by parts for ∇A,i is
∫X ⟨∇A,iα ⋅ β⟩ = ∫∂M ⟨α ⋅ β⟩ aidvolM + ∫X ⟨α ⋅ ∇A,i∗β⟩ ,
where the formal metric adjoint is
∇A,i∗ = ∇∗α,i + A∗α,i , (A.36)
where ∇∗α,i is given by (A.31). Usually Aα,i will be antisymmetric, so A∗α,i = −Aα,i .
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A.3.4 Curvature of principal bundles
Without loss of generality we will x some trivialization ϕα . Since the subscript α is xed, it becomes
somewhat redundant, though it still serves the purpose of distinguishing between a section itself
and its components. We omit the subscript α with the hope that the distinction will be clear from
context.
Dene the curvature components
(FA)i j ∶= LiA j −L jAi + [Ai ,A j] − ci k jAk .
is expression arises naturally from
∇A,i∇A, j −∇A, j∇A,i − ci k j∇A,k (A.37)= (∇i + Ai)(∇ j + A j) − (∇ j + A j)(∇i + Ai) − ci k j(∇k + Ak)= Ri jkℓєk ιℓ + [∇i ,A j] − [∇ j,Ai] + [Ai ,A j] − ci k jAk= Ri jkℓєk ιℓ + (FA)i j.
e components (FA)i j transform as g {(FA)i j} = g(FA)i jg−1, so (FA)i j ∈ Ω0(M; adP), where ad
is the G-vector space g equipped with the adjoint action. Furthermore, under a change of frame,
G((FA)i j) = G i′ iG j′ j(FA)i j, so FA = 12(FA)i je i j ∈ Ω2(M; adP).
We dene the equivariant operator
dA ∶= єi∇A,i .
If A is a metric connection, so that A∗i = −Ai , then its formal metric adjoint is
d∗A = (∇∗i + A∗i )ι i = −ιi∇i − ι iAi = −ιi∇A,i .
We verify the standard result
(dA)2 = єi∇A,iє j∇A, j= єi j∇A,i∇A, j + єi [∇A,i , є j]∇A, j= 1
2
єi j (∇A,i∇A, j −∇A, j∇A,i − ci k j∇A,k)
= 1
2
(Ri jkℓєi jk ιℓ + єi j(FA)i j)= FA ∧ .
e Riemannian curvature cancels because of the rst Bianchi identity (A.29).
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Appendix B
Fundamental computations
B.1 Weitzenböck formulas for real dierential forms
eorem B.1.1 (Weitzenböck formula for forms). As operators on dierential forms,
∇∗∇ = d∗d + dd∗ + ρW(R), (B.1)
where
ρW(R) ∶= Ri jkℓ єi ι jєk ιℓ , (B.2)
and the operators є and ι are dened in A.1.4.
In the proof, we will use the standard Cliord algebra representation (A.10) on dierential forms.
e associated Dirac operator ∂/ is
∂/ = γi∇i = єi∇i − ι i∇i = d + d∗,
and
∂/2 = d∗d + dd∗. (B.3)
Lemma B.1.2. e curvature term ρW(R) is
ρW(R) = −12γi j ([∇i ,∇ j] − ci k j∇k) . (B.4)
Proof. First note that ρW(R) = −12γi jRi j, since
−1
2
γi jRi j = −12(єi − ι i)(є j − ι j)Ri jkℓєk ιℓ= 1
2
(єi ι j + ι iє j)Ri jkℓєk ιℓ − 12єi jkRi jkℓ ιℓ + 12ι i jℓRi jkℓєk= ρW(R),
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the extraneous curvature terms cancelling by the rst Bianchi identity (A.29). Finally, note that
Ri j = [∇i ,∇ j] − ci k j∇k .
Proof ofeorem B.1.1. We compute
d∗d + dd∗ −∇∗∇+ ρW(R)= ∂/2 −∇∗∇− 1
2
γi j ([∇i ,∇ j] − ci k j∇k) (B.5)
= γi∇iγ j∇ j + (∇i + Γkk i)g i j∇ j − 12γi j (∇i j −∇ ji − ci k j∇k)= (γi j∇i j − γikΓi jk∇ j) + ((∂i g i j)∇ j +g i j∇i j + Γkk j∇ j)


−1
2
(γi j − γ ji)∇i j + 12γi j(Γi k j − Γjk i)∇k= (−γikΓi jk − (Γi i j + Γi ji) +Γkk j + 12(γik − γki)Γi jk)∇ j= (−γik + 1
2
(γik − γki))Γi jk − Γi ji= 0.
Let X be an oriented Riemannianmanifold with boundary Y = ∂X, and let i ∶ Y ↪ X be the inclusion
map. Let Ω●(X)∣Y denote the pullback i∗Ω●(X). We identify Ω●(Y) with a subspace of Ω●(X)∣Y ;
specically if eη is the unit outward normal along Y , then Ω●(Y) ≅ ker aη.e natural complement
is im aη, which we identify with Ω●−1(Y).is gives us the decomposition
Ω●(X)∣Y ≅ Ω●(Y)⊕Ω●−1(Y). (B.6)
Explicitly, if β ∈ Ω●(X), then
β∣Y = β∥ + eη ∧ β⊥ , (B.7)
where
β∥ = i∗(β), and β⊥ = i∗(aηβ) = (−1)n(p+1) ⋆ i∗(⋆β).
Let {ei}n−1i=1 be a frame for Y . Let ∇∥ denote the Levi-Civita connection on Ω●(Y). We may extend it
to Ω●(X)∣Y by the rule ∇∥eη ∶= 0. It is related to the Levi-Civita connection ∇ onM by
∇i = ∇∥i + Ni j (єη ι j − є jιη) , (B.8)
where Ni j ∶= eη ⋅ ∇ie j is the second fundamental form. (For the boundary of a Euclidean ball, the
second fundamental form is negative-denite due to the outward choice of conormal.)e mean
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curvature of Y is dened by
H ∶= n−1∑
i=1 N ii . (B.9)
An important application of (B.8) are the formulas
(dβ)∣Y = dβ∥ + dt ∧ (β˙∥ − Nβ∥ − dβ⊥) , (B.10)(d∗β)∣Y = (−β˙⊥ + d∗β∥ + Nβ⊥) + dt ∧ −d∗β⊥.
eoremB.1.3 (IntegratedWeitzenböck formula for forms). If X is amanifold with boundary ∂X = Y,
for any dierential forms α, β ∈ Ω●(X),
∫X ∇α ⋅ ∇β = ∫X (dα ⋅ dβ + d∗α ⋅ d∗β + α ⋅ ρW(R)β)++ ∫Y (α∥ ⋅ d∥β⊥ + α⊥ ⋅ d∗∥β∥ + α∥ ⋅ Nβ∥ + α⊥ ⋅ (H − N)β⊥) , (B.11)
where ρW is (B.2), α∥ and α⊥ are respectively the parallel and perpendicular components of α along the
boundary (B.7), N is the second fundamental form acting as a derivation (Denition A.1.3), and H is
the mean curvature (B.9).
Proof. Again we will use the standard Cliord algebra representation (A.10) on dierential forms.
From (B.1), we know that
∫X ⟨α ⋅ (∂/2 −∇∗∇+ ρW(R)) β⟩ = 0.
Adding this to the le hand side of (B.11), we get a sum of two boundary terms
∫X ⟨(∇α ⋅ ∇β − α ⋅ ∇∗∇β) + (α ⋅ ∂/2β − ∂/α ⋅ ∂/β)⟩ .
It remains to show that these combine to give the right hand side of (B.11).e rst boundary term
was computed in (A.32). For the second boundary term, we use (A.30) to compute
∫Y γiα ⋅ ∂/β ιidvolY = ∫X ⟨∇iγiα ⋅ ∂/ + γiα ⋅ ∇i∂/β + Γj j iγiα ⋅ ∂/β⟩= ∫X ⟨∂/α ⋅ ∂/β − α ⋅ ∂/2β⟩ .
erefore,
∫X ⟨(∇α ⋅ ∇β − α ⋅ ∇∗∇β) + (α ⋅ ∂/2β − ∂/α ⋅ ∂/β)⟩= ∫Y (α ⋅ g i j∇ jβ − γiα ⋅ ∂/β) ιidvolX= ∫Y (α ⋅ (g i j + γi j)∇ jβ) ιidvolX .
Consider an orthonormal coframe {eη , e1, e2, . . . , en−1} along ∂M, where eη is the outward unit
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conormal.e volume form dvolY on Y is ιηdvolX .e above integral reduces to
∫Y ⟨α ⋅ (gηi + γηi)∇iβ⟩ .
Since the i = η term vanishes, we assume i ≠ η, which allows us to cancel the gηi term and to get
= ∫X ⟨−γηα ⋅ γi∇iβ⟩= ∫X ⟨−γηα ⋅ γi(∇∥i + Ni jєη ι j)β⟩= ∫X ⟨−γηα ⋅ (∂/∥ + γi(Ni jєη ι j − Ni jє jιη))β⟩ .
Now we express α and β in terms of parallel and perpendicular components:
γηα = −α⊥ + eη ∧ α∥,
∂/∥β = (d∥ + d∗∥)(β∥ + eη ∧ β⊥),
γηα ⋅ ∂/∥β = −α⊥ ⋅ d∥∗β∥ − α∥ ⋅ d∥β⊥,
α ⋅ γηγi(Ni jєη ι j − Ni jє jιη))β = α ⋅ ((−ιη)єiNi jєη ι jβ∥ − єη(−ι i)Ni jє jβ⊥)= Ni jα ⋅ (єi ι jβ∥ + eη ∧ ι iє jβ⊥)= α∥ ⋅ Nβ∥ + α⊥ ⋅ (H − N)β⊥.
Putting everything together, we get the desired boundary term for (B.11).
B.2 Weitzenböck formula for bundle-valued dierential forms
eorem B.2.1 (Weitzenböck formulae for bundle-valued forms). Let M be an oriented manifold
with boundary. For any associated vector bundle E → M with a metric connection A,
∇∗A∇A = d∗AdA + dAd∗A + ρW(R) + FA, (B.12)
where ρW is (B.2), FA acts on form components as a derivation (Denition A.1.3) and with the associated
action on E-components. Furthermore, for any B1, B2 ∈ Ω●(M;E),
∫X ⟨∇AB1 ⋅ ∇AB2⟩ = ∫X ⟨B1 ⋅ (ρW(R) + FA)B2 + dAB1 ⋅ dAB2 + d∗AB1 ⋅ d∗AB2⟩++ ∫Y ⟨B∥1 ⋅ d∥AB⊥2 + B⊥1 ⋅ d∗∥A B∥2 + B∥1 ⋅ NB∥2 + B⊥1 ⋅ (H − N)B⊥2⟩ , (B.13)
where α∥ and α⊥ are respectively the parallel and perpendicular components of α along the boundary
(B.7), N is the second fundamental form acting as a derivation (Denition A.1.3), and H is the mean
curvature (B.9).
Upon substituting ∇ ↦ ∇A, the proofs of eorem B.1.1 and eorem B.1.3 work with minor
modications. First, note that we must replace (B.3) with
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∂/2A = d∗AdA + dAd∗A + (FA∧) + (FA∨).
Also, we must modify (B.4) in accordance with (A.37).e extra term is
−12γi j(FA)i j = єi ι j(FA∗)i j − 12(FA∗)i jєi j − 12(FA∗)i jι i j= FA − (FA∧) − (FA∨).
e analogue of (B.4) is thus
−12γi j ([∇A,i ,∇A, j] − ci k j∇A,k) = ρW(R) + FA − (FA∧) − (FA∨).
Consequently,
d∗AdA + dAd∗A −∇∗A∇A + ρW(R) + FA = ∂/2A −∇∗A∇A − 12γi j ([∇A,i ,∇A, j] − ci k j∇A,k) ,
and the same computation (B.5) proves (B.12) aer adding the subscript A to all dierential operators.
Similarly, to get (B.13), the same proof ofeorem B.1.3 applies aer adding subscripts of A.
B.3 Representations of Riemannian curvature
e goal of this section is to proveeorem B.3.2 about how the Weitzenbock representation of the
Riemannian curvature acts on dierential forms.
An algebraic curvature tensor is a rank four tensor satisfying (A.29). Associated to any algebraic
curvature tensor R are the tensors
Ricik ∶= Ri jkℓg jℓ , s ∶= Rici jg i j, Ric0ik ∶= Ricik − sn gik .
e Kuklari-Nomizu product ∧ produces an algebraic curvature tensor u ∧ v from two symmetric
rank two tensors u and v by the formula
(u ∧ v)i jkℓ ∶= uikv jℓ + u jℓvik − uiℓv jk − u jkviℓ .
We may decompose R as
R =W + 1
n − 2 (Ric − s2(n − 1) g) ∧ g , (B.14)
whereW is the Weyl tensor, which is dened by the above relation, and satises
Wi jkℓg jℓ = 0 for all i , k.
We dene an action of R on forms by
ρN(R) ∶= −14Ri jkℓєi jιkℓ , (B.15)
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and is characterized by the property
e i j ⋅ ρN(R)ekl = Ri jkl .
e subscript N stands for “normal ordered,” in reference to the factor єi jιkℓ from the fermionic
oscillator algebra.
Lemma B.3.1. e representation ρW(R) dened in (B.2) is related to ρN(R) by
ρW(R) = 2ρN(R) − Ric,
where Ric acts as a derivation, as in Denition A.1.3.
Proof. Working in an orthonormal frame so that gi j = δi j,
2ρN(R) = −12Ri jkℓєi jιkℓ= 1
2
(Rikℓ j + Riℓ jk) єi jιkℓ
= 1
2
Ri jkℓ(єiℓ ι jk + єik ιℓ j)= −Ri jkℓєik ι jℓ= Ri jkℓєi ι jєk ιℓ − Ri j jℓєi ιℓ= ρW(R) + ρD(Ric).
eorem B.3.2. Let M be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n. en the action ρW(R) on Ωp(M)
decomposes as
ρW(R) = 2ρN(W) − n − 2pn − 2 Ric − p(p − 1)(n − 1)(n − 2) s (B.16)= 2ρN(W) − n − 2pn − 2 Ric0 − p(n − p)n(n − 1) s.
Proof. e second equality follows from the rst via the identity
Ric = Ric0 + p
n
s.
To obtain the rst equality, we combine Lemma B.3.1 with (B.14), and use the identities
ρN(Ric ∧ g) = (p − 1)Ric, ρN(g ∧ g) = p(p − 1),
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to compute
ρW(R) = 2ρN(R) − Ric
= 2ρN(W) + 2n − 2 (ρN(Ric ∧ g) − s2(n − 1)ρN(g ∧ g)) − Ric
= 2ρN(W) − n − 2pn − 2 Ric − p(p − 1)(n − 1)(n − 2) s.
B.4 Weyl curvature on a four-manifold
On a four-manifold, the Weyl curvature decomposes into two componentsW =W+ ⊕W− which
act via
ρN(W±) ∈ Ω0(X; EndSym20(Λ2,±T∗X))
as symmetric traceless endomorphisms [AHS78], where ρN is dened by (B.15).is representation
is faithful, so we make it implicit and declare
W± ∈ Ω0(X; EndSym20(Λ2,±T∗X)).
is denes a quadratic form on B ∈ Λ2,±T∗X given by
B ⋅W±B.
We dene an operator ⊙ such that
B ⋅W±B =W± ⋅ (B ⊙ B).
More generally, for any Euclidean vector space V , we dene the bilinear operation
⊙ ∶ V × V → EndSym20(V),
v ⊙w ∶= piSym20(v ⊗w∗).
For example, ρW(R) (B.16) acting on Ω2,+ is
2W+ − 13s,
and induces the bilinear form
B ⋅ ρW(R)B = −13s ∣B∣2 + 2W+ ⋅ (B ⊙ B).
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B.5 eWeitzenböck formula for self-dual two-forms
In this section, we specialize (B.13) to the case n = 4 with an adjoint-valued self-dual two-form
B = B1 = B2 ∈ Ω2,+(M; adP).
Note that
FAB = [(FA)i j, єi ι jB] = −ιk [12(FA)i j, єi jιkB] = [FA B] = [F+A B] ,
and
B⊥ = ⋆B∥, dAB = − ⋆ d∗AB, ⟨B ⋅ ρW(R)B⟩ = −13s ∣B∣2 + 2W+ ⋅ ⟨B ⊙ B⟩ ,
where⊙ is the traceless symmetric product dened in Section B.4.us our equation (B.13) becomes
∥∇AB∥2 = ∫X ⟨B ⋅ ρW(R)B + B ⋅ [F+A B]⟩ + ∥dAB∥2 + ∥d∗AB∥2 ++ 2 ∫Y ⟨B∥ ⋅ dA∥ ⋆ B∥ + B∥ ⋅ NB∥⟩ .
Dividing by four, performing some substitutions, using (A.25) to get ⟨B ⋅ [F+A B]⟩ = ⟨F+A ⋅ [B B]⟩,
and making ρN implicit, we obtain
12 ∥d∗AB∥2 = 14 ∥∇AB∥2 + 112 ∫X (s ∣B∣2 − 6W+ ⋅ ⟨B ⊙ B⟩)+ (B.17)− 14 ∫X ⟨F+A ⋅ [B B]⟩ − 12 ∫Y ⟨B∥ ⋅ (dA∥ ⋆ +N)B∥⟩ .
e unintegrated Weitzenbock formula will also be useful. Note that (B.12) becomes
∇∗A∇AB = 2dAd∗AB + (−13s + 2W+)B + [FA B] . (B.18)
In particular, note that we can obtain an expression for the Laplacian of ∣B∣2 as
18∆ ∣B∣2 + 14 ∣∇AB∣2 = 14 ⟨B ⋅ ∇∗A∇AB⟩= 12 ⟨B ⋅ dAd∗AB⟩ − 112 (s ∣B∣2 − 6W+ ⋅ ⟨B ⊙ B⟩) + 14 ⟨B ⋅ [F+A B]⟩ . (B.19)
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Appendix C
Chern-Simons theory
C.1 An overview of Chern-Simons theory and topology
On a Lie group G, for any χ ∈ g let ℓχ denote the le-invariant vector eld which generates the ow
ℓχ ∶= ddt Re t χ ∣t=0 ,
where Rg denotes right-multiplication by g ∈ G. Dene the tautological g-valued one-form α ∈
Ω1(G;g) by
α ⋅ ℓχ = χ.
By the conventions for the metric ⟨⟩ on g from (A.18), if α is the tautological g-valued one-form on
G, then ⟨α ∧ [α ∧ α]⟩ ∈ Ω3(G)
represents 24pi2 times an element of H3(G;Z) when G = Sp(1). Closedness follows from dα +
12 [α ∧ α] = 0. To compute the normalization, we choose a basis {χk} for g with dual basis {e i}. We
compute ⟨α ∧ [α ∧ α]⟩ = ⟨χk χℓ⟩ ci ℓ je i jk .
In the case of Sp(1), we use χ1 = i, χ2 = j, χ3 = k so that ci ℓ j = 2εi jℓ and ⟨χi χ j⟩ = 1. Now
εi jke i jk = 6e123, where the e i are dual to the χi .e le-invariant vector elds corresponding to χi
are orthonormal on the unit quaternions, so ∫Sp(1) e123 = vol(S3) = 2pi2. Putting everything together,
we compute
∫Sp(1) ⟨α ∧ [α ∧ α]⟩ = 24pi2.
In the Leray-Serre spectral sequence for the bration Sp(1)→ ESp(1)→ BSp(1) with integral coe-
cients, we see that (24pi2)−1 ⟨α ∧ [α ∧ α]⟩ represents a generator of H3(Sp(1);Z) which transgresses
to the second Chern class c2 ∈ H4(BSp(1);Z).
e constant for SO(3) diers slightly from Sp(1). Again we choose χi so that ci ℓ j = 2εi jℓ and
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⟨χi χ j⟩ = 1. Note that ∫SO(3) e123 = vol(RP3) = pi2, so
∫SO(3) ⟨α ∧ [α ∧ α]⟩ = 12pi2.
e class (24pi2)−1 ⟨α ∧ [α ∧ α]⟩ transgresses to −14 p1 ∈ H4(BSO(3);R). To understand this 14 factor,
we examine the bration SO(3) → ESO(3) → BSO(3), and its SO(2)-quotient S2 → BSO(2) →
BSO(3).ough we will need them only through degree ve, the cohomology rings of BSO(3) are
H●(BSO(3);Z) = Z [e , p1] /2e ,
H●(BSO(3);Z2) = Z2[w2,w3],
where e ∈ H3(BSO(3);Z) is the universal Euler class, p1 ∈ H4(BSO(3);Z) is the universal Pontrya-
gin class, and wi ∈ H i(BSO(3);Z2) are the Stiefel-Whitney classes. Even without this foreknowledge,
together the two Leray-Serre spectral sequences of these brations easily determine H●(BSO(3);Z)
through degree ve:
Z
$$ $$I
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
I 0 0 Z2
$$ $$I
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
Z 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ⋯
Z 0 0 Z2 Z 0
//
OO
Z
'' ''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
## ##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH 0 0 Z2 Z 0
Z2
%% %%JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
J 0 Z2 Z2 Z2 Z2 ⋯
0 0 0 0 0 0
Z 0 0 Z2 Z 0
//
OO
We observe that under d2, the elements of H3(SO(3);Z) not divisible by two must hit
w2 ∈ H2(BSO(3);H2(SO(3))) ≅ Z2.
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e surviving even elements of H3(SO(3);Z) under d4 must hit the integral multiples of p1. If 2Z
denotes the kernel of d2, then the isomorphism d4 ∶ 2Z → Z naturally carries a factor of ±12 .is
explains why half an integral class can transgress to a quarter of an integral class.
Let P be a principal bundle, with connection A ∈ A(P) ⊂ Ω1(P;gP).e restriction of A to any ber
is α. Using the Leray-Serre ltration for de Rham cohomology, we transgress (24pi2)−1 ⟨α ∧ [α ∧ α]⟩
by
⟨A∧ [A∧ A]⟩
))TTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TT
0 0 0 0
0 0 3 ⟨FA ∧ [A∧ A]⟩−3 ⟨FA ∧ [A∧ A]⟩ 0 0
0 0 −6 ⟨A∧ FA⟩
OO
**UUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UU
0 0
0 0 0 0 −6 ⟨FA ∧ FA⟩
//
OO
is motivates us to dene the Chern-Simons form
CS(A) ∶= ⟨A∧ (16 [A∧ A] − FA)⟩ ∈ Ω3(P).
On bers, CS(A) restricts to 16 ⟨α ∧ [α ∧ α]⟩, and dCS(A) = − ⟨FA ∧ FA⟩.is exact form(2pi)−2dCS(A) ∈ Ω4(P)
represents the pullback of a cohomology class in H4(M;Z) given by
(2pi)−2dCS(A) = −(2pi)−2 ⟨FA ∧ FA⟩ = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩c2 −
12c1 for U(n),−14 p1 for O(n).
Compare with p. 42 and p. 164 of [DK97], given our normalization (A.18).
On a four-manifold, we dene the instanton number
k ∶= −(2pi)−2 ∫X ⟨FA ∧ FA⟩ = (2pi)−2 ∫X dCS(A). (C.1)
To obtain a basic form, we dene the Chern-Simons cocycle CS ∶ A ×A→ R by
CS(A,A0) ∶= ⟨a ∧ (16 [a ∧ a] − FA − FA0)⟩ , where a = A− A0. (C.2)
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In the special case of a trivial bundle, CS(A) = CS(A, 0).
e Chern-Simons cocycle satises the cocycle condition
CS(A1,A2) +CS(A2,A3) +CS(A3,A1) ∈ d(Ω2(X)).
Specically,
CS(A1,A2) +CS(A2,A3) +CS(A3,A1) == 13d ⟨(A1 − A2) ∧ (A2 − A3) + (A2 − A3) ∧ (A3 − A1) + (A3 − A1) ∧ (A1 − A2)⟩ .
e cocycle condition implies that over a three-manifold Y , by xing any A0, the function
A↦ ∫Y CS(A,A0)
gives a well-dened mapA→ R, unique up to a constant depending on A0. Furthermore, in terms
of A0 we get the formula ∫Y CS(A1,A2) = ∫Y CS(A1,A0) − ∫Y CS(A2,A0).
We compute
a ∶= A− A0,
dAa = FA − FA0 + 12 [a ∧ a] ,
dAFA0 = [a ∧ FA0] ,
so
dCS(A,A0) = ⟨dAa ∧ (16 [a ∧ a] − FA − FA0) + a ∧ (dAFA0 + 13 [a ∧ dAa])⟩= ⟨(FA − FA0 + 12 [a ∧ a]) ∧ (16 [a ∧ a] − FA − FA0)++ a ∧ ([a ∧ FA0] + 13 [a ∧ (FA − FA0 + 12 [a ∧ a])])⟩= ⟨FA0 ∧ FA0 − FA ∧ FA + 14a ∧((((((([a ∧ [a ∧ a]]⟩= − ⟨FA ∧ FA⟩ + ⟨FA0 ∧ FA0⟩ .
Next we will determine the eect of a gauge transformation g by computing CS(g{A},A). We will
need another cocycle
∆(g,A,A0) ∶= ⟨(A− A0) ∧ (g−1(A− A0)g + g−1dA0g + (dA0g)g−1⟩ ,
which satises the cocycle condition
∆(g,A1,A2) + ∆(g,A2,A3) + ∆(g,A3,A1) = 0.
A lengthy computation gives the identity
CS(g {A} ,A) = d∆(g,A,A0) − ⟨(g {A0} − A0) ∧ (FA0 + gFA0g−1)⟩+− 16 ⟨(g−1dA0g) ∧ [(g−1dA0g) ∧ (g−1dA0g)]⟩ .
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ere are several observations to be made about this identity. First, the le side is manifestly
independent of A0. Next, the term on the right side involving A is exact.erefore, ∫Y CS(g {A} ,A)
depends only on g. Finally, in the case A0 = 0 the identity reduces to
∫Y CS(g {A} ,A) = −16 ∫Y ⟨(g−1dg) ∧ [(g−1dg) ∧ (g−1dg)]⟩ .
δCS(A) = ⟨δA∧ (16 [A∧ A] − FA) + A∧ (13 [A∧ δA] − dAδA)⟩= ⟨δA∧ (16 [A∧ A] + 13 [A∧ A] − FA)⟩ + d ⟨A∧ δA⟩ − 2 ⟨(FA + 12 [A∧ A]) ∧ δA⟩= d ⟨A∧ δA⟩ + 2 ⟨δA∧ −FA⟩ .
In particular, on a closed 3-manifold Y ,
δ
δA ∫Y CS(A) = −2 ⋆FA.
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